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Abstract

For most people design is a mystery. The products of design are integrated into

our daily lives to the point that design has become invisible to us. However, what is

subsumed in design practice is a creative problem-solving process that is applicable as

a teaching strategy as well as a method for teaching the subject of design. The purpose

of this study was to inquire into the current classroom practice of Ontario Visual Arts

and Technological Education teachers, understand the goals of Ontario government

curriculum developers, and explore the position held by the professional design

community on secondary school design education. Data for this study were collected

from: (a) a textual analysis of 4 Ministry curriculum documents; (b) interviews with

10 stakeholders; (c) unobtrusive observations and informal conversations conducted

at 7 secondary school open house events; and (d) observation of 2 sessions of an AQ

course for Design and Technology. The research design modeled the design process

and was divided into 2 parts: a discovery or problem-finding phase and a discussion

or problem-solving phase. The results showed that design is misunderstood and

misused; it has become lost between visual arts and technology where neither

program holds responsibility for its delivery; students mistake working on computers

for design practice; and while there is a desire within the professional community to

have a voice in secondary school design education, there is no forum for participation.

The technology-driven paradigm shift taking place in society today calls for a new

framework for teaching and practicing design. Further research is required; however,

in the meantime, secondary school educators might benefit from professional

development and classroom support from the professional design community.
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CHAPTER ONE: INTRODUCTION TO THE STUDY

The sciences value objectivity, rationality, neutrality, and a concern

for the "truth"....The humanities value subjectivity, imagination, commitment,

and a concern for justice....[The designerly way of knowing] involves a combination

of knowledge and skills from both the sciences and the humanities...

design has its own distinct things to know, ways of knowing,

and ways of finding out about them.

(Cross as cited in Davis, Hawley, McMullan, & Spilka, 1997, p. 2)

Design education in the Ontario secondary school curriculum is situated

within both the Visual Arts and Technological Design curricula. However, its

position is vague and ill defined. In the Visual Arts curriculum guide, design is

referred to as an organizing principle of composition-providing visual structure

to a painting, for example-and is subsumed within the phrase "works of art," which

might include architecture, furniture, and painting (Ministry of Education (MOE),

2000b; Ministry of Education and Training (MOET), 1999b). Design as a

discipline, the broad scope of inquiry engaged in by designers, and the unique

problem-solving nature of design practice are not adequately represented or

understood.

For the purpose of this study, design disciplines include architecture, interior

design, industrial design, graphic design, and advertising. (These practices are

defined in the Glossary of Terms, Appendix A appended to this document.)

Designers contribute to our visual culture and built environment by producing

images, objects, and spaces for human use. In efTect, if an object is not found in





the natural environment, then it was designed and constructed and constitutes part

of the man-made or artificial world. Design practices can be very different in scale,

purpose, and technology. Although it varies for each profession, what these

disciplines have in common is a creative problem-solving process. In recent years,

educators outside Canada have begun to recognize the benefits of adapting this

method as a teaching strategy in the K-12 school curriculum (Davis et al., 1997).

This approach to learning is being referred to pedagogically in the U.S. as design-

based learning (Davis et al.). When adapted for classroom learning, this method is

applicable to many subject areas and to interdisciplinary curricular development.

Whether design-based learning is used as a "means of investigation," or as the

"subject of investigation," the broad social outcome of learning to think like a

designer is "preparing students to be thinking, informed citizens who can shape

progress in the next century" (p. xiv). The question is: Is this valuable pedagogy

understood and employed by Ontario secondary school educators?

What does design-based learning entail, and what exactly does it mean to

"think like a designer"? A similar pedagogical process described in the education

literature is problem-based learning (PBL; Hill & Smith, 2005). Partially defined

as an instructional strategy and curriculum organizer, PBL is project-oriented

problem-solving using real-life situations (Hill & Smith). However, designers bring

additional parameters to this method. The following description of design-based

learning is derived from my own experience as a former design student and my

teaching experience at the Ontario College of Art & Design (OCAD). To begin, a

design-like problem can range from an improvement to an existing product, like





adding digital photography capabiUty to a cell phone, or something not yet in

existence such as a portable CD player at the inception of compact disk technology.

In either case, research and analysis are required to adequately define the problem.

The nature of the problem is human centred in that the product or service being

considered involves human interface such as using a toothbrush, navigating a

website, inhabiting a building, and so on. Students work individually or

collaboratively in groups developing ideas which require creative, critical, and

reflective thinking (Schon, 1983), analysis, synthesis of ideas, and decision-making.

Through research and discovery, students learn about appropriate materials and

technology in order to construct models or working prototypes. This type of

experiential learning engages multiple cognitive processes, learning styles, and

physical activities (Davis et al., 1997). Learning becomes a shared experience as

opposed to one that is individual and solitary (Davis et al.). Evaluations are

conducted throughout the process by the students on an individual basis, together

within the group, and collectively between groups through classroom presentations

of group solutions. The role of the teacher changes from one who holds the answer

to a question to one who guides or facilitates the learning process. "Teachers must

be recast as thinkers and designers of learning experiences" (Davis, 2004). There is

no one right answer to any problem, although some solutions may be resolved more

fully or effectively than others. When a problem originates outside the classroom,

students are able to connect learning with real life. These features outline some of

the hallmarks of design-based learning, also referred to in this document as design

pedagogy, and will be discussed in detail further in the study (see Figure 1).
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Design Process:

• Problem identified

• Research

• Concept development

(2D & 3D Sketches)

• Evaluation, reflection,

decision-making

• Concept refinement, testing

• Implementation

• Evaluation

Characteristics:

' Interdisciplinary

' Collaborative

' Project-based

> Real world problems

' Human centred

' Experiential

> Individual, group, &

collective evaluations

Applications:

' Design as the subject of

inquiry

• Design as a means of inquiry

' Teaching strategy/tool

Benefits:

Learning is relevant

Learning connected to real life

Engages multiple intelligences

Engages multiple cognitive skills

Learning is experiential

Learning is shared

Develops multiple

communication skills

Figure 1. Characteristics of design-based learning. (Adapted from Davis cl al.. 1997)





It is my intention, with this research, to inquire into the current classroom

practice of visual arts and technological design teachers, better understand the

goals of Ontario government curriculum developers, and explore the position held

by the professional design community on secondary school design education. How

well prepared are high school students for a post secondary education in design?

How are they informed of the multitude of career options? When design is situated

within the visual arts curriculum,what resources do teachers have to deliver this

aspect of the program? In addition to visual arts, there is a new program called

Technological Design situated within Technological Education. What are the

content and objectives of this curriculum? Is there any relation between the two

programs? And finally, what role, if any, does the professional community have as

a stakeholder in the educational well-being of its future members? These questions

begin to define the scope of my inquiry.

Background of the Problem

Over the past 10 years in Ontario and currently across the U.S., a curriculum

driven by a scientific rational ideology has reemerged (Colins, 1998). In a chapter

on orientations to curriculum, Eisner ( 1985) characterizes five paradigms that

structure curriculum planning. Following Eisner's models, I believe the primary

orientation that describes the current Ontario system is "Curriculum as

Technology." It defines a curriculum that values quantitative, measurable learning

outcomes; it responds to the needs of business and industry and at the same time

emulates business practice. "Because schools are intended to have a

product-learning- there is no reason why the procedures used to increase the





efficiency and effectiveness of factories should not be applied to schools" (p. 80).

By employing the "precision of 'applied science'" the "uncertainties of art could

be replaced by the replicability of the science of curriculum development and

instruction" (p. 80). This does not bode well for the arts, then, which have been

marginalized in place of traditional academic subjects. Proponents of arts

education defend it by highlighting its ability to support learning outcomes in other

academic subjects (Eisner, 2000a). For example, music education needs to be

regularly justified for its connection to improved math scores. While the arts in

general are typically undervalued for their contribution to learning and benefits

to society, design has an even greater challenge.

In this section I will look at the current place of design curriculum in the

Ontario secondary school system, the renewed value the business community places

on design because of increased global competition, and how design education is

positioned in other countries. Design (as a professional practice) is a subset of the

Ontario Visual Arts curriculum (see Figure 2), and my past experience as a designer

and as an administrator in a postsecondary institution has led me to believe that

there is little evidence that it is actually being taught. When applying to most

postsecondary design programs, students are required to present a portfolio of their

work during an interview with faculty members. My experience on review panels at

OCAD informed my observation that there was little or no evidence of design

exploration, knowledge, or interest documented in student work. In Canada and

the United States, high school visual arts teachers are typically educated in fine art

or art history and have not been exposed to design practice (Davis, 2004). If there





The Arts:

Dance

Dramatic Arts

Exploring the Arts

Media Arts

Music

Visual Arts — Fine Arts

Applied Design

Crafts

Figure 2. The Ontario curriculum grades 1 1 and 12. The arts.
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are few inservice programs on design and little or no resources or outside support,

can teachers be expected to teach a subject with which they are not familiar? In

addition to the inclusion of design within visual arts, a new curriculum called

Technological Education has recently been introduced. Within this curriculum is a

collection of career-related programs, one of which is called Technological Design

(see Figure 3). Some design disciplines are represented, for example architecture

and industrial design (referred to as technical design or just design), but others are

omitted (MOE, 2000a). Graphic design in particular is not included, although this

discipline requires a complex understanding and skill in the use of technology as

well as the visual literacy skills developed in an art-based program (Meggs, 1992).

Visual literacy is the ability to both interpret and communicate with signs, symbols,

and images and is a required competency for both artists and designers.

Engineering, which is not traditionally included as a design discipline, is a primary

career option in technological design. The learning objectives in this program

appear to focus mainly on developing skill sets such as manual and computer

drafting and report writing in addition to learning about materials and

manufacturing processes and understanding building code regulations. There is

little stated about the generation of ideas, concepts, creative problem-solving, or

aesthetics. The intention of this study is to gain insights into the program rationale

through interviews with teachers and curriculum developers and a detailed textual

analysis of the curriculum documents.

Because Technological Design embraces some design disciplines and design

is also included within the Visual Arts curriculum, it is not clear what the Ontario





Part A:

Broad-Based

Technology

Communications Technology

Construction Technology

Health & Personal Services

Hospitality & Tourism

Manufacturing Technology

Technological Design

Transportation Technology

Design

Engineering

Architecture

PartB:

Computer Science

Computer & Information Science

Computer Engineering

Figure 3. The Ontario curriculum grades 1 1 and 12. Technological education.
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government's intention is for design education or what qualifications are required

of teachers. My assumption is that not all schools are able to offer both outlets for

design education. More students may have the opportunity to be introduced to

design if two potential avenues are being offered. If this is the case, then it might

indicate that curriculum developers are responding to the needs of society and,

more specifically, to the demands of the business community.

Innovation is a current topic of interest with both government and business

sectors (Florida, 2004; Kelly, 2001; Martin, 2004), and a technological curriculum

paradigm responds to mainstream societal demands (Eisner, 1985). However,

standardized testing and measurable learning outcomes, which are characteristic of

this paradigm, do not accommodate much creative thinking (Giroux, 2004). Neither

does this paradigm place much value on arts programming where innovation and

creativity are nurtured and practiced. However, if it is true that "schools play a

primary role in 'reproducing' the social and economic relationships of our society"

(Content©, 1993), then design education has a valuable role to play. Innovation and

creativity, direct outcomes of learning through design pedagogy, are emerging as

themes in the business literature (Kelly; Mauzy & Harriman, 2003) while the federal

government promotes and funds research to increase innovative products and

services in Canada (Human Resources Development Canada, 2002; Industry

Canada, 2001). In a global economy, creative thinking provides the competitive

edge and can be considered a commodity Risk-taking, curiosity, the ability to

imagine that which does not yet exist, acquiring knowledge, planning, refiecting

and evaluating are all outcomes of learning through design. And they are qualities
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of designers that the business community is beginning to recognize as valuable

attributes for employees (Davis, 1999a; Mauzy & Harriman). "I would argue that to

be successful in the future, business people will have to become more like designers"

(Martin, p. 9).

Not only are creative employees valued, but businesses are beginning to

model design thinking and practice in their internal organizational structure. For

example, a traditional company is hierarchical and departmental. The finance

department has little reason to collaborate with the marketing division. In a design

business model, the structure is more horizontal, where departments share diverse

expertise in creative problem-solving endeavours. In many design practices, complex

problems are addressed by an interdisciplinary team which brings diverse expertise

and multiple perspectives to the issue at hand (see the Glossary of Terms in

Appendix A for a description of "interdisciplinary"). This results in an

"interdisciplinary 'creative soup,' where the whole is greater than the sum of its

parts" (Christensen, 2004). Previously, tasks were ongoing and employees were

permanently assigned to defined roles (Martin, 2004). In the design model, work

becomes project-based with shorter timelines, room for experimentation, multiple

iterations, and ongoing adjustments and revisions. Where the source of an

employee's status was the size of his or her budget and staff, now it is found in

solving complex problems. The dominant attitude was "we can only do what we

have budget to do; constraints are our enemy; [now it is] nothing can't be done;

constraints increase the challenge and excitement" (Martin, p. 9). The creative

process and practice of designers is being introduced by forward-thinking business
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leaders. "I believe we are on the cusp of a revolution in business - a revolution in

the purpose of business, the work of business, and the skills required of business

people" (Martin, p. 10).

In my opinion, a revolution in business is something that is needed, but I

am sure Martin (2004) was not referring to a revolution that would result in critical

social change. However, I believe this is exactly what is needed to address the

negative impact of our consumer culture, which is largely manufactured by the

corporate sector. Imagine the next generation of business innovators educated to

think and solve problems creatively with a social conscience. "Design ... has a

significant contribution to make in reshaping of institutions as well as our lives"

(Szenasy, 2003, p. 22). Educating critical and creative thinkers, an idealistic and

Utopian goal typical of critical theorists (Giroux, 2003). underpins my interest in

adapting the design process to classroom learning.

Other countries, including the United States and Great Britain, are ahead

of Canada in recognizing the benefits of learning through design. The findings of

a 2-year study on design-based learning and teaching, published in 1997 and

sponsored by the National Endowment for the Arts (NEA) in the U.S., trace the

recent international history of learning through design and technology (Davis et al.,

1997). Initially influenced by the post-Sputnik era in the early 1970s, informed by

research on design in education conducted by the Royal College of Art in the '80s,

and rooted in a strong tradition of design and craft. Great Britain has developed

and refined design and technology in its curriculum since the 70s (Davis et al.). By

1995, design and technology courses were contained within Information Technology
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which was "one of 10 foundation subjects in the compulsory national curriculum....

At all grade levels, the British national curriculum calls for students to design and

make objects, systems, and environments in response to the needs and opportunities

they identify" (p. 11). The curriculum research, design, and development done in

Britain informed the work of curriculum developers in the United States. The NEA

study also cited Australia, the Netherlands, and Scotland as countries that have

adopted design and technology into their curriculum. "In industrial and developing

nations alike, public and private sector leaders recognize that young people must

graduate from compulsory education systems with strong, flexible skills if they are

to compete successfully for jobs in the global marketplace" (p. 10).

My research investigates the place of design in the Ontario secondary school

curriculum. It appears that the new Technological Education curriculum may be

modeled on the program in Great Britain. However, with design still appearing in

the Visual Arts curriculum and some design disciplines not represented, it is not

clear what the overall intention is for design education.

Purpose of the Study

To the best of my knowledge, through an extensive literature review

described in the next chapter, there is a lack of Canadian literature on design

education. One purpose of this study, then, is to investigate the history and current

position of design education in Ontario secondary schools. Because design is

implied in the Visual Arts program and is more explicit in Technological Design,

my assumption is that design holds some value within the general high school

curricula. However, together these programs do not present a complete picture of
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design pedagogy, and some disciplines are not represented. Therefore, a second

purpose of this study is to determine the intent of curriculum developers for design

education. A third reason to explore the issue is to give voice to postsecondary

educators and professional designers. Including the broader community will help

to present a holistic picture and could add useful insight for future curriculum

planning. It is my hope, with this investigation, to contribute to the knowledge

base of design pedagogy.

By interviewing diverse stakeholders, I hope to understand their perception

of the various issues involved in design education in order to, in the second phase

of research, formulate suggestions for reform. The following four questions provide

an outline for the direction of the investigation of phase one:

1

.

Historically, design education was introduced within the context of art

education (Elkin, 2001). Today, technology related to art and design

domains is highly specialized. Should art and design continue to be taught

together in a unified curriculum or as separate disciplines and why?

2. In the past, many postsecondary art and design colleges in North America

offering a design program began with a foundation year modeled on the

Bauhaus school (Davis, 1999a). Students learned basic principles common

to both art and design and were familiarized with many practices before

choosing which one to study. Many postsecondary institutions have

eliminated this introductory year or have never offered it. How are

secondary school students informed about their choices and prepared for

studying design at the college level?
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3. What is the intention of the Ontario curriculum developers for design

education?

4. What role do the professional design community and postsecondary

educators play in the development, delivery, and support of design

education in secondary schools?

These questions will help to further define the problems which will be

addressed in the second phase of research.

Theoretical Framework

Underpinning this study is a framework of critical theory and

postmodernism. These paradigms have both common and divergent themes which

I will take up within a social and historical context, in relation to design pedagogy,

and as perspectives guiding my research process. Generally speaking, "critical

theory is an attempt to understand the oppressive aspects of society in order to

generate societal and individual transformation (Fay, 1987). Postmodernism

challenges the cultural politics of modernist notions of rationality, norms, and

identity" (Tierney, 1993, p. 4). Critical theory asks that we deconstruct our social

reality and examine the status quo, in particular, our social and economic structures

(Connolly, 1994; Merriam & CafTarella, 1999). This proposition is also found in

postmodernism, but it leads to embracing social diversity as opposed to direct

action for social change. The postmodern paradigm promotes "multivocality" and

the need to understand cultural differences, whereas the critical perspective attempts

to raise awareness of inequities in society with the hope of transforming society and

liberating oppressed individuals and groups (Tierney). A call to action, therefore, is
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embodied within critical theory, whereas postmodernism asks for only

understanding and accepting cultural differences. "Postmodernism bereft of a

critical theory does not give us a sense of what we are to do with multiple meanings

and images" (Tiemey, p. 9).

The social context of these two perspectives is also mirrored in their

historical context. Critical theory has its roots in the profound oppression of social

classes in Europe in the early 20th century (Morrow & Torres, 1995). It was further

exemplified by Freire and his work in Brazil teaching adults. It seems incongruous to

apply a theory born out of the political and social oppression of postwar Europe

and the hegemonic state that defined Brazil in Freire's day to a prosperous Ontario

society in the 21st century. However, we live in a culture that values consumption

and material wealth, which in turn creates an ever-increasing class divide and

impacts on our natural environment. Conversely, postmodernism emerged in the

progressive 1970s, finding expression through modern architecture by embellishing

buildings with historically referenced details (Foster, 2(X)2). Postmodernism was a

reaction against the rigours of early 20th century modernism, which held in esteem

scientific rationalism and rejected the traditions of the past (Clark, 1996). The

modernist era disregarded non-Western cultures by espousing a "universal" style

defined largely by White males (Clark). What is buried beneath these historical

sketches is a social, economic, and political structure that supports a mainstream

status quo. In a global environment though, characterized by world-wide

immigration, cultural diversity defines society today more than the norms of the

privileged White middle class. Both critical and postmodern perspectives, therefore,

deconstruct assumptions that make up our social norms.
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Applying a critical lens to the design community reveals its contribution to

creating social values since the modern era. The affluent post-World War II period

witnessed a rapidly growing economy; demands for consumer goods "were

transforming everyday life . . . and changing consumer expectations forever"

(Poynor, 2002, p. 7). Design professionals play a significant role in defining and

perpetuating the status quo. By providing creative services to business and industry,

designers help define norms and create identities through advertising and corporate

image creation (branding). "Social identity is formed through the mass media"

(Tierney, 1993, p. 6), and advertising designers are the conduit for the corporate

message. Alternately, there is an emerging trend toward reevaluating priorities and

the societal role of the design community. Reacting to designers' participation in the

manufacture of consumer demand, in the year 2000, a group of designers reinstated

the First Things First Manifesto (Poynor). This document originally appeared 40

years ago in response to the role graphic designers played in the affluent postwar

Western society. The expanding economy provided lucrative opportunities for visual

communicators to engage in design as a vehicle for persuasion as opposed to one of

information. Around this same time, "a few skeptical designers began to ask

publicly what this nonstop tide of froth had to do with the wider needs and

problems of society" (p. 8). The manifesto was short-lived, receiving little sustained

attention. Our ongoing consumer culture today has inspired some designers to

update the original manifesto as a means of looking critically at the status quo of

the design profession, at their role in manufacturing desire, and the subsequent

repercussions for individuals, society, and the natural environment. For example.
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Giroux (2003) makes the point that "schools are no longer considered a public good

but a private good and the only form of citizenship increasingly being offered to

young people is consumerism" (p. 7). Rewriting the First Things First Manifesto is

to me an indicator that there is an emerging shift in the collective conscience of the

profession which could also be reflected in design education and research.

Equally as radical as the Manifesto is critical and postmodern theory when

applied to education (Tierney, 1993). Theorists of these two persjiectives are

concerned with the construction of knowledge, the nature of learning, and the

influence and distribution of power (Kilgore, 2001). Kilgore suggests that critical

theory's position on knowledge and learning is filtered through a political lens.

How we learn and what we know are often intended to benefit other individuals

and groups at the expense of those people less empowered. The postmodernist

proposition, on the other hand, is that learning and knowledge are not strictly

rational and political but also irrational, lateral, intuitive, and at times,

contradictory (Kilgore). Critical theory and postmodernism are both mirrored in

design pedagogy. The creative problem-solving process of designers utilizes both

lateral and logical methods of learning (Cross, 2002). Design pedagogy calls for

multiple paths to problem-solving by engaging creative, nonrational methods and

critical, refiective, and logical approaches as well (Davis et al., 1997).

In relation to knowledge, individual learning, represented in traditional

schooling, is seen as a means to maintain the status quo. Ideally, power and

knowledge are shared in a social learning environment. "Increasing individualism

in the West makes it much more difTicult to work collaboratively on important
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problems like environmental degradation" (Finger as cited in Kilgore. 2001, p. 58).

Collaborative and interdisciplinary learning are presented as an alternative to the

hegemonic consequences of individual learning (Finger). Adding to this the

postmodern premise that learning should focus on "the connections between the

individual and the social" (Tisdell as cited in Kilgore, p. 58), design pedagogy

offers an egalitarian alternative to learning and knowledge acquisition. Replicating

the professional design studio, students work together creatively to solve a complex

problem.

Critical and postmodern theories apply equally well as lenses for education

as they do for research. 1 selected both these frameworks to structure my research

project for the following reasons: (a) they will individually serve a primary function

in the two phases of research and (b) 1 personally identify with them. In the first,

the problem-finding phase, postmodernism will guide the interviews with

stakeholders. If it is true that postmodernists embrace many points of view, some

of them conflicting, then this theory supports diverging opinions and exf)eriences of

the research participants. On a personal level and as a designer, I have the ability to

listen openly to varying and contrasting viewpoints which may be required in both

phases of the research. The second, the problem-solving phase, calls for a more

focused and critical approach. When an issue raised in phase one is selected to be

addressed in phase two, it will be taken up from a perspective of social change.

Whether, for example, the problem relates to teacher professional development, a

need for improved teaching resources, or enlisting the professional design

community, the outcome will reflect a socially transformative ideology. From a
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personal perspective, critical theory resonates with my concern, from a young age,

for injustice and social inequality, albeit as an armchair critic.

Splitting these paradigms between two phases of research also mirrors

design thinking. Simply stated, the creative process requires open, expansive

thinking which resembles the "multi-faceted," nonrational view of knowledge

acquisition held by postmodernists (Kilgore, 2001, p. 54). Divergent thinking is

common in the problem-finding phase of a design project. Alternately, convergent

or critical thinking is more commonly found in problem-solving and decision-

making similar to focused, rational thinking found in critical theory and the second,

problem-solving research phase. However, there is an overlap of these theories

throughout the data gathering phase and analysis, the same way that divergent and

convergent thinking is interwoven throughout the design process.

As in design pedagogy, both critical and postmodern theories require us

to deconstruct our assumptions, and examine our social, political, cultural, and

personal realities (Tierney, 1993). Researching within these frameworks also

requires accepting, questioning, and constructing concepts and new meaning from

the diverse viewpoints of the research participants. Both paradigms work together

throughout the research process as well as serve the two phases individually. I will

discuss this further in the section on methodology and research design.

Importance of the Study

The results of this inquiry will, in part, form a review of the current state of

design education at the secondary school level which might aid in future planning.

The findings will most likely be of interest to the various stakeholders involved in
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this particular study. Curriculum developers, visual arts teachers, designers and

design organizations, and postsecondary educators and administrators participating

in the study will all have received feedback on each other's positions in relation to

delivering a secondary school design curriculum. I hope that through the research

process, design in secondary schools will be given a renewed voice; selected teachers

will have had a forum to express what resources, if any, are required to deliver the

curriculum, and the professional community including educators will have a clearer

picture of what their role and commitment might be. And finally, the importance of

design and its value to society as a catalyst for change will have been raised.

Locatedness of the Researcher

My interest in this area of research is rooted in my own educational

background and professional experience as a designer, educator, and administrator.

I have studied and/or practiced many design disciplines including graphic design,

industrial design, and interior design and have worked as a graphic designer for

an architectural firm. I began teaching at OCAD in Toronto before assuming the

position of Assistant Dean in the Faculty of Design. Following this, I was

appointed Director, Continuing Studies where, among other initiatives. I designed

and implemented programs for high school students and participated in planning

and delivering inservice programs for visual arts teachers. Although I am no longer

associated with OCAD. 1 still maintain a graphic design practice.

There are several aspects to my interest in studying design education and my

related biases. Most of the issues I will discuss here have a corresponding personal

and emotional connection. To begin, the Ontario government reintroduced
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streaming into the secondary school curriculum in the late '90s requiring

students, at a young age, to articulate their career interests in order to select the

corresponding academic stream. Students' grades and their teachers' evaluation

play a large role in this decision as well. The curriculum appears to be more career

oriented, offering courses, for example, in law and engineering for university-bound

students and drafting for those who are not. There is a hidden curriculum implied

here, too, with streaming emulating a hierarchical social structure (Contento. 1993).

Although I do not personally agree with career-focused education at the secondary

school level, it does help justify a position for design somewhere within the

curriculum.

What connects me emotionally to this issue is my own experience in a

streamed curriculum. As I was a student of marginal academic achievement, my

eighth-grade teacher advised that I be promoted to the vocational high school to

become a hairdresser. If my parents had not intervened, my life might have looked

quite different today. Several years later, it was only by the grace of a supportive

high school art teacher and my parents that I was able to pursue a postsecondary

education.

This leads to a related second point-how well the curriculum serves its

students. I was a visual-spatial learner in a system best suited to linguistic and

logical-mathematical intelligences (Gardner. 1993). I most likely would have been

a reasonably good hairstylist. Unfortunately, the concept of multiple intelligences

(MI) had not yet been developed. Today, the theory has been loosely adapted by

teachers and is written into curriculum guides and resource material. The
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acceptance and application of MI helps justify a place for design in the curriculum.

Design-based learning engages multiple learning styles (Davis et al., 1997).

A third issue related to my interest in this topic is one of voice. Design has

a tradition of being subsumed in the curriculum under the general label of visual

arts. However, whether they are aesthetically or commercially successful or not, the

products of design are pervasive in our everyday lives. It is my theory that this is

why design does not hold a larger presence in our collective consciousness. We are

blind to the impact design and designers have on the quality of our lives. For

example, the typeface you are looking at, the chair you are sitting in, and the space

that surrounds you have all been designed with intent. If this theory is accurate, it

might account in part for the dearth of designers participating in curriculum

development, sitting on arts council committees, or presenting at arts education

symposia (for an example, see Hanley, 1998). On the other hand, perhaps this is not

the place for designers to have a voice. Perhaps art and design need more clearly

defined boundaries, at least where education is concerned. My research looks at this

issue more closely because I believe the voice of design has been silent for too long.

And finally, voice is connected to social justice. As visual communicators,

designers of all disciplines have the tools to give voice to social concerns.

Traditionally, designers serve as handmaids to their clients and participate in

consumerism and materialism. At the same time, designers have the ability to

reverse this trend and engage young people in social, cultural, environmental,

and political issues through design-based learning. Modernism's abstract aesthetic

stripped designers of their personal values (McCoy, 2003). In our postmodern.
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multicultural society, we designers have the opportunity to reconsider our practices

and our values. Real-life issues that designers address are transferable to the

classroom for collaborative, interdisciplinary, and creative problem-solving. I believe

that if students are introduced to this methodology early in life, with topics of

social concern they can relate to, these skills will be applicable to any future career

and life choice. In this context, design can be a catalyst for social change.

The position of the researcher within the study is an ongoing discussion in

the literature (Lerum, 2001). It began with a critique of Margaret Mead and her

ethnographic work on Samoan culture (Shankman, 1998). The expression "going

native" eventually emerged referring to the loss of objectivity of the researcher

(Tresch, 2001). However, in postcolonial times, autoethnography is respected as a

valid, if controversial, form of research (Personal conversation, Joy Manette, May

2004). For professional and personal reasons, I am close to the subject of

investigation, but I am not required to objectify my position as a researcher. I have

striven to analyse each interview situation, be sensitive to the participants' position

and opinions on the topic, and accurately represent their contribution. I have

shared my beliefs and opinions with the participants when it was appropriate to the

situation. This approach lends itself to a conversational style of interview (Denzin

& Lincoln, 2000). I also recorded my own "conceptual baggage" (Kirby &

McKenna, 1989) in relation to the interviews. In that way, my biases are exposed

and separated as best as possible from the contributions of the participants.
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Conclusion

Implicit within the summary of my personal connection to the research topic

is my rationale for doing this inquiry. As you will see in the review of literature that

follows, many designers recognize the learning potential that design methodology

has, not just for a small, "elite" group of bright students but for all students when

applied to problem-solving tasks (Cross, 2001). My subversive, critical, Utopian aim

is to see all students equipped with the creative and critical problem-solving skills of

designers in order to realize socially conscious, democratic decision makers for the

future. "In many countries, design education is now a part of general education ....

This means that design education is no longer just a preparation for a profession,

but is recognized as having intrinsic value in the development of everyone's

intellect" (p. 4). The following chapter outlines recent literature and research

studies that informed my inquiry.





CHAPTER TWO: LITERATURE REVIEW

The notion of creativity must be broadly used, not just to refer to

the production of a new artistic object or form, but to problem solving

in every imaginable field. Far from being germane to the arts alone,

creativity is vital to industry and business, to education and to

social and community development. (UNESCO, n.d)

There is very little Canadian literature written on design education at the

secondary school level. What is available in academic journals on art and design

focuses overwhelmingly on visual arts. Even articles with both art and design in

the title tend to be exclusively about art-related matters, written in the language

of visual art, or fail to include relevant examples from design (for an example, see

Blaikie, Schonau, & Steers, 2004). Journals devoted exclusively to design tend to

address topics related to professional practice and research. When education is

included, it typically looks at postsecondary education or professional development.

The majority of these articles are written from a U.S., British, European, or

Australian perspective. Articles on design research look at either postsecondary

design education or the research methodology and practice of professional

designers. It appears that there is a gap in the Canadian literature as well as a need

for more discussion on secondary school design education.

The review that follows is fairly representative of the literature that has

informed my recent study of design education. The sections are grouped

thcmatically to reflect the nature of scholarly discourse on art and design education

in general. These themes allowed me to capture a greater number of articles than
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more specialized subject areas might have. For example, the place of the

professional designer as a consultant to curriculum developers or as a resource in

the classroom is an issue I have looked at with this research study. It might have

served as a heading in this review of the literature. Additionally, the role of the

designer in society as viewed by the business community would have been another

potential topic. However, because there is less material on these issues than other

related topics, I have chosen to include these discussions elsewhere in the document.

Other likely themes are missing because I was unable to find representation in the

literature. There seems to be a dearth of empirical Canadian studies investigating

secondary school design or technological education. Fortunately, a newly published

study emerged during the writing of this thesis, and I have included it here. Because

I have used an emergent research design, I have discovered new issues which have

required a return to the literature and additions to it during the interpretation

phase. What follows then is an overview of the current literature on design

education that represents some of the discussions I will take up in the data

collection phase of the research.

Learning Through the Arts

Because art and design education share a common history and design is

taught within the domain of art education at the secondary school level. 1 begin this

literature review by recognizing the work of Elliot Eisner. Of the many books and

articles written on arts education and research, Eisner (1985, 1^90. 1999. 2000a,

20(K)b, 2002, 2(K)3) is one of the more prolific scholars. For over 40 years he has

given voice to the value and role of the arts in school curriculum. He has
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represented the arts through his contribution to the debate and the production of

knowledge in the areas of cognitive development, curriculum development and

practice, teaching practice, the function of standards, assessment and evaluation,

educational policy and research, and understanding the overall learning process.

Design has likely benefited from the attention Eisner has given to the arts. I am

curious to know, though, why he omits design from his writing and presentations.

In his recent book. The Arts and the Creation of Mind, Eisner (2002) devotes little

more than one page to design. He discusses the value of creative problem-solving

practiced by designers and connects it to the Bauhaus-the first school of design in

the 20th century-which employed teaching faculty from both fields of art and

design (Bayer, Gropius, & Gropius, 1959; Eisner, 2(X)2). If he is this knowledgeable

about design and credits the design process as a valuable way of knowing within art

education, why has he not explored this further? Does he assume a separation in the

curriculum of art and design, or does he base his omission on a belief that design

education should be left to postsecondary institutions? Common knowledge areas,

for example, colour theory, the principles and elements of two- and three-

dimensional design, and the language of semiotics-the ability to derive meaning

from visual signs and symbols-were traditionally taught to all students (Lupton &

Miller, 1999). The issue of having either a union or separation of teaching art and

design at the secondary school level is something I explore further with my research.

Art and Design Education: A Brief History

Art education can be traced as far back as Aristotle, who included painting

as part of his curriculum (Elkin, 2(X)1). In medieval times, artists apprenticed in
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workshops and guilds under master craftsmen. Formal art academies did not

appear until the Renaissance, the first one being the Florentine Academy of Design

in 1560 (Elkin). Academies were separate from but equal to universities in that they

granted degrees, not unlike the difTerence between universities and postsecondary

art colleges as we know them today. This came about when artists demanded more

recognition as professionals. In addition to the traditional skill-building courses,

artists were thought to need "mental principles to guide them: so 'measured

judgment' and a 'conceptual foundation' must come before manual dexterity"

(Elkin, p. 10). The academies marked the beginning of applying theory to practice

in art education, but instruction was limited to drawing from a master's original or .

plaster models. There was a rebellion against this teaching method during the

romantic period around the beginning of the 18th century, where students wanted

to be free to paint from nature and develop personal expressive styles. This attitude

still holds true in contemporary art practice.

The Industrial Revolution and the rise of the middle class in Europe had a

profound impact on artists and craftsmen in the 1 800's. Previously, fine artists were

commissioned by courts and noblemen to paint portraits, landscapes, and

household furnishings and sculpt decorative architectural details. Craftsmen

constructed buildings or made furniture, textiles, and household objects. With the

advent of the Industrial Revolution, artisans were unable to compete with mass-

produced objects, and artists were seeking more personal self-expression (Dorner.

1959; Elkin, 2(K)I). The educational unification of fine art with craft or "applied

art" came at the beginning of the 20th century, when German architect Waller
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Gropius started the Bauhaus following the First World War. By merging the

Weimar Art Academy and the Weimar Arts and Crafts School, Gropius's aim was

"to create a consulting art center for industry and the trades" (Bayer et al, 1959,

p. 12). "The theoretical curriculum of an art academy combined with the practical

curriculum of an arts and crafts school was to constitute the basis of a

comprehensive system for gifted students" (Gropius, 1959, p. 22). Responding to the

new materials and technologies of the industrial age and the "cheap and nasty"

products designed by engineers with little aesthetic sense, Gropius believed artists

and craftsmen "should be equipped for the modem world in its various aspects,

artistic, technical, social, economic, spiritual, so that he [sic] may function in society

not as a decorator but as a vital participant" (Barr, 1959, p. 6). Before the Bauhaus

was created, artists were isolated from society in the academies, and craftsmen were

being left behind by mass production. Now they could come together, share their

creative energy and ability, and contribute meaningfully to society.

By the early 1920s, manufacturers were looking for artists who could

incorporate aesthetic beauty with functionality for mass production. Technicians

lacked the artistic training, and artists did not understand the requirements of

production. Gropius's aim was to infuse his students with the skills of both

disciplines. Therefore, the Bauhaus faculty was made up of both artists and

craftsmen who, in the first few years of the school's existence, coinstructed

individual subject areas (Gropius, 1959). Students learned basic principles of

design, theories of form and colour, the nature of materials, and so on. Workshops

in materials and the use of machinery gave students some of the practical
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experience needed to understand production methods. Apprenticeships followed

some of the programs, giving students the necessary credentials to practice, for

example, architecture. One of the outcomes of the Bauhaus school was the

development of industrial design, interior design, graphic design, and advertising as

emerging professions. The Bauhaus closed in 1938 on the eve of the Second World

War. Several of its faculty, including Gropius, emigrated to the U.S. and continued

to teach and practice art and design.

The Bauhaus philosophy and curriculum helped to lay the groundwork for

art and design colleges as we know them today. It is because of the historical union

of art and design education that I question the place of design education in high

schools. Should it continue to be taught together with visual art, or separately in

response to new demands? Artists and designers share a common lexicon. Will this

be lost in a separation? Or should design education be left to postsecondary

educators who, as practicing designers, are better prepared to teach these

specialized subjects? Gropius himself may offer an answer to this question. "[He

had] often insisted, the idea of a Bauhaus style or a Bauhaus dogma as something

fixed and permanent was at all times merely the inaccurate conclusion of superficial

observers" (Barr as cited in Bayer et al.. 1959, p. 6).

Design Educators on Design Education

One of the principles of the Bauhaus was to employ artists and designers

who were active and "in advance of their profession rather than safely and

academically in the rearguard" (Barr as cited in Bayer et al. 1959, p. 6). This

practice, for the most part, continues today Therefore, most of the scholarly writing
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on design education and research is produced by practicing designers who also

teach. Three designer-educators are included here; they present divergent views on

design education. Findeli (2001), Professor at the School of Industrial Design at the

University of Montreal, is the lone writer included below who represents the scarce

Canadian content on this subject. Shannon (1990) is a practicing architect in New

York and provides an apt contrast to the Findeli article. The articles by Meredith

Davis (1998, 1999a, 1999b, 1999c, 2004; Davis et al., 1997) resonated with my

concerns about design education and illuminated the work being done in the U.S.

to inform the educational community and promote and support the inclusion of

design in K-12 curricula. It was the discovery of her articles that inspired my thesis

topic.

There are many proponents of learning through design (Cross, 2002; Davis

et al., 1997; Marschalek, 1995), but Davis not only writes about design, she is

actively involved with designing and delivering workshops for teachers and speaking

at conferences on the subject. Davis (1998, 1999a. 1999b, 1999c. 2004; Davis et al.,

1997), a practicing graphic designer and Professor of Graphic Design at North

Carolina State University, writes about the concept of design-based learning

through a report of findings she coauthored for the National Endowment for the

Arts' 2-year study on design education (Davis et al.). This study is described in

detail further on in this chapter. A subject matter expert on the applications of

design in K-12 education. Davis illustrates the many aspects of learning through

design. For example, when real-life professional design projects are adapted for the

classroom, students connect learning to their everyday lives and their community.
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Davis also describes how design can be used as a pedagogical strategy to integrate

learning. Design-based learning can function as a bridge to effectively link the arts

with science and the humanities (Davis, 1998). In doing so, it raises the profile and

value of the arts, placing them and their teachers in a curriculum leadership

position. In addition, Davis discusses the benefits of learning through design that

will prepare all students for life in the 21st century. "Productive adults must be able

to ... use their minds well ... deal successfully with high degrees of uncertainty...

invent new paradigms for problem-solving ... master technology ... and work in

teams" (Davis, 1 999c, p. 29). Whether a student goes on to study design in a

professional capacity or not, all students can benefit from design-based learning.

Davis (2004) states that teachers need to become aware that "design is a powerful

tool for transforming curriculum and accommodating the variety of ways in which

students learn (Davis et al.).

Debate occurs in the literature about the means of introducing design to

students and teachers (Avery, 1989; Olsen, 1989). Like the "Artists in the Schools"

program offered by some school boards, architects in the U.S. have developed

similar programs (Olsen). The issue does get raised, though, about the role of

professional associations, colleges, universities, and museums and art galleries in

the development and support of design education in schools. This is another

question I will raise in the discovery phase of my research.

A Canadian contribution to the literature on design education comes from

Findeli (2001), who discusses his theory of the future of postsecondary design

education, practice, and the role of the designer in society. He frames design
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practice within the business context in which designers work and proposes how

education could play a role in changing the direction of the profession. Findeli

begins with the evolution of design education and practice beginning with the

Bauhaus era and identifies the external forces that continue to drive and influence

them. Conventional design practice is governed by "a sense of history conditioned

by the concept of material progress" (p. 6), employs a narrow view of human beings

"framed by ergonomics and cognitive psychology" (p. 6). adopts and supports "a

code of ethics originating in a culture of business contracts and agreements" (p. 6),

and is ruled by current "cycles of fashion and technological innovations or

obsolescence" (p. 6). He proposes a new paradigm for education and practice based

on a nonmaterialistic, nonpositivistic, systems-oriented and ethically based

methodology. Education is the means to influence future design practice. Findeli

reframes the purpose of design and professional responsibility and suggests that

"education should be directed to the development of an individualistic ethics"

(p. 13).

Findeli's (2001) theory suggests new ways for designers to serve society.

Designers of the future will be more engaged in designing "immaterial" services

such as health care, waste management, education, and so on, than tangible

products. Methodologies used to design products transfer well to the design of

services or systems. Findeli admits that moving away from a material culture is a

foreign concept but suggests that design will have to become less reactive and more

proactive; "in other words, it will have to propose *new scenarios for the future*"

(Manzini as cited in Findeli, p. 1 7). As radical as this concept appears, a few
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leading-edge designers are already moving in this direction (Bierut, Drenttel. &

Heller, 2002; Heller & Vienne, 2003).

Shannons (1990) article on design education is similar to Findeli's (2001) in

that his overall thesis incorporates the belief that "design is a subject with profound

cultural implications" (p. 29) and "design must become a basic attitude about living

that shapes every person's priorities" (p. 29). He begins by establishing a very broad

definition of design and design practitioners to include every human being.

Humans are innately creative, and design is an "attitude toward action, toward

shaping life and environment ... everything is design" (p. 30). He goes on to ask,

"why is something as basic to living as design not taught in schools?" (p. 33).

Shannon (1990) illustrates how the evolution of human beings and society

has moved from hands-on learning by discovery and design to tame nature in order

to survive (tool making, shelter building) to more symbolic learning through

language, numbers, and images. Our concrete or substantive knowledge has been

subsumed in symbolic knowledge, and we are, as a result, losing our connection

with the world we live in and our innate ability to design. Shannon states that "we

are 'losing touch' with ourselves, our work, and our planet" (p. 35). We have moved

from being directly involved in discovering and designing our lives to being

detached participants. Knowledge is so highly specialized today that it becomes out

of reach of the average person. Shannon goes on to point out that because design is

a practice that involves intention, critical thinking, values, judgment, and ethics, our

exploitive culture dismisses design because it requires people to think about what

they are doing.
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Shannon's (1990) solution to this evolution towards nondesign is to

introduce the design process into the public school curriculum. We are all natural

creators and need to reconnect consciously with the process of discovery and

design. His curriculum design theory mirrors that of Davis (2004), who advocates

integrated learning through real-world projects, connecting students with family,

school, and community. "Designing, as an educational process, leads one from

alienation towards a self/community identity, toward productive contribution,

toward being a citizen-designer" (Shannon, p. 40).

Shannon's (1990) theory of moving back to concrete, hands-on practice and

problem-solving is in opposition to Findeli's (2001) proposal of applying design

problem-solving methodology to our larger societal problems. Both authors are

socially and altruistically motivated, but Shannon would like to reverse evolution

while Findeli wants to take the reins and redirect future progress. Shannon focuses

on primary and secondary general education while Findeli looks at postsecondary

design education. Both Shannon and Findeli suggest directions for curriculum

design; however, Davis has developed comprehensive curriculum plans and projects

and is actively involved in teacher inservice training workshops.

The literature presented by practicing designers reveals a passion and

commitment to the practice, to teaching, and to society. The one issue that is not

broadly represented though is the place of design education in high school. With

curriculum development experience shared and replicated internationally, I am

curious why secondary school art and design curriculum is underrepresented in

the literature. Most likely it is because many designers writing on the topic have
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teaching experience at the postsecondary level only. Additional factors may

emerge from this research study, but unlike artists, whose primary career option is

teaching, designers have a direct outlet through a professional design practice. It is

more common for artists to pursue a degree in education in order to teach art at

the primary or secondary school level, whereas there is no motivation for designers

to do the same.

National Endowment for the Arts: A 2-Year Study

In 1993, the National Endowment for the Arts in the U.S. commissioned a

study on design education in the K-12 classroom (Davis et al., 1997). The purpose

of the study was "to gain further understanding of how design in the curriculum

helps students and teachers achieve national educational objectives and to explore

opportunities for expanding the role design can play in students' academic lives"

(p. xiv). The research findings were published in the book Design as a Catalyst for

Learning. This book describes the research process, methodology, and findings,

defines the characteristics, principles, and benefits of learning through design, and

details current practice and examples of applying design pedagogy in the K-12

classroom. The research team "selected an exploratory, hypothesis generating

approach" (p. xiv) because design-based teaching is a new concept for K-12

educators and few are experimenting with design as a learning strategy. The

researchers gathered data using multiple tools and methods. First, a literature

review was conducted. Second, a survey questionnaire was sent to 900 teachers

who were identified as using design practices in their classroom. Within the

questionnaire was a request for .samples of their design teaching units. Third,
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the researchers selected 10 schools for a site visit. During their visits, the researchers

observed classroom and school activities and conducted interviews with teachers,

administrators, students, and parents on "the role of design in fostering excellent

education" (p. xv). After completing the field study, researchers held interviews with

postsecondary educators, curriculum specialists, and other educators experienced

with design-based learning models. The interview participants collectively provided

broad and varying views on education. The findings are described throughout

the book, interspersed with photographs, examples of classroom practice, and

comments from teachers.

The results of the research were numerous. Of the 1 60 respondents to the

questionnaire, most of the educators were teaching at the primary level in math,

science, humanities, history, technology, and environmental education (Davis et al.,

1997). There was no specific mention of a response from visual arts teachers. The

research showed a variation in teachers' understanding of the design process. In

many cases, the design process was incorporated into classroom assignments

through model-making initiatives such as replicating historical architecture, town

planning layouts, and abstract structures that illustrated physical or mechanical

principles. These projects best represent design as the means as opposed to the

subject of inquiry. However, the researchers made the point that unless connections

are made to human, social, and environmental needs along with related material

and technology choices, then students are not practicing design thinking. The

researchers pointed out that in a culture immersed in visual communication such as

television, film, video and digital games, and the Internet, there was little graphic
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design being taught. The reason for the dearth of design subjects, the researchers

reported, was a lack of confidence the teachers had in deHvering it. The study

identified a need for professional development and outlined the challenges and

requirements to fulfill this need. As supportive of design pedagogy as the sponsors,

researchers, and writers were, it appeared from this study that there is a lack of

appreciation of design as a teaching methodology and therefore little application

in the curriculum.

There are three factors relating to learning through design that the NEA

study did not address. One factor is the place of design in an art curriculum.

Traditionally, artists and designers have shared the same educational roots (Davis,

2004; Elkin, 2001; Meggs, 1992). The fundamentals of an art or design

education-principles of two- and three-dimensional design and composition,

colour theory, and visual literacy (understanding the meaning in form and

composition )-are common to both disciplines. The application of this knowledge is

where the two disciplines begin to diverge, it follows, then, because of the common

knowledge base, that the subject of design might be included in a K- 12 Visual Arts

curriculum. However, this was not discussed in the research report (Daviset al.,

1997). Furthermore, in a subsequent article on design p>edagogy where the author

cited the NEA study, Davis stated: "Although not reported in detail as part of the

study, the NEA found that the teachers in the study least likely to address design

were art teachers" (p. 16). Examples of design projects submitted by art teachers

displayed a misunderstanding of the term design as used in the NEA study The

teachers confused design as a discipline with design as an organizing principle
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within the composition of, for example, a painting. I beUeve a natural outcome of a

study on design pedagogy is to explore the relevance of delivering design within an

art curriculum today, look at alternative programs (i.e.. Technological Education),

and understand the gap in teachers' knowledge of design which is identified in the

NEA study. Therefore, the place of design education within the Visual Arts

curriculum has been investigated in my research.

The second factor marginally represented in the NEA study but requiring

more investigation is the place of design in the secondary school curriculum. The

majority of examples of design applied to school curricula come from the primary

grades. The researchers identify several reasons why design is not as prevalent a

teaching strategy, including: (a) students are expected to be more reflective than

active in relation to learning; (b) secondary school curriculum is discipline-based

and linked to postsecondary academic requirements; and (c) cross-disciplinary or

interdisciplinary curriculum development is impeded by a fixed class schedule and

a large number of students per school (Davis et al., 1997). Design as the subject of

investigation is discussed in relation to technology education. Technology, and its

many applications, is acknowledged as an emergent curriculum and is seen to be

difficult to integrate into a discipline-oriented secondary school system. However,

the fact that technology is integral to design provides a rationale for combining

them under one program. A strong argument can also be made for mcluding design

within a secondary school curriculum precisely because it is career related; however,

the researchers neglected to point this out.

The third factor not discussed explicitly in the NEA study is design
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education as a catalyst for social change. Curriculum units described in the study

illustrate the extensive benefits to teaching and learning but do not necessarily link

subject and content to societal issues. The closest connections are made in the

section on environmental education (Davis et al., 1997). Design as an

interdisciplinary teaching strategy and complex problem-solving process is

employed to introduce the subject of sustainable development. Researchers describe

projects where students grapple with real-world problems found in their own

communities. For example, spearheaded by a nonprofit environmental organization,

students and educators from several schools in one community came together to

work on a multifaceted environmental problem. The students were engaged in a

year-long problem-solving project to look at the process of reclaiming a

contaminated industrial site for residential and recreational use. "Sustainability is

best understood by exploring the intersections of a number of different dimensions,

such as the intersection of social, political, cultural, economic, and ecological

perspectives" (Gabriel as cited in Davis et al., 1997, p. 85). Teachers collaborated by

integrating curriculum from several disciplines into this project. Students connected

school learning with complex real-life problems and "came to appreciate the

intersecting interests in a particular issue" (p. 85). However, I question if students

were encouraged to look critically at the causes of the environmental degradation

or to consider alternatives that might challenge the status quo. A curriculum of this

nature has the potential for students to develop a social conscience through critical

thinking, to begin to change their own behaviour, and to apply this new awareness

and problem-solving capability to other situations. However, a philosophy of
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educating for social change was not explicitly discussed in this chapter.

Of all the literature available to me on design pedagogy, the NEA study

represents the only research project related to K-12 design education. It is the most

comprehensive review of design methods and their multiple applications and

benefits to teaching and learning. It paints a detailed picture of how design can

play a strategic role in curriculum delivery outside the domain of the art class

(Davis et al., 1997). However, teacher training is raised as a key issue when the

research reveals that few educators are knowledgeable about the design process.

Teachers' and curriculum specialists' understanding of design is limited to inservice

workshops and summer institute professional development programs. Moreover,

assignments considered to be design-based by teachers may in fact misrepresent

design practice or employ only partial elements of design. Although this study

gathered data from a diverse, nation-wide population, the sample was relatively

small. Furthermore, it cannot be assumed that design-based learning is practiced

in Canadian schools. An ongoing literature review has yet to reveal any Canadian

studies of this kind. Due to this apparent gap in the literature, it seems appropriate

to investigate the place of design in Ontario secondary schools.

Technological Education: A Current Canadian Study

In the year 2000, the Ontario government introduced a technology

curriculum to secondary schools called Technological Education (Ministry of

Education, 200()a). There are several areas of study, all incorporating some aspect

of technology (see Figure 3 in Chapter One). It appears that the Technological

Design curriculum prepares students for work or further study in engineering.
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architecture, industrial design or other related fields. A second

program-Communications Technology-relates more to time-based media,

animation, and web design. Technology in the curriculum was first implemented

in England (see NEA study above), and many books and articles originate there

(Cross, 2001; Owen-Jackson, 2002a, 2002b). A new research project is in progress

in Ontario, headed up by faculty members from Queen's University (Hill & Smith,

2005). Their research interest is the theory of "authentic learning", which they use

as a framework to "scaffold purpose and value for the study of technology in

secondary school curriculum" (p. 19). The authors review relevant literature,

illustrate their theory, describe their research methods, and present preliminary

findings from the first year of this 3-year study. I include their work here because it

correlates to design pedagogy through problem-based learning (PBL) and their

model of authentic learning.

The researchers refer to literature on PBL to describe its characteristics. As

with design-based learning, PBL is "focused, experiential learning . . . organized

around the investigation and resolution of messy, real-world problems" (Torp &

Sage as cited in Hill & Smith, 2005, p. 19). Students learn by actively thinking

through problems and resolving them by making models. The researchers go on to

identify 1 2 characteristics, all of which are found in design pedagogy. Some of these

are: (a) knowledge is acquired through practice; (b) learners collaborate in teams:

(c) learners engage critical, creative, and reflective thinking processes;

(d) assignments are interdisciplinary; (c) knowledge is transferable; (0 process is

student centred; students are responsible for their own learning, and (g) teachers
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act as facilitators of learning as opposed to repositories of knowledge (Hill &.

Smith). The authors suggest that an effective way to engage students in complex,

real-life problems is "to link problem-solving to projects needed in the community"

(p. 21). This finding reinforces Davis's et al. (1997) proposition of the value of

design-based learning.

The researchers' theory of authentic learning was validated in an earlier

study of students in a Manufacturing Technology classroom (Hill & Smith, 2005).

"Learning processes diverged sharply from traditional settings where the emphasis

is on abstract and decontextualized concepts of little apparent relevance to the

students" (p. 22). Integral to technology education is both thinking (conceiving)

and doing (making). Through these activities, students exhibit, in addition to the

learning characteristics described above, four "qualities" that the researchers

identify as part of an authentic learning experience. These include: (a) mediation,

where students use tools appropriate to the task, such as pencils, paper, shop

equipment, etc.; (b) embodiment, which refers partly to students using their own

bodies to assess functionality, determine measurements, and make decisions: (c)

distribution, where learning is shared as opposed to being individual and where

students collaborate in the problem-solving process; and (d) situatedness, which

describes contextual learning recognizing that most knowledge is "situation-

specific" (p. 24). To complete the theory. Hill and Smith include motivation and

"multiple literacies" as factors in learning. Motivation is activated through

achieving personally relevant skills. The researchers also acknowledge Gardner's

concept of multiple intelligences and include it as a principle in their theory.
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This description of authentic learning provides the background for the ongoing

research undertaken by Hill and Smith, which I will now describe.

The purpose of their current 3-year research project is to "examine

how the study of technology contributes to the development of young adults' lives"

(Hill & Smith, 2005, p. 25). The researchers followed 12 students in three different

technology programs at three different schools in Ontario. Through interviews with

students and analysis of their work, they looked for evidence of elements that make

up authentic learning. A computer software program was used to analyze and code

the qualitative data. The computer generated a web-like map linking the individual

attributes to one another. The first year of this study served to test the research

methods and means of analysis and will continue unchanged for the duration of

the study.

The research showed, after this first year, "that the paths to meaning found

in situations of authentic learning provide a far richer educational environment for

students than traditional classrooms, regardless of career path" (Hill & Smith, 2005,

p. 27). By linking classroom learning with real-life situations, students "foster an

appreciation and value for school . . . because relationships between what is learned

in school and life beyond school are inseparable; the learning environment in school

reflects the complexity of the environment it represents outside of school" (p. 27).

The preliminary research results support my assumption that design pedagogy,

whose hallmarks are embedded in authentic learning, has explicit and intrinsic

benefits for students when used as a teaching strategy.

Hill and Smith's (2005) research illustrates that some aspects of design
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pedagogy are being applied in the Technological Education program in Ontario.

This is encouraging to learn, as it suggests that curriculum specialists and teachers

are aware of the methods that make up design pedagogy, authentic learning, or

problem-based learning-whichever terminology is used. However, there are

questions 1 posit that were not addressed in either this study or the NEA study.

First is the issue of professional development and curricular support teachers

receive for applying this method. The Hill and Smith article identifies problem-

based learning as an aspect of constructivist pedagogy. One of the characteristics

of this praxis is facilitating learning. The article points out that although this

requires students to be self-directed, a teacher still needs depth in his or her

knowledge of the subject matter. The NEA study identified a gap in teachers'

knowledge of design; however, a technology curriculum was not included in that

study (Davis et al., 1997). What training is available for educators in the

Technological Education program in Ontario? Is there a supporting role for the

professional community? My research explores these questions.

Second, I question where the principles of visual language appear in the

Technological Education program. Art and design share a common discourse which

has its roots in the Bauhaus school of the 1920s and 1930s. If design education is

being split between the Visual Arts curriculum and Technological Design, is visual

language lost in the divide? For example, students in the Hill and Smith (2005)

study designed tables for the garden at a seniors' residence. Did they study and

compare organic and geometric forms? Were they instructed to take their forms

from nature? Another assignment involved designing a "bikecar." Were the students
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asked to analyze the characteristics or functions of a car and a bicycle? If "form

follows function" how is the quality of speed or movement represented in the shape

of the vehicle? The issue of visual literacy was not discussed in either study

although it is a critical component of art and design education. Alternately, it may

not be important to the high school curriculum and be better placed with

postsecondary educators.

Third, as with the NEA study (Davis et al., 1997), Hill and Smith's (2005)

research did not explicitly investigate the benefits of a teaching philosophy that is

grounded in social justice. The NEA study on design-based learning provided

examples of socially relevant assignments, but they were not esteemed for their

ability to raise students' consciousness (Davis et al.). The Hill and Smith article

described one assignment-the "bikecar"-that could serve to teach about the

environment; however, this was not the focus of their research interest. 1 believe

that design pedagogy used as a strategy naturally supports an ideology of teaching

for social justice. Yet the research on design education that 1 have read does not

explicitly explore this possibility. In fact, very little is implied either. This concept

underpins my research, and through interviews with stakeholders, 1 have

investigated the validity of this theory.

Conclusion

The criteria I used for selecting literature for this review was whether or

not an article rationalized my theoretical framework, illustrated a gap in the

literature, or highlighted a need for further research. The articles by Findeli (2(K)1)

and Shannon (1990) support my theory thai design education can promote social
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change. Although they, along with Davis, et al. (1997), provide insight into design

pedagogy and the promise it may hold, this section of the literature review reveals

a dearth of writing on secondary school design and its place in the curriculum.

The NEA study and the current research on Technological Education represent

two empirical studies related to design education. The majority of studies in the

literature address the research practice of either professional designers or

postsecondary design students. However, because design is located in both the

Visual Arts and Technological Education curricula, it was fortuitous to find these

corresponding studies in the literature. Both of them implicitly or explicitly

identified areas for further research. They left unanswered the question of

professional development in design pedagogy and the role of the professional

community to support the curriculum. Neither of these studies raised the issue

of social justice as a teaching ideology and the place of the design process as an

effective tool. I believe the literature on design pedagogy exposes many gaps which

I have outlined here, including a clear need for more Canadian studies.

The scope of my research project is broad as is the nature of "designerly

modes of inquiry" (Cross, 2002). I have captured some of the themes relating to

design education, but there are many more that could be discussed. Applying an

emergent design to this study implies ongoing study. The process is divergent,

evolutionary, and iterative. These qualities are mirrored in the design and

methodology of the research as well and are described in the next chapter.





CHAPTER THREE: METHODOLOGY AND PROCEDURES

Plan must come as a part of the organic development of a project,

either before the details are determined,

which is more convenient, or in the midst of their production,

which is sometimes confusing. (Ghiselin, 1980, p. 17)

This reflection refers to the creative process of writers and specifically to

the preparation for the novel Mrs. Dalloway by Virginia Woolf In her introduction

to the book, Woolf explains that the formal conventions of the novel were not

suited to her desire to write impulsively. Structured preplanning would inhibit

her creativity. In a similar vein, I have resisted some of the conventions of academic

research. Because creativity is intrinsic to the practice of design and the emerging

field of design research, I felt this project lent itself to an innovative approach.

There was an opportunity to not only study the topic but also model the process of

design-based learning. Therefore, I chose to research design education in Ontario

secondary schools using an emergent design in the qualitative tradition. This section

begins with a general overview of the creative problem-solving process of designers,

which includes some characteristics that define my methodology. It is followed with

an example of how educational researchers are using aspects of this method -which

they call "design-based research"-in their work. Then, 1 outline the steps 1 took to

enact this study including a description of the participants, data collection and

analysis methods, assumptions and limitations, feasibility, and ethical considerations.

I begin with the premise of the research design.
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Research Design: "Design-Based Research"

There is no one fixed methodology that all designers use to solve a problem,

but they do share numerous common characteristics. For example, designers may

work on vague or ill-defined problems, collaboratively, in interdisciplinary teams.

The problems are human centred in that the product or service being considered

involves human interface. Designers require empathy because they are designing for

someone else's needs and use (See Gallo, 1994 on empathy). The iterative process

involves research, creative thinking, critical thinking and reflection, synthesis of

ideas, decision-making, experimentation with models and prototypes, and revisions

through to final production (Davis et al., 1997; Owen-Jackson, 2(X)2a). Assignments

are project based with varying timelines. And there is no one right answer to any

particular problem.

Research is not foreign to designers. It is, in fact, an integral part of the

design process (Kelly, 2001; Laurel, 2003). Designers typically research a human

need, product, or service at the beginning of a project. Throughout the

development process, testing and further research are conducted until a suitable

solution has been achieved. For example, to design a new opera house, architects

will meet with user groups including performers, musicians, technicians,

administrators, and so on to understand their needs for the new building (Conlogue,

2004). Product research is conducted on building materials and innovative

construction methods before and during construction. And research and

refinements continue after completion of the building. The nature of the research

and its methods vary, but as this example illustrates, research is explicit in the

design process.
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The example of designing an opera house describes an ill-defined or open-

ended problem with which designers often work. No two designers would resolve

this building in the same way. In Simon's ( 1 979) work on models of thinking, the

author describes one criterion for creative problem-solving: "The problem as

initially posed was vague and ill-defined so that part of the task was to formulate

the problem itself" (p. 145). Discovering or redefining the problem through research

before developing solutions is an integral aspect of the design process. Discovering

the problem describes the first phase of my study, which will be outlined later in

this chapter.

A group of educational researchers from California have adapted the

problem-solving process of designers to their work and have coined the phrase

"design-based research" (The Design-Based Research Collective, 2003). Instead of

developing a teaching aid in isolation from the learning environment, these

researchers observe learners in the classroom and interview students, teachers, and

parents before developing a product for testing. The new intervention will go

through many phases of testing and modification before a final product is released

for distribution.

Educational research is often divorced from the problems and issues of

everyday practice - a split that creates a need for new research approaches

that speak directly to problems of practice (National Research Council

[NRC], 2002) and that lead to the development of "usable knowledge"

(Lagemann, 2002).... Wc argue that design-based research can help create

and extend knowledge about developing, enacting, and sustaining innovative

learning environments, (p. 5)
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Although these researchers do not model the design process in all aspects

of their investigation, they do use many design principles and methodologies which

they directly attribute to the professional practice of designers.

Overall Research Plan

Being a designer myself, I chose to emulate the practice of designers with

this investigation. As I stated earlier, designers might begin a project by discovering,

defining, or redefining the problem. Therefore, I divided this study into two phases:

the discovery or problem-finding phase and a second, problem-solving phase. 1 am

an outsider to the secondary school milieu and unfamiliar with the curriculum

design and development process. Therefore, 1 began the first phase of research

within a broad context. Reading curriculum guides for The Arts and Technological

Education and preparing a textual analysis shed light on the possible intention of

the Ministry for design education and where it might be located within the system.

Gathering data through interviews helped to explain the recent history of the visual

arts and technology curriculum development, illuminated the position of the

Ministry regarding design in the curriculum, clarified concerns teachers had with

curriculum delivery and extracurricular duties, and identified the place of the

professional community in relation to secondary school design education. After

becoming more informed about the history and practice of secondary school design

education, 1 was in a better position to identify a number of connected issues and,

in the second phase, designed a collaborative activity that resulted in

recommendations for the issues I had identified. The second phase was planned

and implemented after the completion of the first phase. I could not have predicted
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in advance what the nature of the second phase of research might be; however, in

modehng the design process, I focused on developing ideas that addressed a

particular problem area raised in phase one. It might have taken the form of a

collaborative brainstorming session with a specific stakeholder group, for example,

visual arts teachers. Or a problem may have emerged suitable for discussion with a

multidisciplinary group of stakeholders. From this phase, recommendations for

specific action and further research emerged.

Research design in the qualitative tradition is described by Bogdan and

Biklen (1998) as relatively loose compared to quantitative inquiry. Researchers'

"plans evolve as they learn about the setting, subjects, and other sources of data

through direct examination. A full account of procedures is best described in

retrospect" (p. 49). A hypothesis does not frame the research, and questions evolve

through the inquiry as opposed to being predetermined. "The study itself structures

the research, not preconceived ideas or any precise research design. The work is

inductive" (p. 49).

Although Bogdan and Biklen (1998) advise researchers to "hang loose,"

there are many structured research designs to choose from. Among the traditional

models, grounded theory offers some guidelines for my emergent design-based

approach. According to Creswell (1998), grounded theory provides a framework

for discovery as the researcher formulates and modifies questions as the interviews

proceed. This nonlinear process, described by Creswell as a "zig-zag" method, may

require the researcher to revise questions or seek new, unanticipated sources of

data. For example, one participant might suggest another subject matter expert
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who was not in the original plan. When describing the discovery phase, Rhea (2003)

states that "we often use expert interviewers when studying a category, and we find

that our most productive and enlightening experts are outside the category. Their

perspective and frame of reference are unique - exactly what we need to challenge

more entrenched thinking (p. 148)". This describes the contributions made by the

outsider group of participants comprised primarily of postsecondary design

educators.

Bogdan and Biklen (1998) are not suggesting that qualitative researchers

do not have a design. What they are emphasizing is that qualitative research design

is "flexible." Like Woolf's adaptation of writing standards, researchers bring their

own experience and knowledge of the field to the inquiry. In the case of my

research study, the structure is derived from design practice while my own

experience as a designer and my comfort with ambiguity informed the process.

Data Collection Methods

I began the discovery phase of the research with an analysis of the relevant

curriculum guides. In order to gain insight into the intent of the Ministry of

Education of Ontario for education in design disciplines, I obtained the guides

from the Ontario Government Bookstore in Toronto. I began with two guides on

curricula in "The Arts" one for grades 9 and 10 (MOET. 1999b). and the second

for grades 1 1 and 12 (MOE. 2000b). These were acquired in the first semester of my

graduate studies and used to support papers relating to art and design education.

Later, I was informed that design is also included in the technology programs. 1

purchased copies of "Technological Education" curriculum guides for grades 9
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and 10 (MOET, 1999a) and grades 1 1 and 12 (MOE, 2000a). I read the guides from

my perspective as a designer, looking for evidence of design-oriented content in the

form of language, principles, characteristics, methods, or processes. What I learned

from this activity I was able to apply to the construction of the participant

interview guides.

Continuing with the discovery phase of the research, I planned and

conducted audio-recorded interviews with key stakeholders. My research proposal

focused on an investigation into the visual arts curriculum; however, 1 discovered

when examining the curriculum guides that design was more fully represented in

two of the technology programs. 1 therefore included curriculum consultants to

the Ministry in both the arts and technology programs in order to discover their

intentions for design education, especially why design was represented in two

separate curriculum areas. It was informative to understand, in addition, the

history and purpose of the Technological Design and Communications Technology

curricula and the connection, if any, with the Visual Arts curriculum. To discover,

in part, how the curriculum was delivered in the classroom, I interviewed teachers

from both these program areas. Some of the questions I was pondering were: What

are the issues and challenges teachers face with curriculum delivery? Do visual arts

teachers incorporate design education, and if so, how is it done? Do technology

teachers cover the aesthetics of visual language in their curriculum? I looked to the

Ministry consultants and secondary school teachers for answers to these questions.

Later, in the coding and analysis stage, 1 categorized this group of participants "the

Insiders."
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I believe the design community has a role to play in the education of future

designers. All community colleges in Ontario except one offer design-related

programs, as do several universities. Some organizations have resources on their

websites for primary and secondary school teachers. A year ago, one professional

design organization began a pilot project modeled on the "Artists-in-the-Schools"

program and sent designers into primary school classrooms to lead a unit on

design. To me, this is evidence of the breadth of postsecondary design education,

recognition of a need for support, and willingness on the part of some

organizations to help schools deliver design education. I investigated this further by

interviewing members of the design community, postsecondary design educators,

and administrators from a design organization. I was interested to find out how

prepared students were for postsecondary education. How informed are they about

discipline-specific program content? Do they have any understanding of where this

education will lead as a future career? Other questions emerged in the process that

framed my conversations with this group. In contrast to the insider participants,

I named this group "the Outsiders." By casting a broad net with multiple

stakeholders, my hope was to achieve insights and perhaps discover a few common

themes, issues, or problem areas that would inform and define the second phase of

the study.

The emergent research design allowed me to take advantage of new and

serendipitous sources of data. In my research proposal, I had indicated that if an

opportunity arose for unobtrusive observations in a high school classroom or

workshop oflered outside the school setting, I would take advantage of it.
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During the discovery phase I received, through email, an invitation to attend a

secondary school open house and information session. It was targeted to grade 8

students and their parents; however, this school had a specialized arts program, and

the invitation was extended to the arts community through a listserv. I attended this

event and six others I later researched on the school board website. These school

visits were valuable data sources that provided information and context for the

phenomenon. I sat in on presentations by school administrators, talked to teachers

in all the program areas I was researching, and saw examples of students'

traditional and digital artwork. These events also gave me direct access to students.

I engaged them in casual conversation about their work, their future plans, and

more specifically, their exposure to design. I believe finding a vehicle to give voice to

the student population added value to the research findings.

When designing the study, it was unclear what the second, problem-solving

phase might encompass. Designers engage in collaborative, interdisciplinary groups

that can resemble many formats or methods and be small to large in size. For

example, phase two might have taken the form of a focus group or brainstorming

session with key stakeholders. I anticipated that most, if not all, of the participants

would have contributed to the discovery phase and therefore would be familiar with

the study and topic. It was not until the interview data were coded and analyzed

that the structure of the problem-solving phase emerged. In the end. the major

findings suggested the second phase required a mullidisciplinary discussion forum.

The group was made up primarily of selected participants from phase one. with two

new contributors. A more detailed explanation of the planning and rationale for

participant selection follows later in this chapter and in Chapter Five.
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Data Analysis

Regarding data analysis procedures, most of the participant interviews from

phase one were transcribed by an experienced transcriptionist, while 1 transcribed

the remainder of the interviews. I listened to all the conversations a second time

while revising and correcting the original documents. From a printed copy of each

transcription, I began the coding process with a "preliminary exploratory analysis"

identifying content that answered key questions, noting issues raised that might

relate to other participants' remarks, and highlighting quotes that could be used

when reporting the findings (Creswell, 2005). The first read-through resembled

"lean coding" while more "major and minor themes" (p. 242) and issues emerged in

successive readings and comparisons with other participant interviews (see Tables 1

and 2). In order to compare participant responses and organize the data for

reporting, I selected "text segments" or paraphrased responses relating to each

theme or issue and then created a chart. Insiders and outsiders were grouped

separately, although there were some common themes between both groups. The

chart helped to synthesize complex data representing the various perspectives and

experiences of the participants. It also provided structure to the organization and

reporting process of the findings.

Participant and Site Selection

The emergent design of this study allowed for a participant sampling to

occur both before and during data collection (Creswell, 2005). It also facilitated

"opportunistic sampling" where additional data sources were added, that

progressive development of participant and site selection for both phases of the
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Table 1

Coding Scheme: Insider Interviews (Teachers, Ministry Curriculum Developers)

BG = Background

Academic and professional background, credentials,

teaching experience, general experience

CG = Curriculum Guides

How curriculum guides are used, understanding of them as

a teaching guide, how they were created, written

TPD = Teacher Professional Development

Qualification, opportunities provided by the Ministry,

Ministry expectations and requirements, self-directed learning

RPC = Role of the Professional Community:

RPC.l As advisors to Ministry curriculum developers

RPC.2 Interacting with students, participating in programs

for students

RPC.3 Providing professional development for teachers

SCA = Student Career Awareness

How are students informed of career opportunities in design?

(i.e., designers in the classroom, college and university visits)

RES = Resources

What resources are needed to deliver the curriculum, do your

job effectively, support students, etc.

LOO = Links to Outside Organizations

What contacts, partnerships, opportunities are there with

outside (i.e. educational institutions, business and industry)

that provide funding, competitions, learning opportunities

for students and teachers

THEMES = More than one person has raised one of these issues:

1. Learning Styles

2. Tech. versus Visual Arts (re: placement of design)

3. Changing role of designers in society

4. Technology: Changing role of technology in education

s 5. Perceptions and misperceptions of design

ISSUES = One-off issues that may not be coded anywhere else.

In some cases they are issues I had or wanted to raise.
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Table 2

Coding Scheme: Outsider Interviews (Postsecondary Design Educators, Design Community)

BG = Background

Academic and professional background, credentials,

experience, teaching experience

RPC = Role of the Professional Community:

RPCl As advisors to Ministry curriculum developers

RPC.2 Interacting with students, participating in programs

for students

RPC.3 Providing professional development for teachers

SCA = Student Career Awareness

How are students informed of career opportunities in design?

(i.e., designers in the classroom, college and university visits)

SPPS= Student Preparedness for Postsecondary

How well prepared are students to study various design

disciplines at a postsecondary institution?

LOO = Links to Outside Organizations

What contacts, partnerships, opportunities are there with

outside organizations (i.e., educational institutions, business

and industry) that provide funding, competitions, learning

opportunities for students and teachers

THEMES = More than one person has raised one of these issues:

1. Learning Styles

2. Tech. versus Visual Art (re: placement of design in the

curriculum, evidence in portfolios)

3. Changing role of designers in society

4. Technology: Changing role of technology in education

5. Perceptions and misperceptions of design

ISSUES = One-off issues that may not be coded anywhere else.

In some cases they are issues I had or wanted to raise.
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research contributed validity or depth to the findings (Creswell). This section

reviews the progressive development of participant and site selection for both

phases of the research.

Stakeholder Interviews

Because of my previous history as a design educator and administrator,

I had direct and indirect contacts in all three interviewee categories-secondary

schools, postsecondary institutions, and the Ministry. Although I anticipated

including several colleagues in the study, in the end only 1 of the 10 interviews was

conducted with designer, member of a professional design organization,

administrator, and so on (see Figure 4). Participant diversity was further extended

to include a variety of design disciplines, educational institutions and programs,

school boards, and gender and ethnic origin, wherever possible. I used my contacts

largely to identify potential participants, which extended my reach while

maintaining the anonymity of actual participants as several names were passed on

to me by any one person. The accumulated list of potential interviewees represented

a distinguished group of educators and met most of the diverse requirements.

Contacting participants and scheduling interviews did not progress as 1 had

originally hoped. I mapped a logical progression based on the curriculum process

by starting with the Ministry's intent, moving to classroom delivery, and ending

with evidence of student experience. However, interviews were scheduled based on

the availability of the participants and how quickly they responded to my

invitation. Some requests, sent through email or telephone, did not receive a reply;

others faded during several weeks of correspondence. When it appeared that I

would receive approval from the school board research ethics committee by
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midsummer, I tried to interview teachers before their fall semester became filled

with other commitments. Then, once I started in earnest to contact participants,

I let go of any attempt at a systematic progression.

The various educators and administrators who ultimately agreed to take part

in the study graciously made time in their demanding work lives to accommodate

my request. Because design education in the secondary schools is offered in two

program areas, I interviewed curriculum developers from both technological

education and visual arts. Both insiders had extensive teaching experience in their

particular area of expertise, and one was still teaching. One practicing teacher was

selected from each program area making up the Insider group and selected for

his/her depth of experience and extracurricular participation in the field. The

outsiders were 3 postsecondary design educators who brought a variety of teaching

experience and professional practice to the discussion. They were selected because

they taught first-year students, represented two distinct design disciplines,

architecture and graphic design, and were faculty members at three different

institutions. Additional outsiders were comprised of 2 administrators-

1

who was selected for her experience in postsecondary education while the other

represented a design organization and taught at two postsecondary universities in

a design program. When this participant was unable to answer some targeted

questions, he brought in a colleague with knowledge of the specific topic. 1 have

included her as an ofTicial participant. I attempted to have equal gender

representation; however, because interviewees were obtained through an informal

and varied network of contacts. I was unable to control the ultimate outcome.
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The gender representation was almost equal, with 2 more women than men

participating.

Synchronicity played a part in the selection of participants as well. One of

the presenters at a design conference I attended this past fall is the author of several

articles I have cited in this document. When I spoke to her about my research, she

recommended an educator who had worked with her as a research assistant and

therefore was familiar with the issues of design education in secondary schools.

This chance meeting at a conference resulted in a link between my research and

the extensive work that inspired my thesis topic.

Although I was prepared to contact the participants by letter of invitation

or by telephone, I ultimately made initial contact with the participants through

email. The content was customized for each potential interviewee, and once they

had agreed to take part, 1 followed up by mail with the letter of participant

confirmation and consent form. A date, time, and location were agreed upon based

on his or her availability. In all cases, I conducted the interviews at the participants'

place of business, usually in a private office or conference room. The meeting was

followed up with an email message expressing my appreciation, and a formal letter

of appreciation was subsequently mailed.

Problem-Solving Discussion Group

The second phase of the study called for a multidisciplinary group

discussion of the findings, with possible responses or solutions to the issues raised.

In the group of 4, 2 of the participants took part in phase one and 2 were new to

the study I invited 1 person because of his extensive knowledge of the secondary
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school system and dual role as a teacher and administrator. The second person was

introduced to me toward the end of phase one while I was working on an unrelated

project and brought to the group her experience as an architect and technology

teacher. Their combined expertise represented the stakeholders from phase one.

The participants were contacted by email and received a letter of confirmation

and consent form when we established a date and time suitable for everyone. The

meeting was held in a conference room offered to me by one of the participants at

a site that was considered neutral and convenient for everyone. The participants

were sent a letter of appreciation after the meeting.

Secondary School Open House Events: Unobtrusive Observations

When I became aware that it might be possible to visit secondary schools

and see the work being produced by students in visual arts and technology

programs, I perused the school board website to view my options. In selecting

schools that were holding information sessions open to the public, I considered the

scope of the programs and curricula they offered in visual arts and technology, the

geographical location, the sociocultural make-up of the community, and my

availability. I was able to assemble a fairly representative sample of schools from

one board. In all, I attended seven information evenings over the course of 4 weeks.

Design and Technology Additional Qualifications (AQ) Course

In the process of identifying and contacting potential interview participants,

I was invited to observe two presentations by teacher-students in an AQ course on

Design and Technology. The students were demonstrating and discussing

assignments they had completed in the course. This invitation constituted a second
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source of opportunistic sampling. I became familiar with the particular design

curriculum and teaching approach these teachers were being introduced to and,

in turn, were taking back to their classrooms.

Scope and Limitation of the Method

Implementation of the research design required the discovery phase to take

a broad view of the educational landscape. The benefit of this approach was

hearing from the many disciplines that shape the education system and the resulting

contributions to curricula. It was necessary to include many stakeholders in order

to paint a relatively detailed picture. Discovering the answers to my research

questions necessitated inquiry both within and outside the secondary school system.

Because I believe the professional community has an important role to play, it was

necessary to investigate the state of design culture and the position of

postsecondary design educators.

Limitations of the research resulted from a "snapshot" view of the field

which captured some stakeholders, however, excluded a historical analysis of the

evolution of the curriculum. While I studied the current curriculum guides relevant

to design education, a historical review might have inspired further insights. The

Ontario curriculum has an extensive and well-documented history illustrating

periods of curriculum innovation and experimental teaching strategies. For

example, an analysis of the Curriculum Guideline Visual Arts, Intermediate and

Senior Divisions (MOE, 1986) would most likely have generated different

perspectives on the design curriculum. However, this analysis was outside the scope

of the current study, and no reference was made by any participant to the more

detailed 1986 curriculum guide.
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Since 1 985, Ontario has seen all three of the major political parties in power

with majority governments. With that kind of power and authority, each

government has attempted to change the educational system in a

fundamental way according to its policies and ideologies. As a

consequence, there has been a high level of inconsistency and instability

in Ontario education. (Puk & Haines, 1998)

This inconsistency and instability of the system is reflected in some of the

participants' remarks. The recommendations might therefore require further study

of previous curriculum guides and with different stakeholder representatives before

any changes could be implemented.

A second limitation to the study was the number of participants in each

stakeholder group. For example, speaking to 3 teachers from different program

areas would result in different data than speaking to 10 from visual arts alone.

Because of the breadth of my inquiry, increasing depth to the data by adding

participants in one category would mean eliminating other categories and thereby

reducing key voices and dramatically changing the direction of the research.

Students are one important stakeholder group not represented in the

participant interviews although I did speak informally to students during the open

house events and recorded their remarks in Chapter Four. 1 think it was justified

given the limitations of the study; however, educators have identified the silent

student voice in educational research as a neglected entity (Brooker & MacDonald,

1999). ^

I anticipated that in using a broader approach. I would be able to identify
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one or two central themes that would be addressed in the second, problem-solving

phase. Here, I hoped to provide a more in-depth response to the findings from the

first phase. The problem-solving discussion forum comprised all the key stakeholder

groups and resulted in thoughtful feedback that confirmed the research findings.

The meeting extended beyond the 2-hour time frame; nevertheless, in order to

effectively respond to the complex issues under discussion, a greater number of

contributors and more time were necessary. Eisner (1985) addresses the challenges

in educational research when he states the ability to be content with inadequate

data for making educational decisions is a condition of educational life. The data

are never adequate to justify completely a practical decision, especially if the

proposal for educational change is "innovative." In such cases, there is virtually no

possibility that data will have been provided to justify scientifically the use of a

particular technique or program (p. 85).

Dissemination

A number of vehicles are possible for disseminating the research findings.

First, a copy of an executive summary was sent to all the participants. This

summary will be distributed to other interested parties including professional design

associations, in the near future. Second, I presented preliminary findings of the

study at a design conference last fall. Third, I plan to submit articles to academic

journals describing the study and its findings with the recommendations for change.

And fourth, I look forward to an opportunity to meet with a Ministry official to

discuss the findings and recommendations made by the problem-solving group. I

would hope that additional opportunities might emerge as educators and designers

become familiar with the study.
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Ethical Considerations

Participation in this research project was voluntary. To ensure the

confidentiaHty of the data, no participant was identified by name in discussions

pertaining to the study. The gender of the participant may have been changed in

the reporting of the findings. To ensure anonymity, for example in the case of direct

quotes, the quotes were scrutinized to ensure that the participants could not be

identified. Absolute confidentiality and anonymity cannot be guaranteed because

of the small number of participants from each category. For example, it might be

possible to identify a secondary school visual arts teacher from an opinion

expressed if I am interviewing only one visual arts teacher. However, the identity

of the teacher and the institution he or she represents will remain confidential.

All research discussions (e.g., email correspondence between me and my

thesis advisor or between me and the transcriber) were held in secure locations and

not in public spaces. Audio recordings and written transcripts from the interviews

were labelled using pseudonyms or numbers. A master list of participants and the

related pseudonyms are stored in a separate and secure location in my home office.

In the reporting of the study, participants are described only collectively and in

general terms (e.g., number of males and females, profession, etc.) The names of

the institutions are not reported in the findings; only general descriptions of the

community they represent are reported.

All audio recordings (on CD) have been stored in a secure location in my

home office. Labels appearing on the audio CDs are identifiable by the use of

pseudonyms or numbers and do not identify the participants by name or any other
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identifier (e.g., phone number). Transcripts from interviews and computer files are

labelled with pseudonyms only.

Original transcripts and raw data (paper and electronic copies) were seen

only by me, my thesis advisor, and the transcriber. The data will be destroyed 3

years after completion of the study. The participant interviews commenced after

approval was granted by the Brock Research Ethics Board (see Appendix C).

Establishing Credibility

There are several means to verify credibility of findings in a qualitative

inquiry. Three methods described in the literature which I employed are member

checks, external audits, and triangulation (Creswell, 1998, 2005). First, a member

check allows the researcher to validate the findings with individual participants.

They are asked "whether the description is complete and realistic, if the themes are

accurate to include, and if the interpretations are fair and representative of those

that can be made" (p. 280).

A copy of the participant's interview transcript was sent to each participant

as was a summarized report of findings. Second, my thesis advisor served as an

external auditor by reviewing one of the interview transcripts. Typically, an auditor

evaluates the study and reports back deficiencies and strengths of the study

(Creswell, 2005). Third, triangulation is an alternate method of verifying the

accuracy of the data. According to Bogdan and Biklen (1998). triangulation has

come to mean "that many sources of data [are] better in a study than a single

source because multiple sources lead to fuller understanding of the phenomena

you were studying" (p. 104). In relation to my inquiry, triangulation consisted of

a textual analysis of curriculum guides, key stakeholder interviews, unobtrusive
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observations at seven secondary school open house events, and attendance at two

sessions of an Additional Qualification (AQ) course for Design and Technology. In

addition, the participants in the problem-solving discussion group corroborated the

findings with their individual professional experience. Working within an emergent

design allowed for revisions and additions of data sources not included in the

original plan, which strengthened the validity of the study.

Conclusion

Along with many other design scholars, I am curious to understand why

design is subsumed in our culture. Designers contribute significantly to the

economic, social, and political fibre of our communities and yet there seems to be

little acknowledgment of this in our education system. Twice in the past year 1 have

read the expression, "making [or rendering] the familiar strange" (Gaudelius &

Speirs, 2002; Hobson, 1996). In the first instance, the familiar referred to everyday

household objects that were sewn, knitted, or crocheted primarily by women. These

common objects remained virtually invisible until they were exhibited in a public

gallery space as cultural icons. Here, they could be experienced as strange because

they were observed out of context, giving the viewer a new perspective. In Hobson's

article, the familiar is the classroom setting where the teacher researcher is

intimately engaged with her or his subject and at the same time needs objective

distance to gain a different perspective on the familiar subject. Being close to the

subject matter and at the same time gaining perspective with some degree of

detachment is a difficult balancing act when "what one does is so close to who one

is" (p. 2). I anticipate that this concept of "rendering the familiar strange" is a

suitable metaphor to guide my research project.





CHAPTER FOUR: FINDINGS

You know where you go? Why you go?

(Picasso as cited by Peter Oundjian, CBC Radio 94.1, November 10, 2004)

As the recently appointed music director of the Toronto Symphony

Orchestra, Oundjian was asked about his future goals for the organization. He

stated that goals ought to be flexible, particularly in the case of artists because "we

don't know exactly where we are going." This statement resonated with me in

relation to my research method. In academic research terms, an emergent design

best describes the open, less structured approach to data collection I have used,

where "each incremental research decision depends on prior information. The

emergent design, in reality, may seem circular, as processes of purposeful sampling,

data collection, and partial data analysis are simultaneous and intertwined rather

than discrete sequential steps" (McMillan & Schumacher, 2006, p. 317).

When designers embark on a new project, the beginning is often considered

a discovery phase. An issue may preexist, but designers research the topic in order

to understand and perhaps reframe the problem. In the case of my thesis, the

overarching problem 1 have identified is the place of design education in the

secondary school system in Ontario. Design is currently represented in two separate

program areas, but do either of these take ownership of design? How does this

separation serve students, and what is its purpose? As an outsider to the school

system, 1 was curious to discover the Ministry's intent for design education, how it

was being delivered in the classroom, and what was the experience of students as

observed by postsecondary designer educators. As a designer myself. 1 wanted to
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know if students were adequately introduced to design as a practice and informed

about the various disciplines as future career options.

The research was conducted using a multimethod strategy which strengthens

the validity of the data through triangulation (McMillan & Schumacher, 2006).

"Triangulation is the cross-validation among data sources, data collection strategies,

time periods, and theoretical frameworks" (p. 374). Artifact collection, informant

interviews, and field observations define the sources of my data which, more

specifically, included: (a) a textual analysis of four Ministry curriculum documents;

(b) interviews with 10 stakeholders; (c) unobtrusive observations and informal

conversations conducted at seven secondary school open house events; and

(d) observation of two sessions of an Additional Qualification (AQ) course for

Design and Technology. The primary method of data collection was in-depth

interviews with key educators; however, I will begin with a description of the

analysis of curriculum documents, as they provided the foundational knowledge

and assumptions I brought to the interviews.

Ontario Ministry of Education Curriculum Documents

"A curriculum is an attempt to communicate essential principles and features

of an education proposal in such a form that is open to critical scrutiny and capable

of effective translation into practice" (Stenhouse, 1981, p. 4). My inquiry into

design education began with an analysis of the Ministry curriculum guides. What

was the place of design, and how was it represented in the curriculum according to

the Ministry? What intention was being communicated to teachers that they, in

turn, translated into classroom practice? There were four guides in total that I

read two for each program area where design is located.
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Within the curriculum guides for the arts is a general overview and program

descriptions for dance, dramatic arts, exploring the arts, media arts, music, and

visual arts (MOE, 2000b; MOET, 1999b). The curriculum is divided into three

strands-theory, creation, and analysis. These strands reveal the theoretical

framework of Ontario's art education curriculum, which is characterized as

Discipline-Based Art Education (DBAE; Gaudelius & Speirs, 2002). The emergence

of DBAE in the 1980s resulted from a desire by postmodern art educators to

represent the full spectrum of art practice which includes aesthetics, art history,

production, and art criticism (Gaudelius & Speirs). Previously, art education

focused primarily on the creation of works of art. Design, if taught at all, was

subsumed within the art curriculum and might be referred to as applied art or

commercial art. In either case, design is considered a subset of art, and the distinct

characteristics of design practice are not acknowledged.

My motive for reading these documents was to mine their content for

evidence of design theory and practice and to gain insight into the Ministry's intent

for design education. Here were the first examples of what would become a main

issue in my research and data collection. What exactly do I mean by design?

The word "design" is used and abused with great indifTerence to meaning.

What does it mean? - to designers? - to design educators? ... Design is a

profession that is concerned with the creation of products, systems,

communications and services that satisfy human needs, improve peoples'

lives and do all of this with respect for the welfare of the natural

environment. From kitchen utensils to computer systems, from print
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communications to exhibitions, web sites and information systems, design

affects the way in which all people live, work and play. Design involves

problem finding, problem-solving, analysis, invention and evaluation guided

by the deep sensitivity to environmental concerns and human-centred

aesthetic, cultural and functional needs. (Owen, 2004, p. 3)

This quote provides a frame of reference for my understanding, use. and intention

when referring to design, designers, design practice, or design education. Please

refer to the Glossary of Terms (Appendix A) for clarification of other art- and

design-related terminology.

The Arts Curriculum Guides

The ambiguity of the word design is illustrated throughout the curriculum

documents. To begin, the guide for The Arts for grades 9 and 10 contains a section

titled "Explanatory Notes" which is a glossary of terms. Here, "design" is described

as "a plan or the arrangement of elements in a composition" (MOET. 1999b, p. 66),

and "design process" is described as "the stages of creative design: specifications,

research, experimentation, roughs, prototypes, revisions, presentation, and

reflection" (p. 66). These are the only definitions offered that might refer to design

as a discipline. The most common use of the word design throughout both guides

is when it refers to the compositional elements and principles of a work of art. For

example, in a painting, drawing, or sculpture, an artist considers "balance, tension,

focus, rhythm, movement, proportion, emphasis, pattern, unity, variety" (p. 66)

which are "principles of design", and "line, shape, form, space, texture, and colour"

(p. 66) which are considered the "elements of design". The majority of the time
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the word design is used in reference to one or both of these appHcations.

Within the program description for the visual arts is an overview defining,

in broad terms, the curriculum and learning expectations (MOE, 2000b; MOET,

1999b). Although these guides are written in the language of art practice, there is

evidence of intent to include design. The overview for the grade 9 and 10

curriculum describes the focus of the program as studio-based production and art

appreciation while "exploring the expressive character of how we see and the design

of things we use [italics added]" (MOET, 1999b, p. 47). Under the "Specific

Expectations" for each strand (theory, creation, and analysis) in the grade 9

curriculum, there are few references to design. The text is comprised of 40 bulleted

points where design, as a unique practice, is acknowledged four times. They include:

"constructed environments" which is suggested as subject matter for applying the

elements and principles of design; "applied design" which is used for the first time;

"designing a functional object" is an example of an exercise or artwork; and

"advertisements" is listed as an example of "applied art" where students might

explore meaning along with paintings and sculptures. The grade 10 curriculum

follows the same template as grade 9; however, the design process is introduced as a

learning expectation. The remainder of the document includes occasional examples

of design when describing an art-based activity. These examples, as few as they are,

indicate that there is an attempt on the part of the writers to include design practice

in the grade 9 and 10 curriculum.

The grade 1 1 and 12 curriculum guide is structured in the same manner as

the guide for grades 9 and 10. The overview describes the program within the
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context of art making and art appreciation. It states that "within these courses,

students analyse and interpret works of fine art, works of appHed design, and

works of craft" (MOE, 2000b, p. 73). The course expectations are outhned, and

when "fine art" is not exclusively used, the authors add all three related

disciplines-art, design, and craft. For example, "produce fine art, applied design,

and craft forms that explore chosen themes or issues" (p. 76). Or "describe the

influences of technology on crafts, fine arts, and applied design forms" (p. 83). The

remainder of the guide includes occasional examples of objects of design such as

furniture and architectural structures. The grade 1 1 and 12 curriculum is less

prescriptive in its activities as it directs students to think conceptually, assemble a

personal body of work, and familiarize themselves with postsecondary educational

institutions.

The curriculum for all four grade levels encourages research into possible

careers in the arts (MOE, 2000b; MOET, 1999b). In the grade 10 program, students

are asked to "describe similarities and differences between careers in design and fine

art" (MOET, p. 53). This is the first recognition of design as a separate career path.

In the grade 1 1 curriculum, "personal development and career preparation" (p. 77)

is a prescribed expectation. Four distinctive outcomes are listed including exploring

art programs at postsecondary institutions and understanding skills and knowledge

developed by artists that apply to other unrelated careers. Design as a career

direction is not mentioned, although it might be assumed in this directive: "identify

requirements for careers in visual arts and //t7</.v relaieJ to visual arts [italics added],

through an analysis of various career possibilities (e.g. public relations for a gallery.
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curatorial work)" (MOE, 2000b, p. 77). Curiously, in the grade 12 curriculum under

"career preparation," design is not mentioned unless, again, it is subsumed within

the phrase "various careers in visual arts" (p. 86). Both documents include the same

descriptive paragraph under "Career Education" in a section at the back. Although

this might be an appropriate location to describe design disciplines, they are not

listed. Alternate careers related to art include "marketing and public relations,

tourism and hospitality, teaching, and law" (p. 57). However, in another heading

titled "Cooperative Education and Other Workplace Experiences," a design-related

career is exemplified in this statement: "Students in visual arts could extend their

understanding of graphic design and computer technologies by completing an

internship in a graphic arts studio or a publishing house" (p. 57). Although graphic

arts is misused-graphic arts refers to the printing industry-at least there is an

acknowledgment of a design practice.

Unfortunately, design and its corresponding disciplines do not appear to be

properly articulated in these documents. The following section examines how design

is represented in the technology curricula.

Technological Education Curriculum Guides

In direct contrast to The Arts curriculum is Technological Education.

Structured in a similar format. Technological Education groups many subjects that

integrate technology either as a production tool or as the subject of study. These

courses include a disparate collection of subject areas including Health Care,

Hospitality and Tourism, and Construction. Design-related curricula fall under

Communications Technology and Technological Design. (For a complete listing.
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see Figure 3 in Chapter One). These are the only programs that offer the option of

a university/college stream. The other programs lead to college or workplace

apprenticeship in the various trades.

The introductory text acknowledges technology as a critical component of

education because "technological innovation influences all areas of life, from the

actions of individuals to those of nations" (MOE, 2000a. p. 3). Becoming

technically literate requires critical thinking and problem-solving abilities,

encourages innovative and entrepreneurial skills, and prepares students for a fast-

paced, technology-driven future. Technological education facilitates cross-

disciplinary learning. An example is given where in the course of designing and

making a "technological tool" students are engaged in social sciences, mathematics,

science, the arts, and language. The curriculum in these programs is "activity

based", and "project-driven." Quite often it is referred to as hands-on learning

accommodating a broad range of learning styles and providing "practical contexts

and applications for the knowledge and skills acquired" (p. 4). Through this type of

problem-based learning, students may work individually or collaboratively in teams,

and self-directed learning becomes an inherent outcome. This model embodies

many qualities of design-based learning and is more closely linked to design

pedagogy than the visual arts curriculum.

Similar to visual arts, all program expectations in the technology courses are

structured into three strands including theory and foundation, skills and processes,

and impact and consequences. Several of these programs begin with an

introductory course called Integrated Technologies. This is where students are
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introduced to broad-based technological knowledge in computer programming and

software applications. They begin to understand the design process, learn how to

identify and respond to user needs, and develop research and communication skills

using a variety of media. This experience is then transferred to a focused area of

study. For the purpose of my research, 1 will look at the Communications

Technology and Technological Design programs developed for the university/college

stream because they are the two program areas closely resembling design disciplines.

The course description for Communications Technology broadly

incorporates knowledge and skills in multiple forms of media. Print design and

production, animation, audio-video, and still photography describe the breadth of

media exposure. Subsets of these include technical drawing, typography, sound

production, editing, film processing and printing, and "lighting and staging." The

design process is outlined in the curriculum guide and provides a pedagogical

framework for content delivery. From the beginning of the two- or three-semester-

long courses delivered over the same number of years, students are expected to

understand and apply the design problem-solving methodology to given

assignments. They will gain facility with understanding, using, and maintaining

equipment, software, and electronic and networking systems. In addition, students

will have acquired organizational skills such as time management and production

planning; they will be familiar with related industry standards, regulations, and

health and safety guidelines and be familiar with related industry language and

terminology and apply them in written reports and verbal presentations. Placing

their acquired knowledge in a global context, students "demonstrate an ability to





make informed decisions related to the social, environmental, and economic

consequences and impacts of the communications technology sector" (MOE,

2000a, p. 33). In short. Communications Technology addresses a broad platform

of technology relating to communications, of which two-dimensional design

applications comprise a small segment.

In contrast. Technological Design incorporates three-dimensional disciplines

such as architecture, industrial design, and engineering. "To look at a skyscraper, a

powerful automobile, a robotic assembly line, or a bridge linking two shores is to

see the work of a technical designer" (MOE, 2000a, p. 128). All of these examples

include engineering practice; however, architects design buildings of all kinds

(commercial, residential, industrial, recreational), and the automotive industry

employs industrial designers to design car exteriors, interiors, instrument panels,

and anything associated with the human interface of operating a car. Underpinned

by the design process, students identify user-centred needs and solve problems by

creating "innovative products and services" (MOET, 1999a, p. 40). Students learn

about materials and manufacturing processes, engineering principles, and

construction techniques related to consumer products and services. They

communicate their ideas through illustrations and technical drawings, models, and

working prototypes. Throughout the process, students are expected to follow

industry standards for drafting practices including the Canadian Standards

Association, the Ontario Building Code, the Electrical Safety Code, and municipal

bylaws. Students write design briefs and technical reports on their process and

results. By grade 1 1 , the reports also include estimates of "materials, fabrication.
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and labour costs associated with a project" (p. 131). Final solutions are analyzed

against the criteria of the given problem. This briefly describes a program that may

be more appropriately targeted to a postsecondary or professional level of

education.

Career awareness is an integral component of Technological Education

programs. Beginning with the grade 9 introductory course, students are expected to

develop an understanding of career pathways that the various programs represent.

In grade 10, Communications Technology has the potential to introduce students to

careers in graphic design and printing, digital animation and gaming, web design,

photography, and audio-video applications such as advertising and television

journalism. The Technological Design curriculum directs students to careers in

engineering, architecture, and industrial design. By grade 12, students are expected

to describe careers and research the requirements and qualifications of

postsecondary institutions. They are also encouraged to evaluate their personal

aptitude for further study and a future career in their chosen field. And finally, they

are intended to gain an appreciation for the value and need of lifelong learning.

This rigorous focus on career planning reflects the mandate of schools to prepare

students for higher education and the workplace.

Summary of the Curriculum Guides

The purpose of reviewing the curriculum guides was to glean insight into the

intent of the Ontario Ministry for design education. The findings reveal that design

does indeed have a place in the curriculum, although it has changed with the new

Ontario Curriculum introduced between 1999 and 2()01. Traditionally, design was
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taught within the visual art program. However, as outHned above, the language

of the visual art curriculum is skewed toward fine art practice with occasional

acknowledgement of optional design applications. The majority of students

applying to postsecondary design programs in the past did so with a portfolio

assembled with various work produced in visual art classes. Very little, if any, of

these samples were related to design or illustrated design applications. Later in

this chapter, the findings will show that this still occurs today. The question

remains, then: If design is implied within the Visual Art program, is it actually

being taught? And. if it is not being taught, then what is the reason? A close look

at the Technological Education curriculum may provide some answers.

With the introduction of the technology-related programs, design has

emerged as a prominent subject of study in addition to being a pedagogical

framework for curriculum delivery. The combined course content of

Communications Technology and Technological Design encompasses all the

common design disciplines. The course descriptions in the curriculum guide

advocate the design process as a primary problem-solving method. Clearly, this is

evidence that the Ministry curriculum developers understand and value the

contribution that design practice can have when applied to teaching and learning.

Based on the curriculum guides, then, it may be assumed that design education is

more likely to be located within the technology programs. The next section details

the data collected from in-depth interviews 1 held with educators who shared their

understanding and experience on the topic of design education.
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The Stakeholder Interviews

The primary source of data from the discovery phase of my research project

came from face-to-face interviews with key stakeholders of design education. The

purpose of meeting with these educators was to understand the intent of the

Ontario Ministry of Education, become informed about what is actually occurring

in the classroom, and determine how prepared students are for a postsecondary

design education. I sought the experience and opinions of educators representing

three sectors of the field. First, I contacted an administrative assistant within the

Ministry who was recommended to me by a colleague. My request for the name of

a curriculum developer in both Technological Design and Visual Arts was passed

on a few times until I received, through email, the contact information for two

people, both of whom have teaching experience. Second, I called a school board

employee with whom I was familiar during my tenure at The Ontario College of

Art & Design (OCAD). He was able to recommend several potential teachers to

interview. And third, 1 contacted colleagues at two postsecondary institutions for

referrals to faculty who teach first-year design students. One designer educator was

referred to me by a conference speaker who is also the author of several articles

cited in this study. Three additional interviews were held with administrators, one

of whom also teaches. In total there were 10 participants (see Figure 4 in Chapter

Three).

The criteria for selecting participants ensured breadth in the findings

through diversity of participant experience. The term "key informant interviews"

describes the nature of the process according to McMillan and Schumacher (2006)
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because they were "in-depth interviews of individuals who have special knowledge,

status, or communication skills that they are willing to share with the interviewer"

(p. 351).

Before beginning the interview process, I assembled a list of questions for

each participant group following the "interview guide approach" (McMillan &

Schumacher, 2006). 1 structured questions in what seemed to me a logical sequence.

It helped to make explicit the data I was seeking, although the questions were

general and would open up areas for further "interview probes" and discussion

(McMillan & Schumacher). Specific interview guides were constructed for each

participant group; however they were altered as data were collected and insights

raised new questions. The order of the prepared questions changed with every

participant as the interviews were conducted in an informal, conversational tone.

In one case, my introductory preamble flowed directly into the theoretical

framework of this research topic, and in the end I never asked a single question.

The data from this interview will be incorporated into one specific theme and

within Chapter Five.

For the purpose of reporting the findings from the in-depth interviews, I

have grouped the participants into two categories-insiders and outsiders. The

insiders include 2 secondary school teachers and 2 Ministry curriculum

developers who, in addition, are or have been teachers. The outsiders are comprised

of postsecondary educators and design administrators, most of whom also

represent the professional design community.
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The Insiders: Teachers and Ministry Consultants

As I previously outlined, design education is located in two major program

areas-Visual Arts and Technological Education. I enlisted 2 participants from each

program to discuss the intent of the Ministry, the teachers' experience in the

classroom, and the challenges in delivering the curriculum. The Ministry

consultants, who also had vast teaching experience, responded to questions as

they related to their dual role.

Teachers' Academic Background and Professional Development. The

academic credentials and professional experience that the 4 participants brought

to teaching and administration were extensive. The visual arts teachers had

undergraduate university degrees in fine art; one of them held a Master's degree in

fine art as well. They both had many years of exhibition experience and had worked

professionally in related fields before pursuing a teaching career. One teacher had

taught at a community college while the other had taught privately, working with

both children and adults before obtaining a Bachelor of Education degree. The

backgrounds of the technology teachers were representative of their peers. One

teacher held an undergraduate degree in geography before attending Teacher's

College, where he studied Industrial Arts as a secondary option. He spent summer

vacations working in related fields such as "welding, fixing motorcycles, and

galvanizing plating." The second teacher attended a trade-oriented high school where

he studied and practiced printing technologies before working for 5 years in the

industry. After completing his teaching certification, he taught in several secondary

schools before being appointed to an administrative position at the school board.
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All 4 participants were highly qualified, seasoned educators who were passionate

about teaching and committed to their students' success.

The official qualifications to teach are different for technology teachers than

they are for others. Teachers working within the "broad-based" technology

curricula require grade 12 equivalency with 5 years of combined work experience

and a college teaching certificate. "Work experience is huge as far as getting into

teaching in the technological area in Ontario," stated one participant. Within

technology, teaching is a "second career." The technology programs today have a

provenance of vocational or technical training where teachers were hired directly

from the trades. In the past, "they would very easily advertise for an auto mechanics

teacher" to teach that subject. This participant went on to explain that with the new

broad-based curriculum, "what used to be aircraft, or automotive, or small engines

is now all under the umbrella of transportation." In the context of design

education, this new curriculum could see a teacher with experience as a printing

pressman teaching graphic design within Communications Technology. "Do we

have the best person in every case to put in front of the students? Probably not; but

every effort is made to try and have that happen." Another participant frequently

raised the issue of teacher qualifications. He stated: "The biggest deterrent to the

educational system in Ontario is the lack of a proper 4 year technical teacher

training program."

Discussions between the technology subject association and the Ministry are

taking place to revise the qualifications of their teachers. The Ministry consultant

explained that a program was being developed where future teachers could receive
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a workplace apprenticeship after training in related trades such as plumbing,

electrical, and framing at the same time as studying for their teaching certificate.

This specialized teacher-training program might be offered at a community college

and result in a "first career" technology teacher. In this example, the prospective

teacher would be better qualified to teach Construction Technology than someone

applying with experience as an electrician only. Although this illustrates an attempt

to provide adequate training for technology teachers, it only corrects a small

systemic problem created when the old and new curricula merged.

In the meantime, inservice professional development opportunities exist in a

variety of programs. In order to teach in the upper grade levels, technology teachers

.

are required to have advanced qualifications in specific subject areas. Alternately,

when I asked the visual arts teachers about professional development, 1 received

varied answers. One teacher replied: "Teachers are always learning" and went on to

explain that learning took place informally when they accompanied students on

class trips to the Design Exchange and the Art Gallery of Ontario, for example.

This participant described a retreat she organized for teachers in her specialized

program. It was an opportunity to share experiences and ideas for curriculum

development. However, she did agree that there was a need for more professional

development for teachers. Regarding design-oriented inservice programs, another

participant said: "Well, we don't do a lot." The courses she has developed for two

universities were "curriculum based and don't have much to do with design." She

explained that courses typically concern issues of leadership, literacy, and

educational theory. "They were passed by the Ministry, and that's what they
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wanted. They mandated what we had to put in them." Although inservice programs

are available for teachers, it appears that training in design subject areas is not

offered.

The old industrial arts curriculum is being reinvented to serve the new high-

tech global environment students will be working in. The evidence suggests that the

transition is awkward because of the large cohort of teachers and hiring practices

grounded in the old curriculum. Professional development might play a critical role

in augmenting teachers' knowledge and skills, but it appears the Ministry does not

seem to recognize the need to educate teachers about design in spite of the fact that

the design process forms a pedagogical framework in several technology programs.

With fundamental changes like these occurring in education, the curriculum guides

might be considered a useful tool for teachers. Before proceeding with a closer look

at the role technology has played in the new curriculum, the following section

reflects how the guides were written and are used by teachers.

Development and Teachers' Use of Curriculum Guides

I was curious to discover how the curriculum guides were created and how

they factored into teachers' individual course planning and development. The visual

arts Ministry consultant explained that the Ministry "had team writers and they

would go out to the associations ... then they [the Ministry] get their ideas from

these teams who have been in education for a long time and know their stuff." This

participant confirmed that the writing team members were visual arts teachers and,

to the best of her knowledge, the design community was not consulted. A similar

process was described by the technology consultant, who said that their documents
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evolved as writers "were hired from across the province who had subject-specific

expertise." The writers were "technical educators from high schools." This

participant knew several of the contributors and indicated that their individual

areas of expertise are reflected in the document. There was an attempt to include

"people who had a good understanding of the entire communications [field], for

instance, and in some areas they were more successful than others." If the writers

were contributing based on their own experience and practitioners were not

consulted, then this suggests to me that some disciplines would have been excluded.

I asked the participants about the role the respective curriculum guides

played in teaching. While one of the consultants to the Ministry expected a rigorous

adherence to the guides, the teachers expressed a different point of view. One

teacher believed the guides were written in broad terminology in order to provide

fiexibility and "latitude according to their [teachers'] strength." Another teacher

viewed the guides as "vague" and was emphatic that, to him, they "meant nothing"

in relation to curriculum planning and delivery. A third participant was engaged in

a review of the curriculum with the intent to "eliminate some of the expectations

that we never get to." Most of the participants took a casual attitude towards the

guides and emphasized that these documents are open to reasonable interpretation

by teachers. From these remarks it seems clear to me that the relevance of the

guides to classroom teaching varies, which calls into question how design might

actually be represented in the classroom.

The remarks made by teachers about the curriculum guides may suggest

there is hesitation towards change on the part of educators (Fullan, 1991; Puk &
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Haines, 1998). Nevertheless, the changes to the curriculum. I presume, were

intended to respond to societal demands for technological innovation-something

that is integral to design practices. In the next section, 1 highlight how technology

became manifested in the new curriculum.

The Influence of Technology on Design Education

One participant explained that, in the past, design was solidly located within

the Visual Arts curriculum. More recently, with the introduction of computers, its

position appears to me to be ill defined. The secondary school curriculum was

revised to reflect the demands of the new global economy. Technology became

equated with innovation, and technical innovation was deemed a necessity in order

to remain competitive (Merriam & Caflarella, 1999). Hence, the old technology

represented, in part, by the Industrial Arts program was transformed and included

in the new curriculum under the Technological Education program. According to a

Ministry consultant, many design courses were moved out of visual arts and into

the technology area. They were seen as serving "the applied clientele," she

explained. Another teacher concurred with her that the school boards committed

"gobs of money for technology education." The consultant went on to say:

That's why they [technology teachers] ended up claiming the territory

of those particular [design] courses .... They got fed tons of money for all

the computer equipment and programs, and video labs...whereas Visual

Arts, to tell you the truth ... they just didn't stand up and say, "hey. what

about us?" ... They missed the boat.

While most of the design courses remain "on the books," for example, in
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catalogues of course offerings, my review of individual schools' actual course

offerings for the period of the study reveals that the majority of them are not being

offered. This participant attributes the lack of technology within the Visual Arts

program and the loss of design courses to the teachers themselves. "Most visual arts

teachers are not technology based. They're not computer literate...most of them

[were] not embracing the new technology when it came in. The tech people already

knew AutoCad, etcetera ... so they sort of swarmed in." However, over time,

professional artists began to experiment with computer technology, and a new

professional discipline spilled over into secondary school curricula. There are now

specialty programs titled "CyberArts," individual courses such as "Computers in

Art," and a separate "Media Arts" curriculum within The Arts program. Computer

technology and design courses are now situated in both the Visual Arts and

Technological Education curriculum areas. What impact does this have on the

delivery of design education?

The act of designing and the specialized knowledge and skills required to

function in a particular design discipline appear to be lost within the larger message

of technological innovation. I think it is important to clarify the various meanings

attributed to technology that I have gleaned from this research process as they apply

to design education and to the new curricula. 1 have identified three applications of

technology as follows: (a) technology as a tool for creation or production:

(b) technology as the subject of inquiry, for example, electronic^i, computer

hardware engineering, and software programming (computer sciences): and

(c) technology as artifact, for example, cellular telephones, laptop computers.
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digital cameras, and palm pilots. In the secondary school system, technology largely

refers to a tool to use or a subject to study. In the Visual Arts program, students are

using technology primarily as a means of personal creative expression. One

participant who teaches in a specialized program described a typical introductory

assignment. Using Photoshop, students apply basic compositional principles as they

learn how to "create the illusion of 3D space .... [Exercises] build a whole lot of

little techniques, and then they make their [final] Photoshop image using these

techniques, and it looks great actually." In this example, students might be

introduced to graphic design if there was a context or application for the

assignment. While they do begin to learn software used by designers, in my opinion

they are merely creating an image as opposed to communicating a message.

The Technological Education program is where low-tech and high-tech

merge. The Technological Design courses are often located in what used to be the

old Industrial Arts facility with metal and woodworking tools and machinery.

Computers have been added, and this is where industrial design might be

introduced through software programs such as CAD and SolidWorks. Depending

on the instructor's background, this program could lean more towards engineering

design than industrial design or architecture. Conversely, Communications

Technology is located in a lab setting with computers and multimedia equipment.

Students are introduced to electronics, audio, videography, video editing, and

various animation and web-based software. These are the environments where a

student might be introduced to design. Along with the Photoshop example above

it seems to me that emphasis is placed on learning about computer hardware and
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software programs rather than the elements of a design discipline.

How, then, is design being introduced to students when many teachers are

unfamiliar with the subject? The following section explores how teachers interpret

design, and how it is represented in student assignments.

Design in the Classroom

Secondary school educators and Ministry consultants expressed enthusiasm

and commitment for their individual subject areas and for the topic of design in

spite of their dearth of knowledge about it. They presented their understanding of

both individual design professions and the design process.

When asked for examples of design related assignments, the responses

revealed a variety of interpretations of design. Two participants explained that

within the Visual Arts program, design most often refers to the elements and

principles of design. Discipline based design work takes place in the Technology

programs. In another example, one participant described a drawing assignment

where two objects were sketched repeatedly until they were transformed into a new

image. "And they always have to have a frame around it because that's what

designers do. They have to see where it's going to go, and change ... so it ends up

being a very 2D based, graphic-ish, fine art-ish [drawing]." In the Technological

Design program, design often refers to engineering principles of "electronics,

pneumatics, hydraulics, and mechanics." Students build objects using machine tools

while exploring engineering problems. In a related example, another participant

described a car design project referring to the design process as: "how you design

the vehicle, dynamically if it's aerodynamic, the size of the wheels, friction on the
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wheels for instance, all the design process that's going into this vehicle/' When asked

how the new curriculum incorporates design where the old curriculum did not, I

was given this explanation. Previously, students would have been given a blueprint

of a table to build. Every student was required to build the same prescribed table.

Today, students are assigned a coffee table to build with few parameters given. This

is considered design because the final tables will all be slightly different. These

examples appear to me to highlight the ambiguity of the word design, identify a

lack of design problem-solving in the assignments, and suggest issues that might

derive from these misinterpretations.

Over the course of my interview with one technology teacher, he revealed

that he was, in fact, well versed in design disciplines and, perhaps unconsciously,

incorporated elements of the design process into his teaching practice. When a

student approaches him with an idea for a project, he insists that he or she begin

with a cardboard model.

If you can prove that you can make me the cardboard model or paper

model, I know you have the skills to make it; 1 know you can design; I

know you understand; you've thought it through .... The only thing I have

to do as a teacher is figure how we can join the materials together, what

materials I have, what machines and tools 1 have to allow that student to

make that project.

Creating mock-ups like this to articulate a rough idea is an integral aspect

of the creative design process both in a postsecondary design studio and in a

professional design office. Usually the model begins with a few sketches from which
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measured drawings would be necessary to create the mock-up. However, this teacher

says: "I am not a 2D person. Make me a model, and then you draw it afterwards."

I asked him if he addresses the issue of human interface. Are students required to

consider the user of the object they are designing? His answer was, "I don't, I'll be

honest with you ... that is not a broached item." However, further on he said the

student making a coffee table was required to research tables and consider "where is

that table going to go? . . . Who is going to be using it? . . . You also have to consider

sharp edges, children, they can take their heads off." A few probing questions

revealed that students actually were following some aspects of the design process

although it was implied in the teaching method as opposed to explicitly followed

as a pedagogical principle.

Introducing Career Options to Students

One of the key components of both the visual arts and technology curricula

is the introduction of future career paths leading from these programs. 1 was

interested to learn how students are informed of career opportunities in design.

The visual arts teachers described several initiatives in which they engaged their

students. One participant mentioned a class trip to the AGO for a design- and

culture-related exhibition; all the visual arts classes attend the OCAD annual

student exhibition, and every 2 years they visit Sheridan College. This teacher also

invites professional artists and designers into the classroom to introduce new

assignments, critique student work, or teach computer skills. Some schools offer a

co-op program where students work full time in a design-related business for one

semester. "Career opportunity is co-op for our kids.... They don't have any idea
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what the everyday life is Hke, which is the neat thing about co-op. They get to find

out, to be in the working environment." Another participant described a career day

her school organized. She was able to bring in representatives from many design

disciplines in addition to artists. However, this Ministry consultant is familiar with

arts programs throughout her board and added this comment:

Even though it says right in the curriculum that they have to do careers,

very few teachers do that .... It depends on their heart ... if the teachers

aren't willing to, they can interpret that tiny little line in the curriculum any

way they want to, even if they just mention it; some teachers still don't.

This observation was exemplified in the remarks of one of the technology

teachers. "In grade 12, the only influences you have basically are the university and

community colleges coming in." He also identified parents as infiuencing career

choices. Three participants raised the issue of parental perceptions about art,

design, and technology programs. When asked how the age-old image of the

starving artist factored into parental guidance regarding career choices, one

participant responded: "We just show them all the different ways they can [make a

living as an artist]. We do a good sell job." She did explain that after focusing on

the art program, some students return for a fifth year to augment their academic

transcript saying, "my parents want me to be a doctor." Another participant

speaking about the technology programs remarked:

Parents just don't understand them. They think they're just the old

vocational type programs that arc geared to sending kids from high school

to work at maybe not very well-paying jobs. There's a lot more to

Technological Education than [that].
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Although the Ministry guides advocate student awareness of their unique aptitudes

and career opportunities, as one participant continually reiterated, it rests with

individual teachers to plant the seeds and encourage inquiry.

This section exposed challenges that design, as a discipline, has in being

adequately represented in the curriculum as well as being recognized as a viable

career option. The next section highlights additional views of technology education

that create barriers to learning about design.

Perceptions of the Technology Programs

Locating design in both Visual Arts and Technology programs evolved from

the need for computers in the classroom and the new curricular emphasis on

technology. Through my conversations with the insider participants, several issues

emerged that have an impact on learning about design. The first one relates to

course codes and the system of program streaming. In the streamed environment of

secondary school which is modeled on academic rationalism and emphasizes

linguistic, logical, mathematical abilities (Eisner, 1985), courses designated academic

lead to university or college, whereas applied courses lead to the workplace.

According to one participant, most design courses which were considered "hands-

on" or "applied" were moved to the technology area. (I discuss further implications

of the term "applied" later in this report in the section on unobtrusive

observations.) Visual arts courses were designated academic. One participant

explained that with the new. streamed curriculum, there was greater demand for

academic courses. However, a problem occurs for students wishing to pursue a

university- or college-level design program. They could be deterred from taking
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relevant technology courses or perceive design disciplines as holding less value than

more "academic" fields of study. In fact, the two technology programs which could

be germane to future design students do offer university-coded courses. The

perception expressed by some teachers and administrators is that tech courses lead

only to the workplace.

This problem is illustrated in the following comments made by 2

participants. Expressing her understanding of tech students, 1 participant stated:

"There are lots of people out there that are technicians, and they always will be

technicians, because that is what they are interested in, the technology rather than

the use of technology." Although this is an accurate statement which might describe

some approaches to teaching Communications Technology, it reveals an underlying

negative value judgment. The second participant remarked:

It's unfortunate to say, but in many cases across the province ... tech people

are looked upon as second-class citizens or not quite up to par as to what

an academic teacher might be, right, and those are issues that we have to

look at.

The new curriculum, then, has created a systemic problem as well as confusion

leading to misperceptions and implied values.

The second issue raised by participants and directly relating to perceptions

of the technology program was the lack of understanding of its curriculum. One

participant stated: "Well, we have teachers across the province that still don't

understand tech very well, even tech people who don't understand tech very well."

He recounted a conversation with a technology curriculum leader who believed
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"there was hi-tech/clean-tech which he thought were computers, and there was

dirty-tech which was like your woodworking facihties. your welding, your auto

mechanics." This participant continued to express his frustration with the

misperceptions of the technology programs this way:

These people that are in the system that are supposed to know, and they

just don't understand, they just don't get it. In many cases, the people that

are delivering these programs are our own worst enemies. They just don't

understand it.

This participant's irritation is spurred by his passion for and commitment to

the program; however, there is good reason for the misunderstandings. Instead of

overhauling the programs and providing adequate retraining for teachers when the

technology curriculum was introduced, the school boards added computer labs to

the woodshop facilities. The broad-based technology curriculum was written with

the intent to facilitate course modifications and adaptations by individual teachers.

For example, a teacher with credentials in video editing can revise a

Communications Technology course to focus on his or her area of expertise. The

original seven or eight course descriptions have been revised and rewritten to greatly

expand the number of courses offered. This participant confirmed that "we offer

about 75 or 80 variations of tech programs in our system." The number of course

codes remains at seven or eight, though, which impedes any actual growth of the

technology programs. This means that of the many course descriptions holding the

same course code, students arc eligible to select only one. In relation to design

education, if there are few designers teaching in the secondary .school system.
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design may be underrepresented in the curriculum.

A third issue raised by most of the participants was the concept of

collaboration between departments. The Ministry allows for interdisciplinary course

development, but few teachers pursue this option. One participant who heads up a

multidisciplinary art and technology program does collaborate, however. "We have

a number of teachers who have traditional design backgrounds, so we all build on

their strengths in developing a program." When asked about the place of design in

the divide between visual arts and technology, another teacher suggested that "a

smart principal will have those two [programs] combined . . . and they [would] team

teach it or they [would] write their course profile together." But she went on to say

that in most schools she is familiar with, the art and technology teachers do not

collaborate at all. She went further to suggest they do not even get along. When I

asked a technology teacher about project collaboration with the art program, he

said: "That would have to come from the art [department] itself.... They have to

accept that. I can't force things onto the art department." He went on to suggest

that he might be willing to collaborate on projects if they were instigated by the

school board instructional leaders.

These three issues combine to create an image of the challenges and invisible

barriers there are when attempting to incorporate design into the technology

curriculum.

Summary of Findingsfrom Stakeholder Interviews with Insiders

The larger question of this research the place of design education-is

invoked when it appears that design may be poorly represented in both the Visual
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Arts and Technological Education programs. The problem is compounded when the

Ministry is not aware of design, as one insider confirmed. I asked one consultant if

design was even "on the radar" with the Ministry. She replied: "Oh, I don't think it

is." Based on the insider interviews, design seems to be in the hands of individual

teachers. As several participants pointed out during their interview, curriculum

interpretation and delivery ultimately rest with the classroom teachers who may or

may not be adequately informed about design. And when they express enthusiasm

and support for it, this study has revealed that their interpretation of design varies

from teacher to teacher as well as from secondary school teacher to postsecondary

designer educator. In the next section, the outsiders contribute their insights on

secondary school design education.

The Outsiders: Postsecondary Educators and the Design Community

Talking to members of the professional design community who also teach or

work in a postsecondary environment lent another perspective to the issue of

secondary school design education. Most of the participants taught first-year

students who had chosen to study design, likely with a particular discipline in mind.

Some of the participants reviewed student portfolios which are included in the

admissions requirements. From these various experiences, the designer educators

had formed opinions on secondary school design education, how well it had

prepared students for further study, and how familiar students were with design as a

practice and a future career option.
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Student Preparedness and Career Awareness

One-on-one contact with incoming students helped participants form many

observations and insights. All who had exposure to student portfolios confirmed

that most students applied from a Visual Arts program. One participant

acknowledged that many students had received a good grounding in the formal

principles and elements of design, and several mentioned students' computer

literacy and facility with a few design-related software programs. One participant,

an architect who had previous experience teaching in the secondary school system,

acknowledged that architecture was taught in some schools although not in the

multidisciplinary way she would like to see it represented. On the other hand, there

was general agreement that design-oriented assignments were missing from student

portfolios and there was a lack of three-dimensional work altogether. "1 have seen

more figurative drawings than I can imagine, and any kind of sculptural or three-

dimensional things are very prescriptive. 'The assignment was to do a mask and 1

did a mask,'" recounted one outsider. She went on to say that "the schools have

worked very hard to do what they can to quote unquote 'prepare their students for

our program,' and it's very unfortunate because 1 feel they have missed the mark in

some very serious ways."

Examples of how high schools have "missed the mark" were given by more

than one outsider. From their observations, students do not seem to have a clear

understanding of what design entails. Students get the message that working on a

computer is what designers do and, therefore, "computer literacy is mistaken for

design education." This comment is reinforced by an observation I made while
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visiting a school. Walking down a hallway. I noticed a large computer lab with a

sign above the double doors that read, "Creative Design Centre." Design is equated

with computers. Another participant described her conversation with a student

when she asked him to explain his work. He was unable to articulate any concept

supporting his imagery or the context he was working in. Another participant

talking on the same subject said:

It's very much about Photoshop, the use of filters and manipulation of

images, but there is no direction for the skill to go, no application at all...

I

can't even call it edgy digital imaging work, but I do get the very real sense

that the student is told that this prepares them for an education in design.

As one outsider pointed out, students do have the opportunity to work on

the design of their school yearbook or a logo for a school t-shirt, but she wonders

if they really understand what a designer is. "I think they are learning to do the

things that a designer might do, but 1 don't know if they understand that the role

of a designer is to ... be a problem solver."

This is not true of all students though. Another participant recounted a

story of meeting a very self-directed student who, when dissatisfied with a poster

assignment and knowing he would be applying to study design, redefined the task

and went far beyond the original project brief He not only designed a poster

advertising a digital camera, he researched the design process and followed this

method to redesign the camera. To do this, he taught himself a 3D modeling

program, then designed a logo for the camera before putting it all together in a

poster format. After describing another self-directed endeavour, the participant
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remarked: "Just a brilliant mind, a natural designer, but that was all in reaction

against what he had been assigned in school. So, he understood what he was

assigned wasn't meeting the requirements." Earlier she stated: "He is one of those

[kids] that you just want to shake his hand and welcome him into the program

then and there."

Although many students appear ill prepared to study design at the college

or university level, design educators felt that they do exhibit some knowledge of

the role that designers play in society. One participant, who surveys her students on

the first day of class, remarked that "they really know this is what they want to do."

Whether they have a broad or narrow view of design, her students clearly exclaim

"I want to be a designer." While they present a range of understanding of "the

cultural implications of design," this educator finds her students are

very open and very thirsty for that kind of investigation and, in a sense,

they are not really sophisticated necessarily when they first come, but they

are kind of tuned into some of the questions and the language.

Asked how students learn about design, another participant said:

They seem to have an innate understanding that design is very infiuential,

that it's all around us, and a lot come to that through advertising, and that

is OK.... So they don't really come to it through art, but they recognize that

our world is very visual and that those visuals have power and influence, and

they want in on that.

However, curlier in our conversation, this same educator said: "They've

taken every art class available, why aren't they prepared for design?... 1 just thought
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it was most unfortunate that they are not taught to look around them and they are

not taught to relate things back to design."

From these participant observations, it seems students do have some

awareness of design in terms of the outcomes or products of design activity;

however, they are largely unaware of the problem-solving nature of design.

The Location of Design: Visual Arts Versus Technological Design and

Communications Technology

Visual Arts is the traditional avenue leading to a postsecondary art or design

program. Yet, in the past 5 years, the newly created Technological Education

program has been offering design-related curricula in Communications Technology

and Technological Design. I was interested in finding out if these technology

courses were attracting potential design students and directing them to

postsecondary study.

Of the 6 outsiders, 3 were most familiar with first-year students and had

reviewed their portfolios. These participants indicated that the majority of

students they see apply from a Visual Arts program. When asked if she had any

sense of where students have learned about design, one participant said: "They

almost all have had visual arts in high school.... And even if they just end up

painting and pastel drawing, somehow they figure out they want design. I'm not

really sure why that is." When asked if she was familiar with the Technological

Design program-architecture, industrial design, and engineering- this same

participant, who is also an architect, said. "Not really .... 1 know a lot of students

have a tech background, that they take communications, and they are very

technological, that's where they get their skills from." Because Visual Arts programs
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have introduced courses such as Computers in Art, Cyber Arts, and Media Arts, it

is difficult to differentiate between these and Communications Technology which is

computer-based but part of the Technological Education program. In spite of the

focus on design education in the Technological Design and Communications

Technology programs, there appears to be a predominance of students applying to

postsecondary design programs after studying visual arts.

The Role of Technology in Design Education

The influence of technology is woven throughout these findings. It appears

to be integral to art and design education, and therefore I have not restricted data

relating to technology to only one section of this report. While it was described

earlier, it also warrants concentrated reporting from the outsiders. Design educators

have their own issues with technology as it is used by secondary school students as

well as its impact on postsecondary design education. I include here a reiteration of

the use of technology by secondary school students with no contextual framework

for their assignments as well as new issues and insights raised by participants.

My conversations with the outsider participants about technology extended

to its impact on the creative process and how design should be taught. Participants

remarked that students failed to apply illustrative work created in Photoshop to a

design application such as a music CD cover, a poster, or a wine label. Students

become engrossed in learning software and are intrigued by its capabilities but do

not necessarily connect this with solving a problem or communicating a concept.

As one participant noted, the interaction with computers can be misinterpreted as

design practice. Another participant, who often visits schools, said, "inevitably
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when they [teachers] talk about design, they take me into the computer lab and the

kids are usually working on some kind of an exercise that involves working with

type or some kind of clever use of image ... there's often animation involved."

Students describe their work by saying, "1 thought this was cool because this did

this." Another participant raised this same issue of a lack of application or context

by describing student work as "play within the software that is accepted as

fulfillment for a project." The function of design as a means of communication is

not evident in these examples (see Figure 5).

A second issue that has emerged as a result of the introduction of computer

technology in design education is the importance of drawing as a required skill.

I raised this topic with one participant as she pointed out that the traditional studio

environment had been replaced with computer labs in their newly constructed

building.

That's a pretty clear message that we are just going to be doing everything

on computers. There's no place to do anything by hand anymore ... I think

that is an issue that hasn't been resolved at all-how do you teach design? Is

it really just all on computers? Does it matter if you can draw or not? If I

talk to other faculty ... I got a very different answer 2 years ago than I'm

getting now, for example. It is really something that is in process.

When I asked about the relevance of a traditional visual arts education for

design students which includes colour theory, drawing, and visual language, this

participant acknowledged that there is an ongoing debate in the field about the

nature of design education and the place of drawing within it. Focusing on the
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issue of drawing, she cited a recent article in a design publication that addressed

this very issue.

Teaching life drawing and colour wheels is very backward. They [students]

now can come in and do it all on computer. [They] are very computer savvy

... so if you don't let them go full force ahead they will feel very held back."

However, this participant was not convinced that computers should completely

replace drawing.

Do you have to know how to draw? I actually think that we do. I think yes,

absolutely, there's no question in my mind, but I can see how people are

arguing the other way. I actually don't think it is a very good argument to

make, frankly.

As an architect, this participant went on to discuss the importance of freehand

drawing and explained that

to quickly get curvatures and certain complex forms you're going to just

want to sketch it out. You can't vectorize it that fast. You really do have to

have facility with drawing, even if it is going to be digitized right away.

And drawing is a way of understanding, a formal means of investigation.

While this participant thought out loud on the issue of drawing, she

considered there may be different needs for various disciplines. Architects and

industrial designers think and work in three dimensions, but other design disciplines

do not. Referring to an Applied Arts Magazine article (Young, 2005), she reflected:

"1 can see why [chair of design department] would say you don't need to do any life

drawing. You don't when you're just going to do a magazine layout. That's a good
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question. I haven't quite resolved it." Because the issue of drawing remains

unanswered in the design industry and drawing is a common link between art and

design, it becomes difficult to determine the place of design in the secondary school

curriculum. Meanwhile, technology continues to rapidly move forward, taking

design education with it.

Technology is not exclusively defined by the use of computers and software.

Another participant, teaching in a graduate level architecture program, raised the

issue of practical experience and hands-on learning. He asked his class, "How many

of you have the skills needed to realize something that you have in your head in

terms of a building?" When it appeared that no one had previous experience in

building technology, he asked, "What does it suggest about the design process or

the design culture where there is this enormous gulf between the conceptualization

of something and the realization of something?" He recounted one student's

response: "Well, I actually think that what I design using CAD is enough. That

once I've made it in the computer, it doesn't really matter if it ever gets built or how

it gets built." This answer suggests that, in the mind of this student, technology is

no longer a means to realize her design but it is an end in itself This student did

qualify her comment by saying that if the working drawings and technical

specifications were detailed enough, it could be built.

The participant, who is not a designer, went on in our discussion to describe

the value of his personal experience as a student in his high school Industrial Arts

program, exemplifying the importance of interacting with materials. He felt his

students were missing an important element in their education. He raised "the
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broader point that working with materials from an early age absolutely enhances

design thinking or the conceptualization of objects and problems." His observation

links to the previous participant's considerations about the larger question of how

to teach design in this new technological environment.

Learning Styles

The issues raised in the previous two paragraphs regarding the interaction

with technology and materials overlap with the concept of learning styles. I include

a brief section on learning styles here because both the insider and outsider

participants alluded to it, and hands-on learning emerges as a larger issue later in

this report. Gardner's (1993) theory of multiple intelligences seems to have been

adopted by the Ministry and teachers, because reference to it appears in the

curriculum guides (MOE, 2000a, 2000b; MOET, 1999a, 1999b). One participant

had firsthand experience as a research assistant deconstructing middle school

textbook charts and visual aids. She and her colleagues identified

concepts that we felt could be better expressed through different kinds of

diagramming, lesson plans that ... [had] the students actively making or

modeling or acting out things, like acting out the relationship between the

earth and the moon for instance.

She went on to describe an educator who had created a unique teaching

methodology that also incorporated the theory of multiple learning styles.

This teacher has found that these students, their standardized scores [from

the tests] that she must deliver to them, are all raised, in all subjects.

especially ones like math... the students are given a set of skills to help them

work through those tests.
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Visual spatial learning is an integral aspect of design education, but this

participant suggested that it is not always valued or understood. She concluded the

story by saying, "I think that she has had a hard time being able to function in her

school system," suggesting that the unconventional method is difficult for the school

board to comprehend.

Another participant, who expressed his concerns about students who rely

heavily on computer skills, pointed out that "if you can't take this thing apart and

figure out how it was put together, then there is something missing [in your

education]." He was referring to the importance of interacting with materials and

construction methods; however, his remarks apply equally well to the importance

of engaging multiple learning styles. His point was reinforced by a third participant

who questioned whether students working three-dimensionally on a computer

screen could recognize a design flaw, or would they need to work it out by hand in

order to recognize how it works or identify problems to be solved. Employing

multiple learning styles in problem-solving seems to hold value for these

participants, whether expressed overtly or implied through illustration. I will

present a contrary perspective later in this report.

Role of the Professional Community in Secondary School Design Education

When 1 began this research project I believed it would be advantageous if

there were a connection between secondary and postsecondary schools. As I

reported in the section on insiders, there are a few teachers with a background in

design, but they are rare compared to the visual arts teachers with a fine art

education and practice. It would seem that sharing information, providing support.
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and discussing issues together would be beneficial to secondary school teachers,

students, and postsecondary design educators. I was aware of some initiatives

developed by various institutions but wanted to explore the topic more fully with

participants.

Two of the participants represented a professional organization with an

education mandate but no specific ties to any educational institution. "I think the

most successful things we do here are the high school programs." stated one

outsider. "We have a number of competitions . . . encouraging young designers to

put their thoughts and ideas into the public forum." They also organized a

"Designers in the Classroom" program where "designers go in and talk to young

people about design." This program is in the process of being expanded to model

a similar one delivered to elementary school students. Designers, working with

teachers and the curriculum, will deliver a design-oriented assignment and work

directly with students throughout the process. "[Teachers are] happy to have

designers come in with a new perspective that they couldn't provide."

Other educational programs ofTered by this organization included special

events for school board professional development days. Tours and workshops were

organized for teachers to inform them of the programs available to their students.

They were only here for an hour, and I think we ran them through activities

to give them an indication of design process and how easy [it is] to apply in

the classroom and talked about our own programs and what they could

come and do here.

Another participant raised a contrasting perspective on the issue of
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designers providing support to classroom teachers. Recalling a conference

presentation given by Meredith Davis, a well known-designer educator in the U.S.,

this participant said:

Meredith pointed out that our [U.S.] education system is not perfect, but

don't assume that that is the teachers' fault. The problem that she's seen so

far is this very cavalier attitude of designers thinking "I know how to design.

I'll go in and save the problems with the education system," and there's a

problem stepping on toes frankly. So, what that involvement looks like is

still very much up in the air.

This participant agreed, however, that "some sort of design camp could be

interesting to introduce students to not only what design education looks like at the

university level but to bring in professionals perhaps to guide projects through."

Providing opportunities for students to learn about design from designers

is part of a program offered by another participant's institution. A day-long

workshop called "The Portfolio Clinic" informs students about how to assemble a

portfolio for admission to a postsecondary design program, introduces career

options, and offers a choice of 10-12 hands-on workshops in art and design which

are led by practicing artists and designer educators. This participant explained that

one of the goals of this program was to give students a "chance to try something

[they] haven't tried before, help [them] to learn new skills, to make [their] portfolio

stronger, or to make something to put in [their] portfolio."

In addition to programs for students, this participant described other

initiatives that would benefit visual arts teachers. A similar program to the Portfolio
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Clinic was being planned for teachers as well as "a 4-day [summer] workshop with

the school board." This participant also mentioned that her institution initiated an

advisory committee made up of visual art teachers and members of her institution.

The purpose was to share information between institutions. This program had been

in place for over 4 years.

A fourth participant, when asked about the role of the professional

community, replied that "actually there were quite a few architects here and there

trying to develop programs ... on a sporadic initiative. I don't know where the

Ministry fits into that." She went on to suggest that the increase in architecture

courses in secondary schools may be a result of the profession's efforts to raise the

profile of architecture in the secondary school system similar to advocates for

music programs. This participant had specific views on how architecture should be

presented to high school students.

I think it is a great opportunity to teach it as developing awareness of your

environment and a critical ability to connect things, understand how things

are put together, why a city operates as it does. So, there's a political

question, there's design questions. That is the way I think it should be seen;

as a trigger for that, not so much as another history course or another skills

course.

In addition to individual programs and initiatives developed for teachers

and students by designers and organizations, 2 participants referred to an

international event their institutions participate in. The prelude to college or

university admissions for art and design applicants is the annual National Portfolio
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Day event held in the fall at selected art and design schools throughout North

America. Institutions send faculty representatives to review and evaluate student

work, and students have the opportunity to receive advice on their portfolio and

information about their schools of choice. Faculty suggest specific art or design

disciplines that complement the students' interests and abilities that they may not

have previously considered. While some insider participants expressed skepticism

towards programs for secondary school students that had an underlying recruitment

agenda, from my experience. National Portfolio Day is a nonpartisan event that

benefits both institutions and students.

The responses from these outsider participants suggest that there is a desire .

within the professional community to have a voice in secondary school design

education. As reported in the insiders section, there is interest within education

and the industry to support students and teachers with varied initiatives. One

participant raised a cautionary point, however.

I think that there is a lot of good will, but there are still, within the

professional community, ... big differences in the ideas about what design

is, and so then, how do you screen professionals to make sure they are going

to get the message across that design in schools is about problem-solving

and seeing the world differently; it's not so much about making a marketing

plan.... I think it's still a long way off.

This quote, while endorsing professional designers working in the secondary

school system, also foreshadows some of the key issues that arc addressed in the

next section.
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The Changing Role of Design in Society and its Impact on Education

One of my interests with this research project was to explore how social

issues are being addressed by the design community and how this might be reflected

in design education. If postsecondary design education is beginning to embrace

social and environmental problems, and by doing so engaging students in a difierent

application of design problem-solving, should not secondary schools prepare

students in a similar manner? In the following section I describe observations I

made at various secondary schools, but 1 begin this subsection by exploring the

topic in relation to postsecondary design education.

Recently, design has been the subject of headlines in the media, raising its

profile in the business community as well as the general public (Hamilton et ai,

2005; Nussbaum, 2005a, 2005b). "The word design is entering the discourse," one

participant noted. She referred to a newspaper article on "Neuro Marketing"

explaining it as a system that determines an individual's attraction to a new

product. "It's all part of ... the look of things, the design of things, the branding

of things. It's big business." Another participant described a new television

advertisement for a large American retailer which animated the word design as a

means of delivering the message that this store sells well-designed products. She was

making the point that design is becoming more prominent and more visible within

our culture. She relates this increased visibility to the changing attitudes of parents

towards art and design education.

Where, at one time, if a kid decided that this is the path they wanted to

follow, what they would have encountered... was a controversy from the

family. Whereas now. it has become recognized as an acceptable way of
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getting an education .... The studio has a different kind of focus to it, but

what you end up with is being able to use your head. We want to make

good citizens. It's not about training someone to do a job.

Another participant recounted an interview with a prospective student which

illustrates this perception of design education. When asked why the student had

chosen to study design, he/she stated: "I'm creative, I really love art, and I want a

good job after school." As this participant went on to say, this is not what

interviewing faculty like to hear, but the underlying message is that studying design

leads to lucrative employment opportunities. The increased media attention on

design may be having a positive effect on enrollment in postsecondary design

programs in spite of students' limited knowledge about design.

What incoming students to postsecondary design programs do not always

understand, though, is that design is about critical thinking and problem-solving

(Owen, 2004). 1 discussed this aspect of design at length with one of the

participants. He has not been quoted in this document until now because our entire

conversation revolved around a new, emerging paradigm for design education and

practice. "It's all about communicating, and to be a good designer you need a

couple of things. You need to be a great observer . . . and then you need to question.

That's what design is .... It's all about critical thinking." When his first-year

students are anxious to receive a design project, he tells them, "First let's investigate

why we're even doing it. Let's talk about design. Let's talk about its context, its

history" This perspective on teaching design is mirrored in another participant's

comment. She thinks it is important to nurture "an ability in students to question
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that idea of innovation or of making something new. Does the world really need

another logo, or could this problem be solved in another way?"

The previous participant with whom I discussed new frameworks for design

told me about a postsecondary course he has created called "Think Tank," an

issues-based seminar and a model for a new approach to problem-solving which

supports his institution's "Design for Humanity" philosophy. "Students spend half

the term actually looking, and finding, and then framing a question." Once an issue

has been identified and agreed upon by the class, the students are anxious to solve

the problem, and "jump into solutions right away." However, as he tells his class,

"what I want you to create for me is a platform to address the question that you

framed in the first part of the course." The students had

built the question up so they really addressed the issue of homelessness,

tried to understand what it meant to be homeless .... We're asking them to

deconstruct something like poverty, or homelessness. Don't take it at face

value .... And 1 say it all has to do with understanding. What are you

hearing?

The platform the students designed in the second half of the course was a

conference on the issue of homelessness. They were required to identify five

speakers-three of them international-and give them a topic to speak on.

It was incredible the resources that these kids came up with, brilliant stuff

Unbelievable. It took my breath away some of the people that ihey found

and the research and the way they qualified what they were doing and what

they thought they could approach with this kind of problem-solving

technique.
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He concluded this section of our conversation by saying:

That's the kind of thinking that I think is very important. [Students] want to

be given real-life problems. And I think that's going to show us that the

definition of design is changing. The application of design is a much more

broad-based thing, it's going to the real thinking of problem-solving. And I

think that's probably pretty healthy.

The idea of designers applying design thinking to social issues is a new and

emerging concept in the profession and in postsecondary education, as I discussed

in Chapter Two. One participant supports the idea of designers addressing social

issues but points out that "some professional designers give nonprofit organizations

a 10% discount on fees and consider that their contribution." She asks: "How can

design really come in and address this issue in a very different way than it has

before? It's still vague in my mind, but I think that really needs to happen." She

posits that in order for students to be aware of their social role and contribution as

designers, design educators "need to turn a critical eye on the field." However, she

thinks there is reluctance on their part to do that.

During one conversation I raised the topic of how designers might serve

society through interdisciplinary problem-solving. The participant, who is not a

designer but works among all design disciplines, replied by saying: "I like that. 1

mean, it's sort of new to me to think that the rigorously trained designer could have

a social role beyond the making of a product." He had recently returned from a

conference in Sweden where this topic had been broached. Paraphrasing a Swedish

designer, he said:
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"To be Swedish and to be a designer means more than to work in blonde

wood .... It is to be engaged with society, a collective effort in making

people's lives better and having healthy children." And one journalist from

Slovenia said: "Well, how do you take your expertise as a furniture maker

and apply it to a different type of activity?" And he said: "Well, thinking. I

think in a very particular way. My education as a designer has given me a set

of critical skills that are both particular and have broad application."

However, this participant doubts whether many designers in Toronto give much

thought to their contribution to our consumer society and the resulting degradation

of the environment.

If the education of future designers is in the hands of current practicing

professionals who teach, the way to instill in postsecondary students a designerly

sense of social responsibility would come through their design educators. One

participant believed strongly that design students need a broad academic education.

When challenged by his postsecondary students to explain the relevance of

his history and theory-based courses, he was asked, "Why does this matter? What's

it going to do for me when I'm out?" His response was

What you want to do is have the critical skills of mind that allow you to

tackle any problem, or read any text, and think about a conversation, and

just engage. But you also want a broad base of cultural knowledge.

When the students were asked what they thought they needed from their education,

their answer was business skills. Another participant who was critical of education

added:
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We don't equip people with the skills to actually live in communities.

We're giving them bits of secondary and tertiary knowledge, but I think

we're avoiding those real-life skill things ... 1 think that's why we don't live

very well right now. That's why we're not sustainable. Because, we're never

taught to be good consumers, we're never taught to be critical thinkers, we're

never taught to be discriminating as far as making choices. And that's about

design, right ? Looking at something and really trying to understand. Do we

need it? What is it? Does it exist somewhere else? Why create something that

already exists?. . . No one's ever taught that.

As more than one participant said, many designers today would question the

social responsibility of designers. They play a large role, as handmaidens to the

business sector, in perpetuating consumer desire that is unsustainable, and

environmentally harmful. Their livelihoods are dependent on maintaining the status

quo. If designers are contributing to the problem, the only way to initiate change is

for the design community to play a leadership role. A critical question to ponder

might be the one posed to Charles Eames, a renowned designer of the 20th

Century, over 40 years ago. Eames was asked, "What are the boundaries of design?

His infamous response was-What are the boundaries of problems?" (Neuhart,

Neuhart, & Eames, 1989).

Summary of Findingsfrom Stakeholder Interviews with Outsiders

Responses from the outsider group reveal the evolution taking place in both

secondary school arts and technology curricula and the professional community. I

propose the changes are driven by technology. On a macro level, technology is
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transforming society and causing some designers to question the role they play in

creating our contemporary culture. On a micro level, as some participants

identified, technology is changing the characteristics of art and design education

where, in many cases, technological systems become the subject of inquiry more

than merely a tool. Participants noted that high school students develop excellent

facility with computers; however, the focus on technology seems to overshadow

learning the fundamentals of design. From my experience, designing traditionally

incorporates the hands-on making of models and prototypes, but when delivered in

an academic environment, this learning method can be devalued. Alongside the

changes taking place in the secondary school design curriculum discussed by the

insiders, the outsiders revealed a new debate emerging regarding the knowledge and

skills necessary for a postsecondary design education. This overall state of flux

suggests to me a need for greater communication between institutions-something in

which most parties appear willing to engage.

Some of these findings are reinforced in the next section, where I report on

my school visits and informal conversations with teachers and students.

Unobtrusive Observations and Informal Conversations

In the fall of 2005 I attended seven secondary school open house events in

the Greater Toronto Area (GTA). They were intended to inform grade 8 students

and their parents about the admissions procedures and curriculum requirements of

the particular school as well as promote the unique features and programs to these

potential future students. The format was similar at every school, where attendees

gathered for a general information session before taking part in a guided or self-
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directed tour of the school. It was an opportunity for me to observe student work,

talk to teachers and students, and corroborate the data collected from stakeholders

with evidence of student assignments. The following reflections summarize my

experience at these events.

The introductory presentations provided an overview of the curriculum and

special attributes of the individual schools. Generally, academic programs were held

in high regard, implied by the fact that they lead to university, and considered

"theory based," while most programs relating to technology were referred to as

hands-on or applied. These courses led to either community college or the

workplace. Visual arts courses are designated as academic. Images and exemplars of

technology programs were usually situated in a workshop, perhaps with several boys

examining a car engine or building a robotic artifact. Technology may also refer to

computer programming in the Computer Sciences or Communications Technology

programs. In the initial presentations, then, there is no attempt to make connections

between visual arts, technology, and design.

The presentations were followed by a tour of the schools' classrooms and

conversations with teachers and students. The visual arts work on display at most

schools met my expectations of a traditional art program (see Figure 6). The work

consisted of drawings, paintings, clay sculpture, and colour theory exercises, in

varying degrees of competency. One school in particular exhibited drawings that

were technically astounding and paintings that were breathtakingly beautiful.

However, I saw no examples of design-related assignments in the visual arts

classrooms. When I asked the teachers about design. I was usually referred to the
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Figure 6: Examples of traditional visual arts student work.
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technology programs. Special programs that combined art and technology resulted

in work that was primarily art based. One facility displayed a packaging design

assignment, and, when questioned, the teacher replied that the students needed a

"commercial art" project. He admitted that design was lacking in their program.

Animation and web-based software were extremely popular with students and

proved to be a draw to both art and technology programs. In schools that offered

Communications Technology, the labs exhibited examples of animation exercises

along with video and still photography. Only one school displayed examples of

design-based work such as wine labels, sports drink labels, and business cards. It is

not clear from the work whether or not the students were given a particular

problem to solve. Clearly the focus of the program was learning animation software.

Based on these observations, design appears to be underrepresented in all the art

and technology courses.

The lack of effective design education was evident when I had an

opportunity to speak to individual students. Both visual arts students and those

from various technology programs had difficulty either recalling or describing

design-related assignments. At one school, I talked at length with three students in

an art classroom. I asked if they had been introduced to design disciplines in their

courses. They responded with examples of assignments. One advertising exercise

from a course called Applied Design was "to trace a silhouette from a magazine

and add radiating lines moving out from it." Presumably, some key parameters and

a rationale for the assignment were omitted from the students' description; however,

it reveals a gap in their knowledge about advertising design. Another assignment
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was to write and illustrate a children's book-a project rich in opportunity to

combine art and design and one that clearly captured the imaginations of these

young women. At another school, my conversation with a student about design

resulted in a list of software programs she had been introduced to. A typography

assignment engaged the students in critical thinking as they analyzed typefaces,

found on the Internet, for their effectiveness. There was no mention of the criteria

they used or the typographic history they may have been introduced to as

preparation for this exercise. When I asked students about their career goals, most

of them planned to pursue something other than design. They found art and design

courses "fun," but they were not considered serious vocational options.

When the opportunity arose to converse with teachers, I posed several

questions from my stakeholder interviews. For the most part, their responses

corroborated those of the interview participants. Most teachers considered the

Ministry curriculum guides in their planning process although they did not follow a

strict adherence to them. As with the teacher participants, these educators possessed

similar academic and professional backgrounds. For example, most of the visual

arts teachers held undergraduate university degrees in fine art, whereas the

technology teachers tended to bring previous related work experience to the

position along with various postsecondary credentials. Teachers in both curriculum

areas-visual arts and technology taught to their individual strengths, revising

course outlines to accommodate their interests and abilities. With two exceptions,

there was no curriculum collaboration between the art department and related

technology programs although the Ministry allows for this type of integration.
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It appears, therefore, that the content and quality of design education is as unique

to each school as is the individual teacher's qualifications and commitment.

Design and Technology AQ Course

During the data collection process, I was invited to observe a Design and

Technology AQ course attended by intermediate and secondary school teachers.

On two occasions I attended the class and watched the interaction of the teacher

students and their presentations of completed assignments. The curriculum

appeared to emulate the Technological Design program where students learn

engineering principles while applying them to models they have constructed. In the

first class 1 attended, students had made mousetrap cars evaluated on the distance

traveled and accuracy achieved; a robotic arm that lifted, swiveled, and tipped water

into a container; and a catapult device which shot marshmallows a required

distance. In the second class, students presented a variety of projects they had

completed as curriculum units for their own students. One was a small robot

powered by battery which was required to walk a certain distance. These prototypes

enabled the participants to become familiar with a variety of tools and machines

such as drill presses and band saws. Typically, it is a hands-on process of learning

through making while applying principles of engineering design.

There were several elements of design practice incorporated into the

activities. Students had fun working collaboratively in groups, and the atmosphere

was relaxed and playful, which stimulates creativity. However, 1 do not believe this

was a conscious learning outcome planned by the instructors. Design in the context

of this course referred to engineering principles as opposed to industrial design.
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According to Owen (2004), "product designers tend to concentrate on the needs of

people and the ways in which products can be made safe, easy to use, and a

comfortable fit with the way people live" (p. 3). Although industrial designers and

engineers work together on product development, engineers "concentrate more on

the problems of making a product work well for the function it performs and

optimizing its design for production" (p. 3). Engineers focus on the mechanics and

functionality of a product, while industrial designers are concerned with the

"concept, human factors, appearance, and performance" (p. 4). Practical

applications of the engineering principles the students were learning did not seem

to factor into the models and artifacts they produced. I asked one student how his

pulley system might apply in a real-life situation, and he had not considered it. This

was an illustrated example of the different meanings attributed to the word design.

Visiting the schools, talking with teachers and students, and viewing the

work produced in various courses provided an opportunity to gain insights into

design education that might have been missed otherwise. This additional data

source gave voice to students, who had previously been omitted from the research

methodology. Triangulation, therefore, afforded verification of data while allowing

new data to emerge.

Summary of the Findings

This report of findings can be condensed into many important issues that

have emerged from the data. The most salient points are described as follows:

1. Contradictions in terminology: Some words or phrases mean diflerent

things to diflerent disciplines. To begin, the word design tends to be misused and
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misunderstood. The vast scope of possible applications leads to confusion and

talking at cross-purposes when there is no agreement of terms. For instance, design

within the Visual Arts curriculum tends to refer to elements and principles applied

to a work of art. In the Technological Design program, design generally refers to

engineering principles. There is a general lack of knowledge and comprehension

about design, the design process, and the elements of individual design practices.

Design as a professional practice and methodology is complex and multifaceted.

and elements of a particular practice, for example, architectural drafting, can fall

under the broader heading of design while comprising a small component of the

practice. The same is true for the term designer. What credentials and experience

constitute a designer? This is a question currently under discussion within the

profession.

There are additional problematic terms in the context of design education.

For instance, "problem-solving" has different interpretations and methods

depending on the discipline. Problem-solving in the visual arts domain can refer to

an aesthetic or compositional issue to be resolved, while a design problem has a

broader context, for example designing a kitchen for a wheelchair-bound person to

use. Another example is the terminology "applied" or "hands-on" versus

"academic" and the value attributed to these terms. Students pursuing a university

or college design program might be deterred from taking relevant technology

courses.

2. Design is lost between Visual Arts and Technology programs: Of the two

avenues available to study design, visual arts does not adequately deHne or include
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design as a discipline in its curriculum. The curriculum guides for Communications

Technology and Technological Design advocate the design process as a pedagogical

framework, but it is not adequately understood or implemented in the classroom.

3. Career awareness and preparedness of students for postsecondary design

education: According to postsecondary design educators, students receive a good

grounding in the formal elements and principles of design; however, computer

literacy can be mistaken for design education. Design-oriented assignments were

missing from admissions portfolios, as were three-dimensional works in general.

Curriculum guides stipulate that students become informed about career options;

however, design-related careers are not defined. Although design education appears

.

inconsistent, motivated students have found alternate means to become informed

about design.

4. Technology is driving design education: As I stated above, interaction with

computers can be misinterpreted as design practice. Computer-based assignments

facilitate learning a software program, but they are not connected to solving a

design problem or communicating a concept. Multimedia and animation projects

are popular with students but relate more to art than design.

5. The role of the professional community: There was multiple evidence of

programs and competitions made available to students and teachers by

postsecondary institutions, businesses, and professional organizations. Secondary

school teachers reported that they participated in various initiatives that benefited

both themselves and their students. There is a desire within the professional

community to have a voice in secondary school design education, although there is
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a lack of agreement about what constitutes design practice and how design should

be taught.

6. Teacher qualifications: The research revealed that there are a few

secondary school teachers with a background that touches some aspect of design,

but they are rare. The teachers within the technology programs tend to come from

the trades. Teachers in both curriculum areas-visual arts and technology-taught to

their individual strengths, revising course outlines to accommodate their capabilities

and interests.

7. The social role of designers: Within the classroom, there were some

examples where students were addressing social or environmental issues within an

art or technology project. The issue of designers' role in society was never raised

with the insider participants because the conversations were stalled at the more

fundamental level of comprehending design. I did raise the topic with the outsider

group, who largely understood the potential of designers to contribute to social

change. This subject remains an emerging issue in the design community and in

postsecondary education.

Although there are other findings resulting from this research, the key

points relating to design education have been highlighted in this summary.

1 believe the question regarding the place of design education in secondary

schools has been answered through this study. The corollary question how should

design be represented in the secondary school curriculum? is waiting to be

addressed. Postsecondary institutions and individual design professions hold a

critical stake in how students are informed about design-related careers as well as
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the preparedness of students pursuing an education in design. According to

Owen (2004), in addition to art and technical drawing,

well-prepared design students have broad interests and solid academic

backgrounds in mathematics, the physical sciences, social sciences and

humanities .... While design requires creative and intuitive thinking, it is

also intellectual and demands rigorous, logical, informed thinking to solve

problems in the real world, (p. 7)

This description of potential design students is not supported in the

curriculum; therefore, commitment among key stakeholders is required to address

the issue. Currently, the majority of Canadian literature on design education,

written by design educators, concerns postsecondary curricula. Designers need to

give voice to what constitutes secondary school design programs. The formulation

and execution of an action plan would begin to raise the profile of design,

illustrate the contribution of designers to society, and benefit both educators

and professionals. As Rudy Vanerlans stated: "design is a good idea" (Personal

conversation, R. Vanderlans, 1998). Unfortunately, it remains a well-kept secret,

subsumed in a multitude of courses.





CHAPTER FIVE: SUMMARY, DISCUSSION, AND IMPLICATIONS

The philosophers have only interpreted the world,

the point, however, is to change it.

(Marx cited in Plowman, 2003, p. 30)

What is the status of design education in the Ontario secondary school

system? Imbedded in this question is the assumption that a design curriculum

exists and there is agreement among teachers and practitioners as to its content.

The objects of design are subsumed in our daily lives and in our culture as much

as reading, writing, and calculating are. But design does not hold the same status

within education. In a system whose ultimate purpose is to prepare students for

the workplace in a competitive global economy (Morin, 1998; Industry Canada,

2001; Human Resources Development Canada, 2002), it would seem logical to

include design as a vital component of the curriculum. In fact, as I stated in the

opening chapter, many European countries include design in their general education

(Cross, 2001). Therefore, I chose to take up the matter of design education to

discover its position and value and subsequently propose responses to the issues

that were raised.

Overview of the Research Process

As a practicing designer and former postsecondary educator, I enquired into

secondary school design education as an outsider. This positioned me well as

a researcher to model the creative process of designers as the qualitative research

design for the study. The research was structured into two parts: a discovery phase

intended to identify and define the issues and a problem-solving phase which
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proposed responses to the research findings. The discovery or problem-finding

phase is similar to the method designers follow to develop a depth of understanding

for a product or service and the needs of the user or target audience. Open-

mindedness and divergent and reflective thinking characterize this work, although

it does not exclude other cognitive processes and enquiry methods. The problem-

solving phase of a project typically involves interdisciplinary, collaborative group

work where designers apply the knowledge gained in the discovery phase to creative,

critical, and reflective problem-solving activities. Model-making and prototyping

help to visualize ideas, and multiple solutions emerge through trial and error. In a

recent conference address, Owen (2005) described the difference between "science

thinking" and "design thinking" this way: "Where the scientist sifts facts to discover

patterns and insights, the designer invents new patterns and concepts to address

facts and possibilities" (p. 5).

Applying the problem-finding process of designers allowed for multiple

methods of data collection and included four sources. Reviewing the curriculum

guides for the Arts and Technological Education programs shed light on the intent

of the Ministry; interviewing 10 participants representing key stakeholders gave

voice to the issues from several perspectives; and attending seven high school open

house events provided evidence of student work, informal conversations with

students, previously excluded from research, and insights from other teachers of

design-related curricula. In addition to these three main data sources, 1 attended

two classes of a university Additional Qualification (AQ) course on Design and

Technology and observed presentations and demonstrations of student class
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assignments. Triangulation of data increased the validity of the research findings

(McMillan & Schumacher. 2006). The second phase of research, not reported in

previous chapters, included a cross-disciplinary group of participants who came

together to review the findings and offer ideas and responses based on their

experience.

Since the study incorporated an emergent design approach, it was unclear at

the beginning of the data collection process what form the second research phase

might take. Applying the design process led to a collaborative, interdisciplinary

response. After analyzing the issues raised, I assembled a discussion group with key

stakeholders. I anticipated that most, if not all, of the participants of this second

phase would have contributed to the discovery phase and be familiar with the

project. However, in the end, I substituted 2 new participants who brought to

the discussion a depth of experience which was reflected in their contributions to

the dialogue. We met for over 2 hours in a thoughtful interchange of responses

to the findings, with ideas and proposals for future initiatives. The content of our

meeting will be taken up in the sections on the discussion of the findings and

recommendations for change.

Results of the Study

From the beginning of the data collection process, the meaning of the word

design was continually misunderstood. This was corroborated by Davis et al. (1997)

in the NEA Study. Whether in the curriculum documents, in conversation with

participants, or through classroom observations, design was interpreted as it was

perceived by the individual. For example, a technology teacher viewed design as
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the interplay of pneumatics and hydraulics to create a moving sculpture or figure;

a video editor considered film and animation products of design: and students

assumed that merely working on a computer constituted design practice. The key

element missing in these interpretations was the human factor. Most participants

did not understand that a key differentiation between art and design was that design

serves a function, and designers solve problems related to products or services for

human use. From this main finding, all others are connected.

One characteristic of design-based learning that most participants

recognized and attributed to the design process is its "hands-on" nature. In a

streamed educational system whose theoretical framework resembles academic

rationalism and "curriculum as technology" (Eisner, 1985), design curricula would

be relegated largely to the applied stream as opposed to the academic stream.

Historically, design was called "applied art" or "commercial art" (Elkins, 2001;

Meggs, 1992), and this terminology has taken on new meaning in today's

educational environment. The applied curriculum stream is targeted to students

who are less academically inclined and leads to college or the workplace (MOE.

20()0a, 2000b). Hands-on activities that are a hallmark of design practice help to

build a vocabulary in visual literacy and develop "spatial intelligence" (Gardner,

1993). However, there is little value for this skill in an academic context. Our

increasingly complex world requires design practitioners with broad cognitive

abilities and "who [have] taken a demanding program with both depth and breadth

and [have] done well across the board" (Owen, 2(K)5, p. 7). However, "in the Ontario

curriculum, the applied courses intended for non-academic students are
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distinguished from academic courses not by the content addressed, but by the level

of thinking expected of students.... Curriculum writers apparently presume that

applied students cannot think" (Case, 2005). Positioning the majority of design-

related programs in the applied stream of the technology program or coding them

as open courses which hold no weight with universities (confirmed by several

participants) ultimately does a disservice to students and to design professions.

There are two or more avenues to study design-oriented subjects in

secondary school. The traditional route through visual arts does not adequately

define or include design as a discipline in its curriculum. Here, design most likely

refers to formal elements and principles applied to a work of art such as a

painting or drawing. The second option falls under the umbrella of Technological

Education. Two programs that appear to embrace design-Communications

Technology and Technological Design-do so primarily in their intention. The

curriculum guides advocate the design process as a pedagogical framework, but it is

not universally understood or implemented in the classroom according to the study

participants. Here again, design has been broadly applied based on the teachers'

credentials and interpretation of the curriculum guides.

The research revealed that there are a few secondary school teachers with a

background that touched some aspect of design, but they are rare compared to the

visual arts teachers who very often have an undergraduate degree in fine arts and

an art-based practice. The teachers within the technology programs tend to come

from the trades or related disciplines such as videography or construction and

require a grade 12 equivalency and 5 years related work experience. Teachers in
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both curriculum areas-Visual Arts and Technological Education-teach to their

individual strengths, revising course outlines to accommodate their capabilities and

interests. Although I perceived that teachers lacked a depth of understanding of

design and the design process, they did not necessarily share my observation.

How then are teachers adequately informed about design? One answer may

rest with the professional design community. There was multiple evidence of

programs and competitions made available to students and teachers by

postsecondary institutions, businesses, and professional organizations. Secondary

school teachers reported that they participated in various initiatives that benefited

both themselves and their students. While this may be so, there is clearly a great

need for a broader access to information about design. Where the professional

community is concerned, there was a desire to have a voice in secondary school

design education, although some caution was expressed. Currently there is a lack of

agreement about what constitutes design practice and how design should be taught.

The results of the study raised many issues, some that I had anticipated and

others that were new to me as an outsider. Design as a professional discipline was

not fully understood by educators and was not, therefore, being adequately

delivered in the classroom. This raises questions, particularly when design is clearly

articulated in some of the relevant curriculum guides. If teachers are not informed

about design, how do they sufficiently introduce students to the practice? With

design being relegated to the applied stream in most cases, which leads to college

but not university, students may be missing out on some design disciplines such as

architecture, which requires university credentials. They may also fall short of the
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admissions requirements of newly created applied degree programs in community

colleges. With design-related curricula positioned among several program areas,

there may be more opportunity for students to access design. Alternately, no

specific program is fully responsible for its delivery. These issues and others will

be discussed in the following section.

Discussion of the Findings

The design of this research project was modeled on the creative process of

design professions such as architecture, industrial design, and graphic design among

others. One characteristic of design practice is group problem-solving. Designers

tend to collaborate on projects, drawing on a variety of expertise to solve complex

problems. Even a sole practitioner will likely require outside services to produce a

final product. Mirroring this process, I held a meeting with cross-disciplinary

participants to present highlights of the research findings and engage in a

discussion of responses. The 4 participants represented the same disciplinary

diversity found in phase one: 2 teachers. 1 of whom was also an administrator, a

postsecondary educator who is also a designer, and an administrator from the

professional design community at large who is also a postsecondary educator. The

meeting extended beyond the 2 hours planned for it, and the content of our

conversation is distributed throughout this discussion and the section on

recommendations which follows.

Location of Design

One of the questions driving this research project was the locatcdncss of

design education and the related implications. Historically, design was found within
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visual arts, but more recently, in Ontario, the new technology programs have

absorbed design in two program areas. When this finding was presented to the

problem-solving group, 2 participants noted that design was situated in other areas

as well. Media Arts, previously mentioned in Chapter Four, is a separate program

within the arts and may include aspects of design. A second program, unknown to

me, is Family Studies, which offers a course titled Living Spaces and Shelter related

to interior design and formerly associated with home economics. If CyberArts, a

specialized program offered at a small number of schools within the visual arts

curricula, is added to the count, there are a total of six program areas where design

can potentially be taught.

The advantage to having design represented in a broad range of programs is

that more students have the opportunity to be introduced to the subject. One of the

group participants thought it was a good idea for design courses to be located in

several program areas. This position can be found in the NEA study on K-12 design

education, which revealed examples of design-related assignments from diverse

program areas including geography, math, and science. Educators in the NEA study

used selected design methods or subjects as a teaching strategy. In a similar vein.

Shannon (1990) advocates for

a design and technology curriculum that makes connections between both

academic subjects and, most importantly, life in school and on the outside

.... Students learn how history relates to technology, how math relates to

language, how art relates to science, etc.; and on an ongoing basis, how

designing ... relates to living, (p. 39)
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This perspective removes design from its limiting framework as a specialized activity

and places the broader concept of design thinking at the core of education

philosophy. Taylor (1990) supports this approach to teaching and adds: "This

integrated way of approaching learning through design also points up the systems,

interdependence, and interrelatedness of all things in the environment" (p. 26).

Returning to the place of design within the Visual Arts curriculum, the

findings from my research concur with the NEA study. Design was less likely to be

taught within visual arts than in other programs. Few art teachers participated in

the questionnaire or submitted examples of design projects to the NEA researchers.

Similarly, when visiting high schools, I observed a proportionately smaller number

of design assignments versus art projects in the Visual Arts or CyberArts program.

On the surface, it appears to me that if design is less likely to be taught in visual

arts, then all the more reason to expand it to other areas.

While dispersing design education within several program areas may be

interpreted as broadening the scope of design and exposing more students to design

thinking. I pose this question: If design education is delivered in a broad,

interdisciplinary context, who takes responsibility for curriculum development

and assures that design is being adequately delivered? Results of the NEA study

showed that although many subject areas employed aspects of design as a teaching

strategy, the exemplars lacked a connection to social or human needs. Building

models of historical architecture does not constitute a design problem to be

resolved. The question of the location and delivery of a design curriculum has not

been adequately answered in the literature or with this study.
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Looking at the overall value attributed to design and the arts in general may

offer some insight. In the hierarchical system of education, some subjects hold

greater status than others and are coded to identify their worth. When developing

the new streamed curriculum, the Ministry consulted with university administrators

and the business community to identify courses and subjects necessary for

university admission. In so doing, universities and industry retain the balance of

power when they attribute value to areas of knowledge. It also serves their interest

by allowing them to maintain their academic, social, and economic status quo.

Visual arts and technology have a relatively low academic status, as does design

when it is subsumed within these programs. One participant confirmed that design

was not even "on the Ministry's radar." Another participant explained that the

Ministry viewed all arts programs-drama, dance, visual arts, media arts, and

music-as one program area and intends to hire one consultant to review the

curriculum of these five distinct disciplines. Power "is a factor in determining what

and how we come to know" (Kilgore, 2001, p. 53). The different perspectives those

arts disciplines bring to learning and ways of knowing are not understood or valued

by mainstream educators (Eisner, 2002).

Teachingfor Change: The Needfor Professional Development

Assuming that design curricula should be distributed among several

programs, the issue of teachers' knowledge of design theory and practice is raised.

The research found that although design historically had been a subset of the visual

arts curriculum, more recently technology programs are the primary source for

design courses. One participant suggested that the emergence of computer
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technology in the classroom, and specifically Computer Aided Design (CAD)

software, was the motive for the curriculum change. Art teachers had not yet

embraced computers as a tool for art practice, whereas technology teachers had.

Since CAD software is a drafting program and drafting is associated with design, a

design curriculum is more closely connected to technology. However, the provenance

of technology programs can be traced to Industrial Arts-woodworking, welding,

auto mechanics, and other trade-related disciplines. One participant in the problem-

solving group asked about the credentials of the technology teachers, expressing an

underlying concern for the quality of design education. Another participant replied:

The traditional tech courses were retooled from design and technology into

the five [broad-based] technologies that are more vocationally oriented. A

lot of shop teachers . . . were grandparented into those areas ... so a

woodworking teacher might become your Communications Technology

teacher and teach web design, but they didn't have any background [in that

subject area] necessarily.

This participant who holds a degree in architecture and is a certified teacher in

Technological Design offered an example from his personal education experience.

To pursue a qualification in Architecture, Drafting, and Design ... you may

only need a 2-year college certificate in drafting.... There was no specific

requirement. You could get people becoming qualified to teach tech design

with a vast range of backgrounds and levels of experience of design in

industry.

As more than one participant acknowledged, teaching credentials in the broad-based
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technology programs do not adequately support the demands of the curriculum.

I raised the issue of technology teacher qualification with a Ministry

curriculum consultant in phase one. He responded by describing a current proposal

for professional development designed to address the incongruity. This plan would

expand the knowledge base of teachers in the trades, but it addresses only a small

segment of the technology curricula, for example, construction technology. Clearly,

the Ministry consultant's intention was not to reform the system, which he was in

a position to do, but to work within the existing framework, taking incremental

steps towards improvement. It appeared from my conversations with all the insider

stakeholders that, although teachers pursue professional development on an

individual basis, requirements to become a teacher in the first place and the

opportunities for advancement later in their career are inconsistent.

The need for educating secondary school teachers is discussed in some of

the literature on design education. In an article focused on design in the arts

curriculum, Taylor (1990) suggests that teacher education programs in formal

institutions do not value "visual literacy or visual thinking" (p. 28). Furthermore,

educating teachers about design pedagogy may need to take place outside the

traditional context (Taylor). For example, postsecondary design institutions and

professional associations could ofl'er inservice programs and summer institutes.

Taylor proposes that designers go into the schools to help teachers deliver design

programs. "Until teachers feel comfortable with the skills for drawing, for 'reading'

buildings, or for integrating this kind of teaching into their everyday plans,

architects and designers will continue to be good resources for supplemental

information" (p. 26).
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Contrary to Taylor ( 1 990), the NEA study stated: "While educators are

somewhat divided on how to best achieve reform in teacher education, many agree

that inservice workshops are insufllcient in creating sustained change in teaching

practices" (Davis et al., 1997, p. 96). What the study recommended was ongoing

professional development supported by school principals and curriculum leaders

along with an institutional will for all teachers to implement design-based teaching

strategies. In essence, the study is advocating for a "community of learners"

(Merriam & Caffarella, 1999), working in mentoring teams, and team teaching

interdisciplinary curricula. The underlying theory is that "immersion creates a more

supportive environment and makes change a way of life" (Davis et al., p. 97).

Barriers to Change

The issue of teacher education and the supporting role of the professional

community formed the body of recommendations made by the phase two problem-

solving group. Similar to the NEA study, one participant explained that an inservice

workshop could be highly inspiring but teachers rarely retain their enthusiasm and

commitment beyond a few days. The multiple teaching and administrative demands

do not allow for reflection and curriculum innovation. A second participant

remarked that teachers are isolated from their subject peers and rarely have an

opportunity to assemble and share ideas. Teachers attempt to meet curriculum

expectations on their own and in the process "reinvent the wheel to figure out how

to deliver design education." A third insider described numerous activities and

events that she organized to promote a specialized program and recruit future

students. In order for the program to continue to receive funding, the teachers were
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required to ensure ongoing student demand. Therefore, the teachers worked under

the constant threat that the program could be cancelled at any time, resulting in the

potential loss of jobs. The underlying message expressed by the insider participants

is that the demands made of teachers today preclude their ability to learn and

practice new teaching strategies.

A number of the issues raised by teachers pointed to a need to establish a

"community of practice" (Merriam, 2001) while facing barriers created by the

system itself A sense of isolation from peers, a demanding workload that

diminishes time and energy for learning new methods or developing curriculum

innovations, and resistance to systemic change are factors that are addressed in

critical and transformational education theory (Bouchard. 1998). Critical theorists

advocate for identifying oppressive aspects of society in order to generate societal

and individual transformation (Kilgore, 2001). In the case of teachers, the

oppressive forces are represented by the hegemonic status quo of the education

system (see Figure 7). Governing institutions create policy, and administrators

download responsibilities to teachers that go beyond the traditional boundaries

of teaching. This places educators in the difficult position of shifting priorities

that can diminish their own needs in favour of the priorities determined by their

superiors. Critical theorists advocate deconstructing the status quo through critical

thinking, dialogue, and reflection in order to initiate social change (Magro. 2001;

Plumb & Welton, 2001 ). Learning collaboratively as part of a community of

practice would satisfy the needs of isolated teachers as well as respond to the

results of the NEA study which recommended mentoring teams. However, teacher
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participants in the study indicated that the numerous administrative duties inhibited

their abihty to meet with peers to discuss the issues.

It could be argued that within the hierarchy of power in the education

system, individual subject associations hold the middle ground and act as

intermediaries between teachers and the Ministry. In fact, one participant stated

that the Ministry favoured the opinion of associations over school boards,

perceiving boards as "self-interested" while associations represented a broader

province-wide constituency. However, this participant went on to say that although

the association does its best to raise all the concerns of its members, "what [the

Ministry does] with them once they get them is a different story." The study

revealed that while subject association executive committees are made up primarily

of teachers and have the ear of the Ministry, these associations have their own

agenda and do not take up all the concerns of their members. In one particular

case, the association clearly worked to maintain the status quo in support of its

long-time members and resisted wholesale reform which appeared to be needed. In

my casual conversations conducted with teachers at the open house events, I learned

that some teachers avoided participation as an association member, although they

might attend an annual conference. Some subject associations appeared to be a

contentious issue with teachers, and they chose their words cautiously when

discussing the topic. Where associations might mediate between teachers and the

Ministry and advocate for change, some appear lo support the status quo and

present barriers to change.

This recounting of bureaucratic, power relationships illustrates the tension
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existing between administrative bodies. Giroux (2003) advocates "that educators

strongly oppose those approaches to schooling that bureaucratize the teaching

process, processes that deskill as they disempower" (p. 10). However, "recognizing

that education is already a part of politics, power and authority . . . [one objective

is to] direct and control the multiple layers of power" (p. 14 ). Reducing the

isolation of teachers from their peers and building a stronger community of

learners may be a step towards grassroots change within the system.

Miss-understand-ing: The Human Factor in Design Education

In a word, technology seems to be the driving force behind the changes to

design education that have occurred over the past 15 years. In fact, in the discourse

on education, design has become synonymous with technology. This does not serve

the practice of design well and only perpetuates the misunderstanding that

surrounds it. One participant in the problem-solving group remarked: "Students

believe the only difference between art and design is the use of computers." This

supports the findings in phase one, where much design activity was symbolized by

computer labs or articulated through art-based multimedia assignments. I recounted

a story told to me by one participant of a student who was introduced to industrial

design by learning SolidWorks 3D software and designing a paper towel holder.

One of the problem-solving group participants reacted by saying: "Thai's a large

error in educational expectations [as to] what computers can and cannot do."

While students need to gain competency in multiple software applications,

computer technology is one creative tool among many and only a means to an end.

The power of technology has subverted this message and seduced students into
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becoming technicians as opposed to thinking designers. Although this study has

illustrated the common ground held by artists and designers, the differences are

remarkable. "Designers generally work objectively on teams (sometimes as

individuals) to create the products, systems, communications, and services needed

by society. They are outer-directed, [and] work for others" (Owen, 2004, p. 3). The

fact that designers are hired by a client to work on a project to address a particular

need which serves an end-user is a critical characteristic that distinguishes designers

from artists. "Artists work mostly subjectively with the motivation of self-expression

to produce works fulfilling aesthetic and intellectually stimulating objectives. They

are inner-directed, [and] usually work for themselves" (p. 3). While artists and

designers might share a common visual language, "the fundamental methods,

results and-most important-goals are quite different" (p. 3). The general

population, including teachers, has a better understanding of what it is to be an

artist than a designer. Because design practice has a strong creative component

along with computer skills, the boundaries between art and design blur and the

essential elements of design problem-solving become lost.

Without the distinguishing service motive of design activity, the practice

becomes one of self-expression. This issue was discussed in the problem-solving

group. One participant explained that when reviewing portfolios of applicants to

the first-year design program, they found that the work represented two extremes.

In some cases, the assignments were art-based, experimental, self-expressive work

(see Figure 5 in Chapter Four). In others, they were completed with a particular

client in mind, designed to meet the client's parameters, with little consideration for
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the audience or end-user (see Figure 8). Regarding self-expression, another

participant observed: "I think it is a part of the general cultural condition that

we've shifted from cognition around humanity and social engagement to 'I like this'

and 'I don't like that'; 'this is what I think' and 'this is what I feel.'" While there is

enormous opportunity for creative expression in design practice, it is not the

motivating factor. An inward gaze will serve humanity only if it results in

sociocultural insights that can be applied to actions that improve human life and

the natural environment. That is the practical function of design.

Recommendations for Change with Comparisons to the NEA Study

The problem-solving group from phase two of the study discussed the

findings and addressed the question: How do we raise the profile of design in

Ontario secondary schools? This is certainly a daunting task considering the much

larger challenges and priorities faced by teachers and administrators today. The

recommendations made by participants from both phases of this study, for the most

part, are reasonable and manageable and represent short- and long-term

commitments required from the professional community. Comparisons are made

with the NEA study, which incorporated many similar suggestions in their report

of findings (Davis et al., 1997). The following recommendations represent the

contributions of the key stakeholders and me:

1. Educating the Educators: It is important to look at university faculties of

education and how teachers are being informed about design both in the visual arts

and technology programs. Although adult students bring their own experience and

perspective to learning (Merriam & Caffarella, 1999), it might be easier to introduce
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design-based learning and related teaching strategies at the beginning of their

preparation to become teachers. To do this, faculty members teaching in preservice

would require assistance from the design community in the form of workshops and

in-class visits. The NEA study recommended that universities hire designers to teach

in the preservice program (Davis et al., 1997). The researchers acknowledged that

elective design courses tend to be unavailable to undergraduate students from

outside a design program and, therefore, most students entering an education

program would not have been exposed to design through elective courses (Davis et

al.). In either case, both studies recommend support for faculties of education.

2. AQ Courses and Inservice: Although the study did not include an

investigation into the nature of Additional Qualification (AQ) courses in visual arts

and technology programs, my visits to a Design and Technology AQ class and the

remarks of several participants suggest these courses may be deficient in design

education. In addition, one of the problem-solving group members had experience

teaching a Visual Arts AQ course and explained that the content needed to be

relevant to K-12 teachers. As above, it would be beneficial to include AQ instructors

in design workshops and in-class visits by designers. Other suggestions were made

for inservice programs for teachers including: (a) a 4-day summer institute

immersing teachers in design practice, (b) professional development days where

teachers could interact with designers and exchange design-related curriculum ideas

with their subject peers, and (c) an ongoing support mechanism such as a website

hosting asynchronous dialogue between teachers, ideas for curriculum units on

design, and follow-up email messaging with reminders and suggestions. An event
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for a cross-disciplinary group of teachers was also suggested in order to create

collaborative partnerships. Although the NEA study recognized the existence of

informal design workshops and summer institutes for teachers and promoted the

importance of lifelong learning, it did not discuss formal continuing education

courses in design for teachers (Davis et al., 1997).

3. Teaching Aids: Teachers consistently remarked on the demands of their

job and restrictions on their time to develop new ideas for curriculum content.

Participants suggested teaching aids in the form of: (a) curriculum units, exemplars,

and related resources such as the Glossary of Terms and Selected Resources

included in this document, (b) a list of institutions and designers willing to visit

schools which would be made available on a website maintained and kept current

by a design organization, and (c) an instructional video or DVD that might answer

the question-What is design?-and include related career opportunities. Teachers

welcomed any assistance from the design community to deliver design curriculum.

The NEA study concurred with the need for substantial resources for teachers,

and some of these recommendations are similar to ones outlined in that study

(Davis eta!., 1997).

4. Commitment from the Professional Community: None of the initiatives

listed above can be actualized without the collective involvement of the design

community. A collaborative group would require agreement on overall design

philosophy and teaching methodologies and training in secondary school

curriculum expectations and assessment criteria. Ultimately leadership would need

to come from a design organization with funding sources from the College of
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Teachers, the Ministry, and district school boards among others. Reaching

consensus from the design community on an undertaking of this size is most likely

the largest impediment to address. However, leadership in the form of a

multidisciplinary committee is needed to champion the cause of design. While

the NEA study acknowledged the limitations and challenges of professional

design organizations to support secondary school design education, it made no

recommendations for a collective response to the issue.

5. Combining Art, Design, and Technology: The question concerning the

location of design within the curriculum was not definitively answered in this study,

nor did I discover any literature that addressed this issue. While one participant

supported the location of design within several program areas, as it exists now,

from my observations I would suggest a collaboration between art and technology.

Currently there exists a hybrid program called CyberArts which is housed within

the Visual Arts curriculum and is offered at a very small number of high schools in

Ontario. Technology and art teachers work together to develop the curriculum, and

it appears to be the closest simulation of a foundation design program 1 am aware

of. However, it lacks a rigorous design-based methodology and assignments. With

some modification to the curriculum and inservice training for teachers, CyberArts

could provide the model for a substantial design program while reuniting art and

design education. If this were implemented, students interested in design would be

introduced to the requisite visual and aesthetic literacy skills that seem to be lacking

in the technology programs. If technology is blurring the boundaries between art

and design practice, all the more reason to merge these disciplines (see Figure 9).
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As it was stated in the NEA study, "it is important to note that these issues

are not unique to using design in the classroom. They are the same issues raised by

those calling for educational reform and by researchers examining the effectiveness

of curriculum, instruction, and the business of schools" (Davis et al., 1997). The

next section compares the benefits of a related pedagogy and the foreshadowing

recommendations for ongoing research.

Correlations with the Hill and Smith Study

The only other secondary school design-related study cited in Chapter Two

was the Hill and Smith (2005) article on problem-based and authentic learning. The

characteristics of these pedagogies are modeled in design-based learning, and

therefore the preliminary findings of the Hill and Smith study support my rationale

for design. "This preliminary analysis of some of the initial data from our present

research indicates that the paths to meaning found in situations of authentic

learning provide a far richer educational environment for students than traditional

classrooms, regardless of career path" (p. 27). Engaging students in cognitive and

physical skill-building through real-life problems and providing a problem-solving

methodology that mirrors actual real-world, adult practice appears to result in a

richer learning experience for students than more traditional abstract, academic

learning strategies. Raising the profile of these pedagogies situated within

technology education sheds new light on the value and contribution of applied

learning.

When the Hill and Smith (2005) article was published, the researchers had

completed the first year of a 3-year study and. while they reported preliminary
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findings, it was premature to make recommendations. However, through their

literature review they link problem-based learning with constructivist pedagogy and

identify issues that relate to recommendations from my research. For example, it is

important for teachers to have a depth of knowledge in the subject matter they are

teaching even though, in this model, their role is to facilitate learning. If design is

not understood sufficiently in schools, one may infer that teacher education

programs would also need to clarify its meaning and define appropriate teaching

strategies. Another area requiring further study is "teacher beliefs and values as

they relate to breadth and scope of their goals for students" (Hill & Smith, p. 22).

Design practice is steeped in values (Conway, 2002; Stairs, 2005). but 1 believe

teaching design from a critical perspective requires educators to adopt some basic

principles of this theory. One final observation gleaned from the Hill and Smith

article relates to the scope of terms used in relation to a pedagogical theory.

Problem-based learning, authentic learning, constructivism, social constructivism,

psychological constructivism, activity theory, and technological method or process

were all terms attributed to a particular framework for teaching and learning that I

believe begin to muddy the waters of understanding when "design-based learning"

is thrown into the mix. This may highlight a need for a graphic concept map for

proponents of design to use when diflerentiating this pedagogy from others. Most

of these recommendations correlate to the ones made by the problem-solving group

and further exemplify the scope of work required to reposition design in the

curriculum.

In order to implement the recommendations made by the participants of
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my study, an expression of institutional will is required from both educators and

the professional design community. Currently, design, in all its complexity, is a

relatively unknown entity to secondary school teachers, school boards, and the

Ministry. I believe that responsibility rests with the design community and

postsecondary design educators. In order for change to occur, designers need to

speak up with a unified voice, raising awareness of the benefits design can bring

to general education and how these relate to the rapidly changing needs of society.

"In the new era, design will influence the evolution of society, where the focus will

be on quality of life for all, unrestricted by geographic, ethnic or economic

boundaries" (Peters, 2006, p. 30).

Implications for Further Research

My study asked a number of questions which were not addressed by

previous research. Moreover, the literature revealed that, although there are

numerous articles on postsecondary design education, a gap exists in research on

design education in the secondary school system. The primary study I used as a

basis for my research-the NEA study-was an American project, indicating a greater

need for Canadian-based studies. In the process of writing Chapter Two, I

discovered the new Canadian study on authentic learning by Hill and Smith (2005),

which embraces many of the hallmarks of design-based learning. The goal was to

determine the effect of experiential learning on Manufacturing Technology students

when they are engaged in real-world problems. The researchers' focus was not on

design or social change but on the quality of students' educational experience. Both

these studies provided a rationale for my research, either in their justification of the
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subject or in the issues that were not previously addressed. While my study

discovered issues that were subsequently discussed by an interdisciplinary problem-

solving group, the recommendations that were made point to a need for further

research.

Researching the place of design education in Ontario secondary schools as

an outsider was a process of discovery, and "what you need to know about the

problem only becomes apparent as you're trying to solve it" (MacCormac as cited

in Cross, 2002, p. 127). Education is a complex web of relationships, with many

stakeholders in positions of power, and divergent voices vying to be heard (see

Figure 10). It was not possible to include all stakeholder groups in this study,

leaving a gap to be filled by further research. First, a detailed study of the

development of the Visual Arts and Technological Education curricula would

illuminate the history of the design curriculum and track its location and movement

between these two programs. This might be undertaken most effectively by an

insider of the school system. Second, studying the impact of the elimination of

Ontario academic credits reducing a 5-year secondary school program down to 4

years might help to explain the lack of design courses available to students. With

an increase in the number of required courses, students have less room in their

timetables for optional courses such as design. Third, teaching methodologies and

curricula in faculties of education were not investigated although the research

suggests a need to explore how teachers are being prepared. The Hill and Smith

(2005) study looks only at student experience while the NEA study concurred with

my findings. Fourth, if it is the responsibility of the design community to give voice
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to the subject, then more research is required into the position and resources of

professional design associations and postsecondary institutions regarding secondary

school design education. The NEA study did not suggest a role for design

associations, acknowledging their limited mandate to support professional

members. Fifth, while Ministry curriculum consultants were included in the study,

the Ministry is a complex, hegemonic organization, and more research into its

policies, intentions, and future plans is needed. Sixth, there were no participants

representing staff or trustees from either of the two school boards in this study.

The research results implied systemic issues that would need to be addressed by

both the Ministry and Ontario school boards. And finally, students were not given .

a voice as formal participants in this study. While the results of the Hill and Smith

research would apply to the theory of design-based learning, more research could

be done with students to understand how they might become more fully engaged in

problem-solving, critical thinking, and world issues. Further research in these

various domains would begin to raise awareness of design as a subject and

the benefits it holds as a teaching strategy. The recommendations for change only

begin to consider some of the problems that the study revealed. Because of the

complexity of the education system, the "problem" of design education is largely

a symptom of the greater systemic issues to be addressed.

Implications for Theory

In my opinion, design-based learning is a natural vehicle for engaging

students in thinking critically about our culture and inspiring social change as a

result. The only authors cited in Chapter Two who come close to defending this
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position are Findeli (2001), a Canadian educator teaching in a graduate level design

program, and Shannon (1990), an American architect. While Shannon focuses on

the impact of changing technology, Findeli advocates for designers moving from

designing consumer products to applying problem-solving methods to intangibles

such as systems and services. One outsider participant practices this methodology

in his postsecondary design courses. He teaches with a mandate to raise students'

social and political awareness, ensuring that they develop the design thinking skills

necessary for responsible practice in the future. This participant noted that we are

not educated to be good consumers, which suggests that students are not taught to

think critically about the social and environmental implications of our global

economic system. Therefore, there is a need for social consciousness-raising within

3 primary stakeholder groups: educators, designers, and students. While the

underlying thrust of my study was equiping students with new critical skills, the

next two sections look at social reform in teachers and the design professions.

Teachingfor Social Change in Secondary Schools

Educators who teach from a social reform perspective acknowledge the

inequities in society, and by raising students' awareness and inspiring them to take

action, they aim to improve society as a result (Morin, 1998; Nesbit, 1998; Pratt,

1998). The research revealed some examples of a critical perspective being applied

to postsecondary design education, whereas there is much less in evidence in

secondary schools (see Figure 1 1 ). As I discussed earlier, some teachers seemed to

miss the fact that design activity is intended to improve lives and solve problems

relating to the human interface of a product or service. When the human
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component of design practice is missing in education, there is no platform to

apply critical social theory.

While there was scant evidence of secondary school teachers employing tools

for social change in art or technology courses, 1 did note a few examples when

meeting with teachers and visiting schools. I observed student work that addressed

social themes; for example, one poster warned of the perils of smoking, and

another promoted environmental stewardship. It is not possible from these two

examples, though, to draw a conclusion that teachers encouraged students to

consider who benefits from maintaining the status quo, discuss the inequities of

power, or think critically about the social implications. The most explicit example,

displayed in an art classroom, was a poster advertising a student art show which

had been held at a prominent public gallery. The theme of the exhibition was

"Walk the Art Toward Social Justice: Empowerment = Change." This certainly

was the strongest evidence 1 discovered that referred to critical theory and the

opportunity to teach from this perspective.

No insider participant discussed teaching for social change, although one

teacher did mention visiting artists and designers who introduced socially relevant

projects or events to the students. Perhaps if teachers were more fully aware of the

social significance and impact design has, they might take up social themes through

design-based learning more often. One question not discussed in this study is

whether or not teachers are able to introduce learning activities with a critical social

underpinning if they do not personally hold the values implicit within critical

theory I expect it might be possible on a project-by-project basis if a fully
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developed lesson plan were available to them. This study showed that teachers

teach to their individual strengths, which suggests teaching from this perspective

would emerge from their personal convictions. Further research could explore this

issue, because there was little evidence of design being taught, let alone taught

through a critical lens. It should be noted, however, that when teachers hold so

little power within the hierarchy of the school system (see Figure 7, earlier in this

chapter), it is a long distance for their collective voices to travel when they attempt

to initiate change or innovation.

The Changing Role of Designers in Society

Traditionally, designers are hired by the business community at the end of

the planning and development stage for a new product and as such act as

handmaids by responding to a corporately defined need. More recently, some

executives in the business sector are recognizing the value designers can bring to

the front end-the initial stages of innovation and product development. Moreover,

designers are expanding their methodology into areas of ethnographic research

which holds great value to the business sector in a highly competitive global

environment (Laurel, 2003). Within this scenario, designers participate in the

production of consumer goods and services, create demand through branding and

advertising, and, as a result, contribute to the maintenance of the status quo and

our disposable consumer society.

A new breed of designers is operating independently on the margms,

questioning their role in society while exploring alternative modes of practice

(Baugnet, 2003; Garland. 2(K)3). Issues regarding the exploitation of natural
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resources, the cycle of poverty, sustainable community development, and social

entrepreneurship are emerging as themes at conferences, in books and journal

articles, and on Internet blog sites (Mok, 2003; Peters, 2006). The locus of this

revised thinking about designers' role in society is university and college centres

across the United States, Canada, and Europe (Refer to Selected Resources,

Appendix B for a list of university design centres). And the key contributors are

designer educators and design students. The university environment provides an

ideal opportunity for cross-disciplinary collaboration of research and product

development in partnership with the business community. Where it might be

difficult for one designer to renegotiate his or her relationship with a client, within

the larger education environment both designers and business leaders can invest

in and contribute to a paradigm shift leading to major social changes. The balance

of power, formerly in the corporate domain, begins to shift toward designers and

educators through research and innovation. Although he does not view the issue

from a critical perspective, Findeli (2001) proposes that education could lead the

changes needed in the design professions.

When I introduced the topic of the changing place of designers in our

consumer culture with the outsider participants, most were aware of this emerging

trend in the design community but they did not necessarily address it e.xpiicitly in

the classroom. It is my position that this new model of design practice is not

exclusive to postsecondary education, and has a place in the secondary school

system as well. In fact, it is required to prepare students for higher education and

the complex world they will be entering. It appears that, on the margins, the status
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quo is shifting out of necessity, and design practitioners and educators are

beginning to play a vital role in this shift.

Conclusion

The purpose of this study was to investigate design education in the

secondary school system and gain a greater understanding of how it is perceived,

valued, and delivered in the classroom. The creative problem-solving process

common to all design disciplines has intrinsic value to learning both as a

curriculum subject and as a teaching strategy. As a subject, students become more

aware of the built environment, develop empathy by solving real-life social

problems, and experience the many career options design ofiers. As an innovative

teaching construct students discuss problems in collaborative groups, and apply

higher order thinking skills while they explore a range of solutions. In either

context, students begin to gain mastery over an effective problem-solving life skill

that is transferable to any situation. It is my position that the ultimate goal is to

prepare students for a world in transition by equipping them with efiective tools

to address complex problems from the perspective of social justice with empathy

for human and environmental concerns.

The research revealed that in spite of the intentions of the Ministry, design,

in the two modalities described above, is not consistently or adequately represented

in the classroom, wherever it is located. Design is misunderstood by educators and

has been subsumed by technology. Teachers are not adequately prepared to instruct

students in design-related curriculum and may hold partial or ill-conceived

perceptions of design practice. Most important, the human factor, common to
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all design disciplines, is missing from student assignments. Postsecondary design

educators corroborate these findings; however they have not taken up the issue by

offering solutions or leadership initiatives. The study showed that the place of

design education remains vague and ill defined.

The current model of education originated with the industrial age beginning

in the mid- 1800s and has not deviated significantly since then (Contento. 1993;

Morin. 1998). The new technology of the Industrial Revolution-new power sources,

materials, and machines-led to new methods of production in response to new

social needs (Cross, 2001). Educational systems and school buildings were designed

to replicate and respond to the emerging hierarchical social order and the efficiency

of factory assembly lines (Contento). The profession of industrial design grew from

these roots, as did modern architecture and graphic design (Bayer et al., 1959;

Meggs. 1992). As with education, there has been little change in production

methods and technology until recently. In order to respond to the changes taking

place. Cross proposes a postindustrial model for industrial design education that

reflects the changes in technology and society. I believe this call for change can be

extended to general education as well.

Given the technological innovations creating a paradigm shift in society

today, it would be timely for education to respond with systemic change. What is

the place of facts and subject content delivered in a transmission orientation to

curriculum when information is instantly available through the Internet? Should

teaching skills and methods not adapt to a wired classroom environment? What is

the need for textbooks when content and complex concepts can be illu.strated and
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animated in three-dimensional form online? New strategies and skills are necessary

in order for teachers to transform the learning environment and their role in it,

while a critical review of what constitutes essential or "official knowledge" might

result in a curriculum transformation (Apple. 1993). "A renewed education calls for

new strategies such as experimental learning, discovery learning, and co-operative

learning as well as new techniques, formats, and approaches. Educational practices

are evolving towards a multi-disciplinary approach" (Morin, 1998). Design

methodology might provide a conceptual framework to address this paradigm

shift through experimentation resulting in educational innovations.

Adapting and responding to a paradigm shift requires adjusting to change

and living through ambiguity and instability (Kuhn, 1962). Moving from an old

paradigm to a new one can take as much as 20 years (Kuhn). FuUan (1991)

identifies change as a fact of life, and the locus of change rests with individuals and

how they come to grips with this reality. He looks at the implications of an

innovative change such as design-based learning in the classroom and identifies

three components of a curriculum change: "the possible use of new or revised

materials ... new teaching approaches ... and the possible alterations of beliefs"

(p. 37). Fullan points out that all three of these dimensions are required for

successful implementation. Other writers on curriculum innovation identify the

classroom teacher as the primary agent for successful delivery ( Eisner. 1 990; Leat.

1999; Roelofs & Terel, 1999). Teachers have also been characterized as avoiding

risk, and risk-taking is implicit in trying new ideas (Eisner; Pratt. 1980). Teachers

also resist change when it is imposed on them, perceived to be of little value (or the
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value is unclear), and resent the outsider who proposes the change (Fullan;

Hargreaves & Moore. 2000; Pratt; Young, 1988). This illustrates the complexity of

curriculum change without going into the institutional or personal behavioural

changes necessary to support the innovation. Other considerations such as teacher

isolation, a need for shared, collective meaning in order to embrace the change, and

a fixed status quo are cited as other barriers to instituting new ideas. "In short,

there is no reason for the teacher to believe in the change, and few incentives (and

large costs) to find out whether a given change will turn out to be worthwhile"

(Fullan, p. 34). Ultimately, though, "innovations [like design-based learning] are

acts of faith" (House as cited in Fullan, p, 34).

Why should the Ontario Ministry of Education take up this proposal for

curriculum innovation? Within Ontario is the largest school board in Canada

(Personal conversation, D. Dominico, March 2006), and Toronto ranks third in

North America, after New York and Boston, for its number of practicing designers

(Design Industry Advisory Committee, 2004). Ontario not only has the capacity, it

also has the responsibility as Canada's economic leader to champion change and

innovation for a sustainable future. The underlying assumption in this study was

that design education is not intended to increase the number of future practicing

designers but to equip the future workforce with a broad-based problem-solving

tool that, through real-life issues, develops in students a raised consciousness and

empathy for social justice and environmental concerns. By developing a comfort

with ambiguity, a capacity for taking risks, and an ability to imagine future

possibilities and .scenarios, students build the necessary skills to solve complex
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problems. Ontario designers and educators in partnership with the Ministry must

provide leadership for this initiative. I believe the future needs of society can be

creatively addressed through design-based learning.





Epilogue: Observing Theory Applied to Practice

Toward the end of the data collection stage of this study, I was invited by

the Design Exchange in Toronto to participate in a curriculum development project.

The purpose was to create five curriculum units that would be accessible to teachers

through the Museum Learning Space website hosted by the Canadian Heritage

Information Network. Our intention was to engage students in issues concerning

globalization, world economy, identity, culture, politics, and the environment

through design-related teaching methods and subjects. The units were pilot-tested

with the co-operation of a secondary school in Toronto, and examples of student

work were included as resources for teachers.

The individual units were developed collaboratively with two teachers,

representatives from the Design Exchange, and me. In some cases, the teacher

identified a lesson plan or topic that we developed using design as a teaching

strategy; in other cases, new lesson plans were created featuring design as the

subject such as a logo or symbol design, a brochure, or the design of an

environmentally sustainable community. The teachers brought varied experience

to the project-one was a geography teacher and department curriculum leader;

the other taught technological design and was a former architect. In addition, two

student teachers, under the mentorship of the geography teacher, joined the project,

and each delivered one unit to two different classes. The units were scheduled to

run between two and four class periods and could be expanded or contracted to

suit the needs of future users.

This project gave me the opportunity to test the theory of design-based
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learning and observe how teachers and students respond to this method. Being an

outsider to the secondary school environment, I was unfamiliar with the dynamics

of the classroom, the demands placed on teachers by the students, and the effects

of a system focused on outcomes. The school chosen to pilot-test the design

projects had a large geographic catchment area and the students represented a

broad cross-section of socioeconomic backgrounds and academic ability. I

attended most of the classes for each of the design units we developed. Regardless

of the grade level-I experienced grades 9, 1 1, and 12-the students' classroom

behaviour was a surprise to me. With students sharing tables, it was easy to

converse and "kibitz" with each other even while the teacher was speaking. When

the project was being introduced, their first question was whether or not they would

be evaluated. Would this assignment count towards a final grade? Apparently, if

an assignment is not evaluated, students will not do the work. From my perspective

while observing students in the classroom, it appeared they had short attention

spans and were more interested in socializing with their friends than absorbing the

content of the lesson. Then again, there was always a small number of students

who were attentive, engaged in discussion, and were conscientious about the

work-usually girls.

I held assumptions about design-based learning that were both confirmed

and denied by the students. 1 had imagined that working collaboratively in groups

might be a rare experience for them. This was not the case; however, they enjoyed

this method of learning, as they did working on computers. In spite of the social

nature of group work, it did help to keep them focused and on task. I also assumed
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that making presentations to the class-an aspect of the design process-might

be something that they had not much experience with. While some students were

clearly more adept than others, presenting was another experience reasonably

familiar to them. A third assumption I held, which was represented throughout

the literature, was that addressing real-life problems would capture students' interest

and engage them in the problem-solving process. This seems true if the problem is

something that interests them. Clearly, some students connected with the

assignments more than others. One project in particular saw students voluntarily

working between classes putting in extra time in order to complete the assignment.

At this point the teacher decided to assign a grade for their efforts because they had

worked hard on the project and subsequent presentation.

All five curriculum units were designed from a critical perspective, although

this was not explicitly discussed with the teachers during the planning stage. The

units involved students in social issues and required them to consider aspects of

social change in their responses to the individual assignments. The social reform

facet in some projects was more explicit than others, but it could be drawn out in

class discussion. This is where the role of the teacher was critical to delivering the

social orientation of the project. If they were sensitive themselves to social or

environmental issues, they attempted to engage the students to think critically on

the topic. In one grade 9 class a discussion of corporate branding led to

deconstructing the power inequities of individuals and nations underpinning

our consumer culture. However, in other cases, the critical perspective was lost in

an attempt to explain the basic requirements of the project. In all cases, there was
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not enough time allotted to adequately develop the units collaboratively or for

the students to complete the projects. In the end, the teachers demonstrated that

teaching from a critical perspective could be attempted without personally

embracing this orientation but it would be much more effective if they did.

One question raised in the research regarded the ability of teachers, who

are unfamiliar with design, to deliver a design-oriented curriculum. Three of the

units we developed engaged students in the act of designing. Of the four teachers

delivering the units, only one was a former designer. The two units he was

responsible for were explicit design assignments in a technological design course

and ultimately were successfully completed. One of the geography units, in part,

asked the students to design a resource brochure for new immigrants to Toronto.

In this case, the teacher had designed an example and the students subsequently

followed her lead by replicating her design while applying their group's cultural

focus. The second geography unit, which explored elements of the hurricane

Katrina disaster in New Orleans, required one group of students to research

emergency shelters. This group independently decided to design a shelter as well,

and their presentation revealed a thoughtfully considered, detailed response to this

type of human need. This was one of the few examples of active problem-solving

these units produced. To answer the question of whether or not teachers need

training in design to adequately teach the subject, these projects suggest that some

support is necessary; however, students can be extremely creative on their own

when they apply themselves.

Consulting on these curriculum units was a worthwhile and timely
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experience that allowed me to practice and observe how design-based learning

might be implemented. The students' response to the assignments, regardless of

their level of commitment, confirmed that it indeed does hold value both as a

subject and as a teaching strategy.
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Appendix A

Glossary of Terms

Advertising Design: "Generally speaking, advertising is the paid promotion

of goods, services, companies and ideas by an identified sponsor. Marketers see

advertising as part of an overall promotional strategy.... Some commercial

advertising media include billboards, printed flyers, radio, cinema and television

ads, web banners, magazines, newspapers.... Whereas marketing aims to identify

the market that has use for a product, advertising is the communication by which

information and ideas about the product are transmitted to potential consumers....

Examples of the ideas, informative or otherwise, that advertising tries to

communicate are the product details or benefits and brand information"

(http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Advertising).

Authentic Learning: Hill and Smith (2005) describe authentic learning as

"activity [that] resemble[s] that of everyday learning where learning and context are

inextricably linked as people engage in various forms of culturally-relevant activity.

... Learning, ability, product production, and intelligence [are] as much a part of

the situation as they [are] of the individual" (p. 22). Authentic learning is contrasted

against "traditional settings where the emphasis is on abstract and dccontextualized

concepts of little apparent relevance to the students" (p. 22).

Architecture: "is the art and science of designing buildings and structures,

A wider definition would include within its scope the design of the total built

environment, from the macrolevel of town planning, urban design, and landscape

architecture to the microlevel of furniture" (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/

Architecture).
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Critical Thinking: "as it is used in the great traditions, conjoins imagination

and criticism in a single form of thinking" (Passmore as cited in Gallo, 1994. p. 48).

Design (1): "the area of human experience, skill, and knowledge that

reflects man's concern with the appreciation and adaptation of his surroundings in

light of his material and spiritual needs. In particular, it relates to configuration,

composition, meaning, value, and purpose in man-made phenomena, the design

area of education embraces all those activities and disciplines which are

characterized by being anthropocentric, anthropological, aspirational, and

operational; that is, they are man-related, have a value seeking, feeling, or judging

aspect, and have a planning and making aspect" (Archer & Baynes as cited in

Davis, 1999b, p. 1).

Design (2): "Design is a creative problem definition and solution process

which helps to clarify objectives and translate these into implemented realities. As

such, design is a planning-actuation-management activity applied to buildings,

interior spaces, mass produced objects and products, visual communications, and

the landscaped and community environments in which we live. Design, when

responsibly applied to these objects and systems, can improve their performance,

promote the well-being of the people who use them, and save time, energy,

economic and material resources" (Davis, 1999b, p. 12 ).

Graphic Design: "is the applied art of arranging image and text to

communicate a message. It may be applied in any media, such as print, digital

media, motion pictures, animation, product decoration, packaging, and signs.

Graphic design as a practice can be traced back to the origin of the written word.
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but only in the late 19th century did it become identified as a separate entity"

(http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Graphic_Design).

Interdisciplinary: While design is an inherently interdisciplinary practice,

the terms interdisciplinary, multidisciplinary, and cross-disciplinary exist within the

lexicon of both art and design and require clarification. Within the context of this

thesis document, interdisciplinary and multidisciplinary refer to a collaborative

design problem-solving practice that brings together a variety of people with diverse

expertise related to an issue. The boundaries between disciplines do not blur the

final product, for example, a mixed-use commercial building. This is clearly a

product of the architectural domain. However, input from other disciplines such as

urban planning, engmeering, and law, and environmental consultants, and residents'

associations are necessary to complete the project.

Within the art community, "interdisciplinary" may hold alternative

meaning. For example, the Canada Council for the Arts defines interdisciplinary

work as an "inclusive artistic practice [that] transcends and integrates discrete art

forms where the resulting work is outside the framework of established disciplines.

Examples include non-linear theatre, multimedia dance and music, hybrid

performances and multidimensional installations.... The nature and thrust of

performance art and interdisciplinary practices are to seek the blurring of

boundaries and thus stubbornly resist definition of themselves, or of traditional

definitions of art. ... As a result, 'fixed' definitions or permanent categories for

these practices is undesirable" (Retrieved May 30. 2006 from

http://www.canadacouncil.ca/cgibin/MsmGo.exe?grab_id=201&page_id=3014656&

query=lnterdisciplinary+Arts&hiword=Arts+lnterdiscipIinary+).
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"In any contemporary field of endeavour, whether politics, science, ecology,

health or economics, there is a reawakened recognition that an interdisciplinary

methodology is the best approach for gaining an understanding of our interrelated

world. ... Is it any surprise, then, that in these times of continually shifting ground,

so much of our culture is now placing emphasis on interdisciplinary methodologies

and interdisciplinary ways of thinking? - Nelson Gray, interdisciplinary artist,

Gabriola Island, BC, July 1999" (Retrieved May 30, 2006 from

http://www.canadacouncil.ca/interarts/rtl27241871480000000.htm?FRAMELESS=t

rue&NRNODEGUID=%7bDF9D063E-C4EC-42CC-AAF7062E76F9E0B99yo7d

&section=4&NumSections=10).

Interior Design: "is a multi-faceted profession in which creative and

technical solutions are applied within a structure to achieve a built interior

environment. These solutions are functional, enhance the quality of life and culture

of the occupants, and are aesthetically attractive. Designs are created in response

to and coordinated with the building shell, and acknowledge the physical location

and social context of the project.... The interior design process follows a systematic

and coordinated methodology, including research, analysis and integration of

knowledge into the creative process, whereby the needs and resources of the client

are satisfied to produce an interior space that fulfills the project goals"

(http://cn.wikipedia.org/wiki/Interior_design_).

Industrial Design (1): "Industrial Design, as defined by the International

Council of Societies of Industrial Design (ICSID), 'is a creative activity the aim of

which is to determine the formal qualities of objects produced by industry. These
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formal qualities include the external features, but are principally those structural

and functional relationships which convert a system to a coherent unit both from

the viewpoint of the producer and the user. Industrial design embraces all aspects

of human environment that are conditioned by industrial production.' Though

allied to the disciplines of architecture and engineering, industrial design has a

shorter history and did not come into being until the mid- 19th century. Prior to this

time, the production of everyday objects was mainly the result of individual manual

effort within a craft-based economy. The Industrial Revolution made mass

production of these same objects possible. Thereafter, artists and craftsmen were

largely excluded from the industrial modes of manufacturing. The need for a

balance between art and industry, however, was soon expressed by concerned

groups and individuals, and ultimately led to the profession now called industrial

design" (http://66.59. 133.1 72/index.cfm?PgNm=TCE&Params=A 1 ARTA0003985).

Industrial Design (2): "is an applied art whereby the aesthetics and usability

of products may be improved. Design aspects specified by the industrial designer

may include the overall shape of the object, the location of details with respect to

one another, colors, texture, sounds, and aspects concerning the use of the product

ergonomics. Additionally the industrial designer may specify aspects concerning the

production process, choice of materials and the way the product is presented to the

consumer at the point of sale. The use of industrial designers in a product

development process may lead to added values by improved usability, lowered

production costs and more appealing products" (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/

Industrial_Design).
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Problem-Based Learning: "PBL is well known as a pioneer pedagogy in

medical education and can be traced back to the Faculty of Medicine. McMaster's

University in Ontario, Canada in the 1960s (Barrows & Tamblyn, 1980; Camp, 1996;

White, 1996). ... Torp and Sage (1998) define problem-based learning (PBL) as,

'focused, experiential learning (minds-on, hands-on) organized around the

investigation and resolution of messy, real-world problems. It is both a curriculum

organizer and instructional strategy, two complementary processes.' ... This pioneer

program found its framework in the work of John Dewey and inquiry-based

learning (Jones 1996)" (Hill and Smith, 2005, p. 19).

The Bauhaus. "is the common term for the Staatliches Bauhaus, an art

and architecture school in Germany that operated from 1919 to 1933, and for the

approach to design that it developed and taught.... Gropius (the head of the school

from 1919 to 1928) argued that a new period of history had begun with the end of

the war, and wanted to create a new architectural style to reflect this new era. His

style in architecture and consumer goods was to be functional, cheap and consistent

with mass production. To these ends, Gropius wanted to re-unite art and craft to

arrive at high-end functional products with artistic pretensions.... One of the main

objectives of the Bauhaus was to unify art, craft and technology. The machine was

considered a positive element and therefore industrial and product design were

important components. Vorkurs ('initial course') was taught; this is the modern day

Basic Design course that has become one of the key foundational courses offered in

architectural schools all over the world" (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Bauhaus).
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Visual Literacy: "is often taken as shorthand for the capacity to 'read' or

'interpret' or to 'find meaning in' the visual as opposed to textual world" (Howe,

2002, p. 141). Visual literacy "implies that the entire visible world is the purview of

visual literacy ... art education becomes a subcategory of visual education, art

becomes a subcategory of visual culture, and visual literacy is what is needed to

navigate around it" (Raney as cited in Howe, p. 141).

The Arts: An inclusive expression generally referring to a number of creative

disciplines including: drama, dance, music, literature, and visual arts.

Visual Art(s): includes traditional disciplines such as drawing, painting,

printmaking, and sculpture.
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Appendix B

Selected Resources

The following resources are a compilation of referrals and references made

by the research participants in this study. In addition, I have included resources

from conferences and lectures I attended throughout the thesis writing process and

websites of a few design organizations. These resources are included here because

they were not captured as references in the body of the thesis document; however,

they do not represent a comprehensive list of design-related sources.

Books

Alexander, C. (1979). A timeless way of building. ISBNO- 19-502402-8

Alexander C. (n.d.) The nature of order. Volumes 1-4. Berkley California: Center for

Environmental Structure.

Alexander, C, Ishikawa, S., Silverstein. M., Jacobson, M., Fiksdahl King. I.. &

Angel, S. (1977). A Pattern Language. Town.s. Buildings. Construction.

ISBN 0-19-501919-9.

Brand, S. (1999). The clock of the long now. Time and responsibility: The ideas

behind the world's slowest computer. New York: Basic Books.

Glaser, M., Kushner, T, & Ilic, M. (2(X)5). The design of dis.sent: Socially and

politically driven graphics. Gloucester, Massachusetts: Rockport Publishers.

For more information, see: http://www.miltonglaser.com

Jacobs, J. (2004). The dark age ahead. New York: Random House.

Landry. C. (2000). The creative city. A toolkit for urban innovators. London:

Earthscan Publications Ltd.
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Mau, B. (2004). Massive change. New York: Phaidon Press Limited.

For more information, see: http://www.massivechange.com/. and

http://www.brucemaudesign.com/

McDonough, W, & Braungart. M. (2002). Cradle to cradle. Remaking the way we

make things. New York: North Point Press.

For more information, see: http://www.mcdonough.com/cradle_to_cradle.htm

Papanek, V. (1985). Design for the real world. Human ecology and social change.

Chicago: Academy Chicago Publishers.

Thackara, J. (2005). In the bubble. Designing in a complex world. Cambridge,

Massachusetts: The MIT Press.

For more information and a summary of the book, see: http://www.thackara

.com/inthebubble/index.html

Suri, J. F, & IDEO. (2005). Thoughtless acts? Observations on intuitive design.

San Francisco: Chronicle Books Lie. ISBN: 081 1847756

"thoughtless acts? is a book... that invites you to notice the subtle and

amusing ways that people react to the world around them. These

'thoughtless acts' reveal how people behave in a world not always perfectly

tailored to their needs and demonstrate the kind of real-world observational

approach that can inspire designers and anyone involved in creative

endeavours." (http://www.thoughtlessacts.com/)

Vincente, K., (200.3). The human factor Revolutionizing the way people live with

technology. New York: Routledge.
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Creative Thinkers

Christopher Alexander: "[Alexander] was born in Vienna, Austria in 1936. He was

raised in England, and holds a Master's Degree in Mathematics and a Bachelor's

degree in Architecture from Cambridge University, and a PhD in Architecture from

Harvard University. In 1958 he moved to the United States, and has lived in

Berkeley, California from 1963 until the present. Alexander is Professor in the

Graduate School and Emeritus Professor of Architecture at the University of

California, Berkeley... He has designed and built more than two hundred buildings

on five continents: many of these buildings lay the ground work of a new form of

architecture, which looks far into the future, yet has roots in ancient traditions.

Much of his work has been based on inventions in technology, including, especially,

inventions in concrete, shell design, and contracting procedures needed to attain a

living architecture" (Retrieved May 19, 2006 from http://www.patternlanguage.

com/leveltwo/ca.htm). For more information, see: http://www.pattemlanguage.com/,

and http://www.natureoforder.com/overview.htm

Teresa Amabile: "Teresa Amabile is the Edsel Bryant Ford Professor of Business

Administration, Head of the Entrepreneurial Management Unit, and Faculty Chair

of the Arthur Rock Center for Entrepreneurship at Harvard Business School.

Originally educated and employed as a chemist. Dr. Amabile received her Ph.D. in

psychology from Stanford University in 1977. Originally focusing on individual

creativity. Dr. Amabile s research has expanded to encompass team creativity and

organizational innovation. This 30-year program of research on how the work
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environment can influence creativity and motivation has yielded a theory of

creativity and innovation; methods for assessing creativity, motivation, and the

work environment; and a set of prescriptions for maintaining and stimulating

innovation" (Retrieved May 19, 2006 from http://dor.hbs.edu/fi_redirect.jhtml?

facInfo=bio&facEmId=tamabile&loc=extn).

Janine Benyus, Biomimicry: "Janine M. Benyus writes and educates in the natural

sciences, teaches interactive writing, lectures at the University of Montana, and

works as a 'biologist at the design table,' helping designers, engineers, and business

leaders consult life's genius in the creation of well-adapted designs. She is the

author of six books including Biomimicry: Innovation Inspired by Nature^' (Mau, B.

2004. Massive change. Bruce Mau and the institute without boundaries. New York:

Phaidon Press, p. 27).

"Nature as Model: Biomimicry is a new science that studies nature's models

and then imitates or takes inspiration from these designs and processes to solve

human problems, e.g., a solar cell inspired by a leaf.

Nature as Mentor: Biomimicry uses an ecological standard to judge the

"rightness" of our innovations. After 3.8 billion years of evolution, nature has

learned: What works. What is appropriate. What lasts.

Nature as Measure: Biomimicry is a new way of viewing and valuing nature.

It introduces an era based not on what we can extract from the natural world, but

on what we can learn from it. ~Janinc Benyus (1997) Biomimicry: Innovation

inspired by Nature" (Retrieved May 19 2006 from http://www.biomimicry.nel).

For more information, sec: http://www.biomimicry.net
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Stewart Brand: "Stewart Brand is a cofounder of Global Business Network and

the Long Now Foundation. Best known for founding, editing, and publishing the

Whole Earth Catalog (1968-1985; National Book Award, 1972), he also has a long-

standing involvement in computers, education, and the media arts ... Stewart's

book. The Clock of the Long Now: Time and Responsibility, investigates the

advantages of taking the very long term seriously, including some new ways to

think about the future" (Retrieved May 19, 2006 from http://www.gbn.com/

PersonBioDisplayServlet.srv?pi=24825).

"The Long Now Foundation is attempting to encourage long term thinking.

Civilization is revving itself into a pathologically short attention span. The trend

might be coming from the acceleration of technology, the short-horizon perspective

of market-driven economics, the next-election perspective of democracies, or the

distractions of personal multi-tasking. All are on the increase. Some sort of

balancing corrective to the short-sightedness is needed-some mechanism or myth

which encourages the long view and the taking of long-term responsibility, where

'long-term' is measured at least in centuries. Long Now proposes both a mechanism

and a myth" (Retrieved May 19, 2006 from http://www.longnow.org/about/).

For more information, see: http://www.longnow.org/, http://www.well.com/~sbb/,

http://www.gbn.com/PersonBioDisplayServlel.srv?pi=24825

Lorraine Gauthier, Work Worth Doing: "[Work Worth Doing is] a [Toronto-based]

design studio working at the intersection of the business, cultural and

philanthropy sectors bringing design thinking and design processes to a host of
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social and environmental challenges. We are a mix of innovative enterprise. NGO

(nongovernmental organization), research lab. think tank and a few others ... We

believe that the desire to make a positive difference in the world is a fundamental

and transformative motivation that virtually everybody shares... [Our mission is]

to initiate, design and champion solutions to social, environmental and economic

challenges that create a plurality of positive outcomes at a local and global scale"

(Retrieved May 19. 2006 from http://www.workworthdoing.com). For more

information, see: http://www.workworthdoing.com

Jane Jacobs: "[Jacobs was] an author and community activist of singular influence

whose classic The Death and Life of Great American Cities transformed ideas

about urban planning ... Her impact transcended borders. Basing her findings on

deep, eclectic reading and firsthand observation, Jacobs challenged assumptions

she believed damaged modern cities—that neighborhoods should be isolated from

each other, that an empty street was safer than a crowded one. that the car

represented progress over the pedestrian ... [Jacobs s] priorities were for integrated,

manageable communities, for diversity of people, transportation, architecture and

commerce. She also believed that economies need to be self-sustaining and

self-renewing, relying on local initiative instead of centralized bureaucracies"

(Retrieved May 19, 2006 from http://www.chron.com/disp/story.mpl/life/books

/38 18568.html). For more information, see: http://www.newyorker.com/talk/

content/70405 1 7ta_talk_gopnik, and hitp://www.robertfulford.com/jucob.s.html
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Charles Landry: "[Landry] founded COMEDIA, Europe's leading cultural

planning consultancy, in 1978 ... During that time it has undertaken several

hundred projects concerned with revitalizing public, social and economic life

through cultural activity; quality of life studies; cultural industry development

projects and city and regional strategies ... He is regarded as an international

authority on city futures and the use of culture in city revitalization; cultural

planning and heritage issues, strategic policy development, the cultural industries."

(Retrieved May 19, 2006 from http://www.comedia.org.uk/pages/wwa_

charleslandry.htm)

Doreen Nelson, California State Polytechnic University: "Doreen Nelson,

recognized by the New York Times as one of the thirty most innovative educators

in the USA is an honorary member of the American Institute of Architects. She is

the Director of the Center for City Building Education (CBE), a non-profit

organization formed in 1969, an author, producer and director of educational films

and a major contributor to computer design firms.

Professor Nelson teaches in the School of Education and Integrative Studies

and is an Adjunct Professor in the College of Environmental Design at California

State Polytechnic University, Pomona, California.

Nelson pioneered the field of design thinking in education after ten years of

teaching in elementary and secondary schools. She developed and implemented the

use of specific methods to speed up the thinking skills associated with design and

creativity known as CBE. Her methodology uses the built environment of the city
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in which students - of any age - design and construct a city of the future in their

classroom to unlock and speed up the transformational skills associated with

original thought. The methodology demonstrates how design and creativity enhance

and extend the teaching of math, sciences, language arts and social studies, it has

been practiced world-wide in public schools, museums and universities" (Retrieved

May 19, 2006 from http://www.csupomona.edu/~dnelson/doreen.html).

For more information, see: http://www.csupomona.edu/~dnelson

John Thackara: "John Thackara studied philosophy and journalism in England

before working in book publishing in New York. He edited Design magazine for

five years, was later Modern Culture Editor of Harpers & Queen, and was design

correspondent of The Guardian. In 1987 he set up Design Analysis International

(DAI), a conference and exhibition company with offices in London and Tokyo.

DAI organised events at the Pompidou Centre, Victoria &. Albert Museum. Axis

Gallery in Tokyo, and other venues. From 1989-1992 John was Director of Research

at the Royal College of Art, and was twice chairman of the European Design

Summit. [Thackara] John was the first Director (1993-1999) of the Netherlands

Design Institute. He is a member of the Virtual Platform, a club of research

institutes which advises the Dutch government; he also sits on expert groups

advising the European Commission on its innovation policy, and was on the

coordinating group, responsible for vision building, of Convivio - the EU network

for social computing" (Retrieved May 19, 2(K)6 from http://www.thackara.com/).

For more information, sec: http://www.thackara.com/
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John Thackara's Doors of Perception: "Doors of Perception (Doors) is an

international conference and knowledge network [initiated by John Thackara]

which sets new agendas for design - in particular, the design agenda for information

and communication technologies (ICTs) ... Doors prioritises social needs over

technology-push on the agenda of innovation. Each conference has a theme, such

as 'home', 'speed', 'play' or 'lightness'. Speakers from many disciplines address the

theme: participants make their own connections between the ideas presented and

their own work . . . The conferences bring together different disciplines and

communities that would not otherwise meet. Connections made at Doors lead to

high-value relationships, projects, and new business ventures" (Retrieved May 19,

2006 from http://www.doorsofperception.com/embed.php7_about_us.html).

For more information, see: http://www.doorsofperception.com/

Garry K. Van Patter and NextD: "GK VanPatter is an internationally recognized

understanding designer, innovation architect, and visionary thinker. He specializes

in the creation of strategies, tools, and organizations that enhance adaptability and

innovation. As Co-Founder of Understanding Lab Inc in New York he has

pioneered the application of understanding as an instrument to drive growth,

change, and innovation in knowledge creating companies. ...GK has more than

twenty-five years of design leadership experience and has consulted to numerous

global companies.. .He was an early advocate of extending designs' reach into the

realms of business transformation, strategy development, knowledge creation and
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organizational innovation. ...His consulting work often takes him into the terrain of

what he calls B4Design. a term that he coined to describe the landscape of strategic

complexities that often must be untangled before design can begin. He considers the

terrain of B4Design to be central to the future of design and design leadership"

(Retrieved June 6, 2006 from http://www.nextd.org/05/index.html).

Kim Vicente: "[Vincente] is the author of The Human Factor: Revolutionizing the

Way People Live with Technology, a ground-breaking work in which he makes

vividly clear how we can bridge the widening chasm between people and

technology. For his book, Kim was awarded the prestigious 2003 National Business

Book Award. He was chosen by TIME Magazine as one of 25 Canadians under the

age of 40 who is a 'Leader for the 21st Century' who will shape Canada's future.

Kim is a Professor of Engineering at the University of Toronto, and

Founding Director of U of T's Cognitive Engineering Laboratory. During 2002-

2003, he was Distinguished Visiting Professor of Aerospace Information

Engineering at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology" (Retrieved May 18, 2006

from http://www.speakers.ca/vicente_kim.aspx).

Patrick Whitney: "Professor Patrick Whitney is the director of the Institute of

Design, Illinois Institute of Technology ... Whitney has published and lectured

throughout the world about how to make technological innovations more humane,

the link between design and business strategy, and methods of designing interactive

communications and products ... His writing has focused on new frameworks of
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design that respond to two transformations: the shift from mass-production to

flexible production; and the shift from national markets to markets that are both

global and 'markets of one'" (Retrieved May 19, 2006 from http://www.id.iit.edu

/people/faculty_bios/whitney.html).

Websites and Blogs

American Institute of Graphic Arts (AIGA), New York: "AIGA's purpose is to

further excellence in design as a broadly defined discipline, strategic tool for

business and cultural force. AIGA is a professional association committed to

stimulating thinking about design through the exchange of ideas and information,

the encouragement of critical analysis and research and the advancement of

education and ethical practice" (Retrieved May 19. 2006 from http://www.aiga.org/

content.cfm/missionstatement). For more information, see: http://www.aiga.org

Blog, Design Observer: Founded by designers-writers-educators Michael Bierut,

William Drenttel. and Jessica Helfand, Design Observer invites comments from

designers on current subjects. For more information, see:

http://www.designobserver.com/

Cooper Hewitt Design Museum, New York: "Cooper-Hewitt, National Design

Museum, Smithsonian Institution is the only mu.seum in the nation devoted

exclusively to historic and contemporary design. The Museum presents compelling

perspectives on the impact of design on daily life through active educational and

curatorial programming. It is the mission of Cooper-Hewitt s staff and Board of
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Trustees to advance the public understanding of design across the twenty-four

centuries of human creativity represented by the Museum's collection" (Retrieved

May 19, 2006 from http://www.cooperhewitt.org/ABOUT/index.asp). For more

information, see: http://www.cooperhewitt.org/

The Design Council, United Kingdom: "The Design Council is the UK's national

strategic body for design. We aim to strengthen and support the economy and

society by demonstrating and promoting the vital role of design in making

businesses more competitive and public services more effective. Our work includes:

• A national programme of design support for managers

• A ten-year public design promotion in UK regions

• Campaigns to accelerate innovation and transformation in industry and

the public sector through practical interventions promoting the strategic

use of design

• Projects generating new thinking on how design can be used to tackle key

economic and social challenges"

(Retrieved May 18, 2006 from http://www.design-council.org.uk/webdav/

harmonise?Page/(«^id=6000)

The Design Exchange, Toronto: The Design Exchange was ofTicially opened in

1994. "(Their mission is] to promote the value of Canadian design, through

engaging and enriching programs ... The Design Exchange ... has mounted close lo

KM) exhibitions, organized numerous seminars, lectures, international conferences
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and educational programs and publications stimulating the debate over the role

played by design in culture, industry and business" (Retrieved May 19. 2006 from

http://www.dx.org/about/organization.html). For more information, see:

http://www.dx.org

International Council of Graphic Design Associations (ICOGRADA).

Montreal: "Icograda is the world body for professional graphic design and visual

communication" (Retrieved May 19, 2006 from http://www.icograda.org/web/

feature-past.shtml).

Podcasts, Smart City Radio: "Smart City""""** is a weekly, hour-long public radio

talk show that takes an in-depth look at urban life, the people, places, ideas and

trends shaping cities. Host Carol Coletta talks with national and international

public policy experts, elected officials, economists, business leaders, artists,

developers, planners and others for a penetrating discussion of urban issues"

(Retrieved May 19, 2006 from http://www.smartcityradio.com/smartcityradio/). For

more information, see: http://www.smartcityradio.com/smartcityradio/. Archived

podcasts include: The Innovation Imperative with Chris Whittle and Tom Kclley.

Lessons from Canada with Larry Beasley and Tim Jones, Designing Out of

Difficulty with John Thackera and Bob Scarfo. and The Creative City Movement

with Charles Landry and Ian Lockwood.
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University Design Research Centres

The Beat Centrefor Strategic Creativity, OCAD: "The Beal Centre for Strategic

Creativity conducts basic and applied research at the intersection of design and

innovative business practice. [Their] primary objective is to empower people and

organizations to expand the limits of their imagination. The mission of the Beal

Centre for Strategic Creativity is: to enhance education with new methodologies in

imaginative thinking; to contribute to the development of knowledge and economic

wellbeing, [and] to explore new ways of improving the human condition.

Emphasizing a multi-disciplinary approach, the Beal Centre brings together

partners in industry, government and other academic institutions for project

collaborations. Founded in 2005 ... the Beal Centre operates in affiliation with the

Ontario College of Art & Design (OCAD)'" (Retrieved May 19, 2005 from

http://www.bealcentre.org/aboutus/index.php). For more information, see:

http://www.bealcentre.org

The Institute of Design, Illinois Institute of Technology: "The Institute of

Design (ID) at Illinois Institute of Technology is an international leader in teaching

systemic, human-centered design. Graduate studies at ID focus on the development

of advanced design methods and theories, and on the practical demonstration of

their utility... Together, faculty and students at ID approach design problems from

many perspectives, employing analytic and synthetic design methods to identify

current and future needs and to humanize the technology needed to solve those

problems. Through our research initiatives. ID is constantly developing new
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methodologies for user-centered, strategic design. White papers and publications

authored by ID faculty and student researchers can be downloaded from this

Website" (Retrieved May 19, 2006 from http://www.id.iit.

edu/profile/welcome.html). For more information, see: http://www.id.iit.edu/

Institute of Design, Stanford University: The d.school at Stanford aims "to be a

place for Stanford students and faculty in engineering, medicine, business, the

humanities, and education to learn design thinking and work together to solve big

problems in a human centered way ... [Their aim is] to be a place where people

from big companies, start-ups, schools, nonprofits, government, and anyone else

who realizes the power of design thinking, can join [their] multidisciplinary

teaching, prototyping, and research ... [They] use design thinking to tackle hard

social problems: Stop drunk driving. Build better elementary schools. Develop

environmentally sustainable offerings" (Retrieved May 19. 2006 from

http://www.stanford.edu/group/dschool/).












